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THE PRESIDENT (Hon Clive Griffiths) took the Chair at 3.30 pm. and read prayers.

ELECTION OF SENATORS AMENDMENT BILL

Assent

Message from the Lieutenant Governor and Administrator received and read notifying assent
to the Bill.

PETITION - VIDEOS

X Rated - Banning Request

Hon George Cash presented a petition bearing the signatures of 221 persons expressing
concern that X rated videos may be legalised in Western Australia and requesting that
Parliament maintain the ban on X rated videos as it has a strong obligation to protect women
and children.

Similar petitions were presented by Hon Barry House (178 persons), Hon Muriel Patterson
(202 persons), Hon Derr ick Tomlinson (217 persons) and Hon Margaret McAleer (217
persons).

[See papers Nos 472-475 and 477.]
A similar petition was presented by the President, by delivery (65 persons).

[See paper No 478.]

PETITION - SEXUAL ABUSE OF CHILDREN

"Children's Division" - Petty Sessions, District and Supreme Courts
The President presented a petition, by delivery, bearing the signatures of 56 persons
requesting Parliament to legislate for all cases of sexual and other crimes against children to
be dealt with in a "Children's Division" of the Court of Petty Sessions, District Court or
Supreme Court, and that tougher penalties be handed down to those found guilty of such
offences.

[See paper No 479.]

PROROGATION OF PARLIAMENT HILL

Introduction and First Reading

Bill introduced, on motion by Hon N.F. Moore, and read a first time.

MOTION
Joint Select Committee on Parole - Publication of Evidence

HON JOHN HALDEN (South Metropolitan) [3.48 pmn]: I move -

That the Select Committee on Parole have leave to disclose or publish such evidence
taken by it and documents presented to it as it determines.

The Joint Select Conmmittee on Parole, at its last meeting, resolved unanimously to seek the
leave of the House for the committee to have the power sought by this motion. Standing
Order No 343 prohibits the committee, except by leave of the Council, from disclosing or
publishing any evidence and documents that have not been reported to the Council. This
contrasts with the applicable Senate Standing Order which gives comnmittees the authority to
disclose or publish evidence and documents prior to their being reported. This is in line with
the Canadian practice where the general rule is that commnittee meetings are open to the
public and proceedings, submissions and documents printed by order of the committee are
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available freely to anyone. The Joint Select Committee on Parole has determined that there
may be occasions when it is desirable to authorise the disclosure of evidence, documents or
submissions to third panties or the public generally in order to obtain comments, critiques and
further information. Naturally, the commitrtee would be judicious in its release of such
material and, in the case of submissions, would always obtain prior approval from the person
or orgarisaxion presenting the submi-ission for its publication.
I ask the House to support the motion.
Question put and passed.

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS DUTY AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 17 October.
HON MAX EVANS (North Metropolitan) (3.50 pm]: The Financial Institutions Duty
Amendment Bill was introduced to this House by the Minister for Budget Management as
simple legislation to increase the general rate of financial institutions duty from the current 2o
per $100 to 3.50 per $100. In 1983 the rate was 50 per $100, and it was subsequently
decreased to 21t per $ 100; we are now told by the Government that Western Australia is lucky
because the rate in Western Australia is not as high as the rate in some other States.
The rate imposed in Western Australia will be below the 40 per $ 100 rate applicable in South
Australia and Tasmania and only 0.5; above the 3U per $ 100 applicable in New South Wales
and Victoria. The Government constantly makes reference to the fact that the people in this
State are lucky or unlucky compared with those in other States; perhaps we should be
standing on our own two feet by now, rather than comparing ourselves with other States.
However, I will not go into that debate at the moment. Perhaps we should put ourselves in
the unique position of imposing no financial institutions duty at all. In the 1970s Queensland
was the first State to abolish State probate duty, at a time when the rate in Western Australia
was 32 per cent. When Queensland abolished death duties it attracted a lot of business
investment to the State which was responsible for a great deal of the development in the south
coast area, which may not otherwise have taken place. It is a pity that the Liberal
Government in Western Australia at the time did nor similarly abolish death duties, and reap
the huge benefits that were available.
Before I became a member of this place, through the WA Chamber of Commerce and
Industry I argued that it would be better if Western Australia did not introduce financial
institutions duty. In 1983 this State imposed the highest rate in Australia at 5; per $100. I
refer to early 1983 when the then Premier, Brian Burke, came to Government and met with
different business groups to explain how he intended to make the Government work harder
than it bad previously, and to generate revenue that would cut out the need to increase taxes.
He said that it was easy to mate profits in business and to work the assets better, and in that
way to raise revenue. That was said in March 1983; by August 1983 the furphy was put
around that the Government tabled paper in respect of the Estimates for the next year
indicated that there could be a deficit cowards the end of the year which it would have to do
something about. The deficit was estimated to be $14 million, although the Government
ignored the $33 million that had been earned on the short-term money market.
The new financial institutions duty was introduced and it seemed to be a popular tax in other
States which had raised a lot of revenue. It was a tax on money deposited in bank or building
society accounts. The Federal Government had introduced the BAD tax - the bank account
debit tax - and soon after the State Government introduced RID. The business houses
complained about this tax as an extra cost but they at least were able to offset that against a
tax reduction to 490 in the dollar. Business people, property owners and others were taxed at
the rate of 65o in the dollar at that stage and the reduction was some compensation for the
imposition of FID and BAD tax. However, the ordinary salary earner, members of
Parliament and public servants received no benefit of a tax reduction to absorb the cost of the
financial institutions duty. The Government stated that the amount collected from this tax
would not be high in terms of State revenue; however, it proved to be an absolute bonanza for
the State Government for various reasons - year one the revenue from the wool industry was
very high and the following year the price of wheat went through the roof - and a great
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deal of revenue was raised by the Government: FED has been not only a handicap to the
business community, but it has also been an expense which businesses canniot get rid of.
They cannot avoid paying the tax because their revenue must go through a bank account. It
could also be considered an inflation indexed tax because as people's salaries and incomes
rise the amount of tax rises because it is imposed in direct relationship with chat increase. It
is a tax which is directly related to the consumer price index.

In the first year of it6 introduction at a rare of 50 per $100 it raised $16 million; in 1984-85,
during which year the rate was decreased to 20 per $100, an amount of $35 million was
raised. In the next full year at a rate of 20 per $100, $27 million was raised, and in
subsequent years $26 million, $32 milion, and $36 million were raised. By the fourth year,
the rate having changed from 50 per $100 to 20 per $100, the rate of revenue was back to the
revenue raised in the first full year of $35 million. A total $172 milion has been raised by
the Governent through this new revenue in the first six years of its introduction. The
Government has probably tried to bluff its own members and to convince them what a good
financial manager it has been during this period, and how it has spent money on many
worthwhile projects. However, it forgets that it has introduced a new tax providing additional
revenue of $172 milion over six years, which was not previously imposed by any other
Government in Western Australia. Thai was not good management, it was absolute extortion
by the Government when the then Premier, Brian Burke, was telling the business community
that he would raise money from business ventures such as the Argyle Diamond shares and so
on. He obviously thought there were safer ways of fulfilling the promises made in his
socialist program and being able to throw away money as his Government did. The
Government did some good things in the early days with its program for the money, but we
shall consider where the money has been spent in latter days.

The Estimates for 1989-90 indicate that $56 million will be raised from this tax; that makes a
total of $228 million in seven years from the introduction of this tax. According to the
Minister's speech - I have to believe the statements made, although they are not always
right - an additional amount of $25 million will1 be raised in a full year. In the last full year
$36 milion was raised from this tax; therefore, the amendment represents an increased
revenue of 67 per cent in one tax. The change from 2% per $ 100 to 3.5% per $ 100 represents
an increase of 75 per cent; this is proposed by a Government which said before the election
that no rates would be increased above the rate of inflation.

Hon J.M. Berinson: We said in our family package that specified charges would not be
above the rate of inflation.

Hon MAX EVANS: Families pay financial institutions duty, and this tax is just as important
to them as energy and water charges.

Hon J.M. Berinson: What would you say the increase represents in a year on an amount of
$20 000? It is all. very well to talk about 67 per cent increases but a family banking $20 000
would pay $3.50 a year extra.

Hon MAX EVANS: It is the principle.

Hon I.M. Berinson: Compare it with the actual cost.

Hon MAX EVANS: The Government gets the benefit of built-in inflation, and it should not
forget the pensions paid in this State totalling $ 100 million, and the share it gets from those
pensions. It is a very nice and easy tax to collect. The banks are required to collect this tax
and they incurred huge costs to improve their computer systems to deal with this tax. The
Govemrment has not been generous enough to offer to cover those costs or to pay a collection
fee. Businesses incurred huge costs and part of the reason for the delay in introducing this
tax was the need for banks and building societies to change their computer equipment. This
occurred after they had altered their equipment to cope with the BAD tax.

The Government could have stayed on the right side of business by keeping that charge at 2%,
rather than increasing it yet again to cover the huge losses this State has incurred during the
last few years as a consequence of the Govenrment's failed business dealings. An example is
the loss last year by WA Government Holdings Ltd of $38 million; this year it is $62 million;
and it is now facing the prospect of having to pay some unfortunate engineers the money
owed to them for the services they provided while on contract. The total loss of $100 Million
is four times the estimated increase of FID for one year. The Goverrnent will
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also have to fund the $175 million loaned by the SGIC to WA Government Holdings Ltd to
purchase its interest in Petrochemical Industries Co Ltd.

Hon 3.M. Berinson: The cost of servicing that loan is included in the $62 million which you
have already quoted, so you would not double-count it.

Hon MAX EVANS: So the $24 million is included in the amount of $62 million?

Hon J.M. Berinson: That is right.

Hon MAX EVANS: This is the first time we have been told about that. That does not tie in
with the other costs for the petrochemical project, but I will not try to debate that now; I may
ask some other questions at a later date.

Hon J.M. Berinson: My understanding of it is that it will lead to double counting.

Hon MAX EVANS: I will leave that as recorded in Hansard, and will check the facts later.

An amount of $125 million was written out of revenue to account for the Teachers Credit
Society losses. The estimated revenue from FJ2D for a full year is $25 million, so that revenue
has been forgone for the next five years. The Swan Building Society loss was $16 million.
The Government has had to increase taxes and charges, not because things are really tough.
as we have been told, but because it needs to cover the losses incurred by its business
dealings. This State has in fact been on a very good wicket: Revenue from the agricultural
and mining sectors has increased markedly.

The Minister for Budget Management must take as much, if not mote, responsibility for the
losses than the Premier or the Treasurer. The Treasurer decided that Mr Berinson, as a
successful businessman, should be in charge of this area of Government activity, rather than a
television commentator or journalist. That was a good decision, but the Minister must
therefore take full responsibility for the losses because I am sure he would have been
consulted about those ventures; and if he was not, he should resign.
The Opposition believes that the financial institutions duty should be abolished, rather than
increased. Premier Burke said in 1983 that the introduction of NID would alleviate the
necessity to impose some stamp duty charges - for example, on the appointment of a power
of attorney, which used to be $5 or $10 - and I believe the administrative saving in abolishing
such charges would probably be greater than the revenue lost. We find, however, that stamp
duty revenue has increased from $123 million in 1982-83 to $158 million in 1984-85 and to
$500 million in 1989-90. In addition to this massive increase in stamp duty revenue, there
has been a change in the interpretation of the Stamp Act in respect of the stamp duty
applicable to property owned by a company. Stamp duty is now payable on the gross value
of the freehold land, rather than the net value of the shares. The Minister said at the time that
the only reason companies bought properties was to avoid stamp duty. He should know that
companies have invested in property for many years. Much of the increased stamp duty
revenue has resulted from inflationary trends - for example, the second board share market,
property deals, and increased rates. The Stamp Act interpretation was changed recently to
provide that, when mining companies want to transfer their in-ing tenement from an
exploration company to the parent company, they will have to pay stamp duty on the value of
the work done rather than the value of the land; so if the value of the land is $5 million. and
the value of the exploration work is $20 million, stamp duty will be payable on the full value
of the work done.

We were told that RID was introduced to alleviate the need for increased stamp duty charges.
but we find now that the rate of FID has increased; and I believe that next year we will see
another increase. It is a wrong that the Government should be able to obtain so much money
from taxpayers' bank accounts.

HON P.C. PENDAL (South Metropolitan) (4.06 pm]: I wish to expand on some of the
points made by the Opposition spokesman on budget management, because the history
attached to this Bill demands that people slow down sufficiently to realise what has happened
since November 1983 when a Bill came before this House to introduce an entirely new tax
called financial institutions duty. This Bill is the Government's version of a rapist: It has
learnt over a six year period to creep up on people and then, when they least expect it, to
assault them.

The Opposition vigorously opposed that Bill when it was first introduced. The Government
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envisaged that the Bill would raise in the order of $16 million in its first pant year of
operation. That amount has now increased to about $56 million, so we are looking at an
increase in RID of 250 per cent - from a Government which promised to use the introduction
of RID to rationalise some of the stamp duty and other charges which were imposed on those
people whom we were told were least able to afford it.
I refer members to what happened in 1983 to those other so-called minor taxes, such as stamp
duty, under Mr Burke's first Budget, and to what is now the situation after six years of the
operation of FID. I put it to the House that I am justified in calling this Bill the
Government's version of a rapist, because not only has the Government introduced a massive
assault by way of FRD but it has at the same time reverted to all the old practices of six years
ago and has perpetuated those charges which we were told would go by the wayside.
In the 1983 Budget, under the subheading of "Stamp Duty Income", at that time the
Government foresaw that it would get something in the order of $29 million by imposing
stamp duties on items that have now disappeared in that form but have bobbed up in other
forms. By that I mean chat we still impose stamp duty on conveyances and transfers, and that
is a matter I will deal with when we get to other, more appropriate Bills later; we still impose
stamp duty on insurance policies as we did in 1983; we still impose it on cheques, orders,
procurations and so on; we still impose it on motor vehicle licences and mortgages.
However, in 1983 we imposed stamp duty on credit facilities which also included hire
purchase agreements and, as well, we imposed it on a whole range of other so-called bits and
pieces. So what has happened, given that this is what the Government told us in 1983? This
is out of the mouth of the then Premier and Treasurer -

..The Government will move concurrently with the introduction of the financial
institutions duty to eliminate those stamp duties applying to credit business, to
instalment purchase agreements, and on the issue and discounting of promissory notes
and bills of exchange other than cheques.

Well, what has happened? In that Budget of 1983 it was foreshadowed that the stamp duty
on those items would bring in $29 million. It is a funny thing that six years later, after six
years of FED and, as Hon Max Evans pointed out, when that amount has increased to more
than $56 million, we have not eliminated any of those duties from 1983; indeed, we have
added to them. Not only that, but also we have added to the income and turned it into a not
inconsequential pant of the State's revenues, because, as I have said, we saw then that we
would get $29 million out of that item; today we get $45 million. So it is a nonsense to say,
as the Government has said - and as Hon Max Evans pointed out - that the introduction of
PUD was somehow intended to rationalise and eliminate certain smaller taxes and, by doing
that, to give people some relief and instead introduce some broad range consumer tax such as
FID. The reality is that we have not got rid of one to replace it with a better form of taxation;
we have been stuck with both of them.
If we add the figures together, in 1983 - when we did not have RID - we received $29 million
from those sources and this year we will receive $45 million, If we add to that the
$56 million we have created out of the air as a result of what Hon J.M. Berinson has done
here, if my memory serves me correctly it amounts to well over $ 100 million now being
brought into the State Treasury in a form which was intended to rationalise a $29 mill ion
impost and then start spreading the load to people who allegedly could better, afford it. I have
already made the point that the amount raised by RID rose from a projected $16 million in its
first part year of operation to well over $56 million, I think it is now; that, in anyone's
arithmetic, represents a 250 per cent increase.
It would be bad enough if it stopped there, but we are dealing now with a tax that the
Goverrnent, as the then Opposition, distinctly denied in the lead-uip to the 1983 election that
it would ever introduce. So it was a repudiation of a commitment given not only to the
business people but also to the public of Western Australia that the Labor Government should
introduce it in order to start financing some of its more unreasonable promises. However, the
Government insists upon rubbing salt into the wound. I refer now to the second reading
speech of the Minister, where he says -

This will be the first increase in the rate since finiancial institutions duty was
introduced.
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The Government is hrying to make a virtue out of something that it was never going to
introduce.

Hon J.M. Berinson: We are not making a virtue of it, we are simply stating the fact.

Hon P.C. PENDAL: But the fact is that the Government cannot appeal to the fairness of the
average Western Australian and say, "We are going to do you a good turn this year. We will
have to increase PIP from 20t to 3.5o and this is the first rime we have done this since we
imposed the extra tax six years ago following hard on the heels of an absolute promise that
we would not impose that tax." That is what I am saying is adding insult to injury from the
taxpayers' point of view.

Another deficiency in the Minister's second reading speech, which is typical of second
reading speeches that quite deliberately try to lull people into a false sense of security, is that
it is not until one refers to the Budget documents themselves that one gets the full picture.
The Minister said in his speech, and I quote -

The increase will apply from 1 November 1989 and is estimated to raise additional
revenue of $14 million in 1989-90 and $25 million in a full year.

That is okay as far as it goes, but would not one think that a second reading speech should
want to inform all of the members of the House at the time they are dealing with the Bill as to
the fill impact of the financial institutions duty on people's pockets? We are not told that in
the second reading speech, and I would even say there are probably members on the
Government side of this House who would be led by char to believe that all the Government
will get our of RID in the financial year is $25 milion.
Hon J.M. Beririson: How can you understand that from the phrase "additional revenue"?
Hon P.G. PENDAL: Then why not be specific?

Hon J.M. Berinson: This is just a standard form -

Hon P.C. PENDAL: I know it is standard form!

Hon J.M. Berinson: - indication of additional revenue firom additional imposts.

Hon P.G. PENDAL: If the Minister can gild the lily and distort the picture so that even his
backbenchers do not know how much the Government is receiving by way of a financial
institutions duty -

Hon J.M. Berinson: It is clearly set out in the papers.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: I know it is - I have already made that point; but one has to go to the
Budget papers to find out. Would Hon Garry Kelly, for example, know how much FID will
bring in this financial year?
Hon Garry Kelly: I must confess I do not, but I know the increase is in addition to that
amount.

Hon P.C. PENDAL:- No, it is nor. What Hon Carry Kelly has just said is incorrect and
Hon J.M. Berinson will be very angry with him. What he is talking about here is that the
$25 milion is actually part of the projected $56 million the Government will receive. That is
the reality, but my point is made.
Hont J.M. Berinson: It is not an additional amount - you are getting the figures wrong too.

Hon PG. PENDAL: No, I am not.

Hion I.M. Bermnson: You are saying it is arn additional $25 million this year, when it is only
$14 million.

Hon P.O. PENDAL: That is right. It will raise an additional $14 million in this financial
year because it applies only from 1 November, and then in a full year it will raise an extra
$25 milflion.

Hon I.M. Benrnson: Yes, but you just quoted $25 million as an additional amount this year
and Mr Evans agrees with that - just check that with him.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Doug Wenn): Order!

Hon P.C. PENDAL: No, what Mr Evans is saying - because he can certainly read it better
than can Mr Kelly, and I suspect better than can the Minister - is that we are talking about a
pant financial year. I ask Hon Max Evans whether that is correct.
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Hon Max Evans: Yes.
Hon E.J. Charlton: They might put it up again next year.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon P.G. PENDAL: The point is proved, because until I raised that matter then, even one of
the senior Government members in this House did not know how much would be brought in
as a result of FID. Why did the member not know? He did not know because it was not set
out in the second reading speech.
Hon i.M. Berinson: What is the point of memorising the Budget papers? When we want a
specific fact we can look it up.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: So is that an excuse for perpetuating the habit?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Doug Wean): Order! The member should address his
remarks to the Chair.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Some of the member's earlier points were more persuasive than his
present ones.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: That is merely a matter of perception, as the Minister for Budget
Management well knows. The points which make him more uncomfortable are the ones
which he thinks are invalid. I do not blame the Minister when he starts to feel uncomfortable
and tugs at his tie -

Hon J.M. Berinson: Are you a student of body language as well?
Hon P.O. PENDAL: Yes, my word! We have learnt a lot by observation of the Minister and
his frontbenchers over the last couple of years.
The Government has an obligation not only to the Opposition but also to its own members.
Members should know when they vote that this financial year, as a result of the $14 million
increase, the receipts will reach the $56 million mark; it will be more in the following years.
As Mr Berinson admits in his second reading speech, that figure will go to $25 million in a
full year. Even if nothing else happens, the extra $11 million will bring in something like
$66 million or $67 million in financial institutions duty. I hope this has some impact on the
Minister.
Hon Max Evans: I doubt it.

Hon ROG. PENDAL: I agree.
A mere six years ago we camne to this place - I can recall all these things because it was
astonishing to me how quickly a Government could break promises - and we were told the
tax would have a levelling-out effect. We were told it would be a relatively minor part of the
State's revenue. If ever we needed a bit more encouragement to believe it is now a major
portion of the State's revenue, we have only to work out what it represents in percentage
termns. The State taxation revenue is something like $1.3 brnlion, of which RID represents
close to five per cent. It has grown from a base -

Hon Max Evans: Of nothing!
Hon P.O. PENDAL: Yes. It has grown from nothing to something m-inimnal - a sum that
would be fair and would evenly distribute tax to something that is far beyond what the
community was told - to the point where it now represents almost five per cent of the State
Government's taxation income. For those reasbns, the Government should not be in too
much doubt about why it is running so poorly in the polls or, more imponrttly, why it should
be so vilified by people -

Hon Kay Hallahan: By Liberals!
Hon P.O. PENDAL: No. The Labor Party's approval rating is sitting at 37 per cent at the
moment. The Government has a few friends but it should admit that it has not a lot of
friends.
In a very short time we have seen RID grow in a mammoth way so that now it would be very
difficult indeed for any State Government to do anything other than rely on that tax to
balance the books. I have to reckon up that against the impacts of other payments in the
Budget, such as the impact of the tobacco legislation. This year the Government is asking us
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to authorise payments of about $62 million 10 WA Government Holdings Lid as a result of
the Government's little jaunt with the petrochemidcal industry - and that figure bears a
remarkable resemblance to the amount which will be drawn in from the community this year
by way of RID. Mr Deputy President, does that not make an impact when you think about it?
Hon Garry Kelly: Would you repeal FID?

Hon P.C. PENDAL: No. I have already said that in 1986 we went to the electors saying it
would be repealed. But the member knows that the longer a tax remains in place the more
difficult it is to remove it. [ made that point five minutes ago.

[ make my final point so that members can understand the actual financial impacts of one
figure contained in the Budget. We are being asked to pay $62 million because of the
Government's foul-ups committed over the petrochemical plant. We are paying $62 million,
which is being funded by the increase in RID and everything else we will earn this year -
because the two figures are roughly comparable, although the difference is a couple of
million dollars.

Hon Carry Kelly and other members on that side of the House should note there is another
reason why we should not be dealing with a Budget increase - and yet we have read about all
the Bills which will be coming into this place, such as the tobacco legislation, the stamp duty
legislation, and all the others.

Hon Gan-y Kelly: Will you have something to say about those?

I-on P.G. PENDAL: Yes. All those Bills are designed to pay for the extravagances and the
foolishness of people like the Minister for Budget Management.
Hon Bob Thomas: Are you opposed to this Bill?

Hon P.C. PENDAL: I am opposed to the stupid tobacco tax legislation. I cannot talk about
that now because the Deputy President will not allow us to talk on that subject at the moment.
But the Government will get a few bob's worth when we reach that point.

The public of Western Australia should see the direct relationship between payments to WA
Government Holdings Ltd, the Teachers Credit Society, and to a host of other WA Inc things.
That direct relationship causes the Government to jack up the taxes - otherwise it would be
more in the financial mire than it is at the moment. This is a disgrace. It is also an ample
demonstration of the way in which the Government has financially mismanaged the economy
and the Treasury of Western Australia.

I-ON E.J. CHARLTON (Agricultural) [4.28 pm]: I endorse the remarks which have
already been made on this legislation. Time after time we hear controversial and differing
points of view on the economy of the State - the costs and charges and so on - by members on
this side, followed by statements by the Government. The Government has said on numerous
occasions that these charges are far less than the inflation rate, or that they are less when
compared with charges by other States or the Commonwealth Government.

One of the ways in which the Government is able to justify some of those statements is by
saying that it has new charges over and above what has existed before. The charges arising
from the financial institutions duty legislation are examples of those relatively new charges
which have come in over the past few years and which show a significant percentage
increase. Regardless of whether the Govertnent is ihe Government or not, the facts are -

A member interjected.

Hon E.J. CHARLTQN: I will state that a little better. The Government was returned to
power, as we are all weUl aware, last February. However people have had a gutful of seeing
these increases in charges, most of which never come to Parliament. Now we are seeing this
increase come here - but most of them do not.

Hon P.G. Pendal: Only because it has to.

Hon E.J. CH{ARLTQN: The Opposition is not arguing the point about the Governments'
making many decisions to increase charges through regulations and although this increase is
corning before Parliament, so many others do not. Nobody would be made more aware than
Government members themselves if during discussions with various groups and individual
people in Western Australia they were reminded that people's economnic positions are being
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continually eroded. This is why a build-up of industrial problems has occurred lately,
whether it be the teachers on strike, the airline pilots on strike or other small groups of people
in our society who are unhappy. They are simply asking, "How are we going to carry on and
survive with the interest rates that this Federal Government is imposing upon the nation,
which is the opposite to what is going on in the rest of the world?"

R-on Bob Thomas: It is not what is happening in England.

Hon ET. CHARLTON: In England the Government is only an apprentice compared with
what has been demonstrated in Australia over the last five years. It has another 10 years to
run before it looks like catching up. The English people enjoyed interest rates of about
seven per cent while we went back to 15 per cent. Interest rates in the rest of the world where
we are competing are at four, five and six per cent. However, that is beside the point at this
stage.

The example we are seeing with this increase is another one where the Government has
resorted to increasing the yield from taxation measures that it has open to it. It is another
burden on those ordinary people trying to go about their daily lives running a business,
people who are being burdened by Government charges which are an attempt to camouflage
some of the other expenditures that have taken place.

Hon Bob Thomas interjected.

Hon E.J. CHARLTON: That is right. That is what the member says when he talks about
contributing towards everything else - "It is only another 100 a week, a dollar a week or $10
a week."

Hon Bob Thomas: It is only 1 00 a week.

Hon E.J. CHARLTQN: Yes, in this case it is 100. How many of these increases do we
have?

Hon P.G. Pendal: Lots.

Hon E.J. CHA.RLTON: These charges arise over and over again and that is why the CPI
goes up and everybody else has to have a wage increase, then everybody else in the nation is
a little bit worse off.

We are seeing not only this increase but also a lot of other increases that do not come before
Parliament. These increases are introduced in such a way as to try to camouflage what is
actually going on. As a result everybody in the State is worse off. In doing it that way the
Government is taking away initiative and the rewards fairly earned by people. On the other
hand, next week the Government wil came out with a political pork barrelling package
which gives another $20 to a family when it has already ripped off the people who generated
the income in the State. Governments do not have any money of their own and the only way
they can get it is to take it from the people, so they are in the process of dividing the total
package which they collect in various areas. Consequently nobody has any cortfidence any
more that the increase will be spent for the benefit of the community as a whole but it will
simply be used to prop up a few of the things that very few people in this State are happy
with.

HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) (4.35 pm]: I
associate myself with the comments of Hon Max Evans, Hon Phillip Pendal and Hon Eric
Chariton on this Bill. We have heard this Government talk about revenue neutral Bills
com-ing into this House, but there is no question in my mind that we are now seeing a
Government that is revenue desperate, prepared to raise any fees, charges or taxes that it can
to try and fill the coffers. We all know that it is desperate, because there has been massive
haemorrhaging of Government funds over the last few years.

I pose a question to the Minister for Budget Management: Have Ministers of the Crown been
overseas trying to mrange loans to prop up the Government of Western Australia? The
Minister for Budget Management makes no comment, and therefore I see an implicit
indication that that has been happening. He can no doubt address that.

Hon J.M. Berinson: That's the most amazing assumption I have every heard. You know our
loan system.

Several members interjected.
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The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon GEORGE CASH: Perhaps he has not been told. I do not know whether the
Government is trying to raise funds on overseas markers but I do know the Government is
haemorrhaging and is desperate to bring in as much revenue as it can in the shortest possible
time.
Hon B.L. Jones: That's what you would lie to think.
Hon GEORGE CASH: It is not what I would necessarily warnt because I regret that we find
ourselves in the position we do. The member knows that for the past three years at least we
have been making comments about the foolish financial arrangements and deals which this
Goverrnent has been entering into. Now I guess it is a case of having to pay for the
mistakes of the past.
Hon liL. Jones: I think perhaps that at the moment the Liberal Opposition is paying for its
mistakes in the past.
Hon P.G. Pendal: At least they were honest Governments.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I rake it that Hon Beryl Jones has not read the eml. I accept that.
She is on a number of comnmittees and probably has other commitments at this stage. This
Bill proposes to increase the rate of FAD in Western Australia from .02 per cent to
.035 per cent, which is an increase of 75 per cent. That is a '75 per cent increase at a time
when the Government, prior to the last election, was wandering around the State - or should I
say rushing around the State - trying to impress on the people of Westrn Australia that
charges would nor increase beyond the rate of inflation, Quite clearly that was a falsehood.
Hon J.M. Berinson: That was absolutely true and it has been honoured to the hilt.
Hon GEORGE CASH. I disagree with the Minister for Budget Management and as some
proof of having reason to disagree with him - I was working the other day on just some of the
charges that have been increased recently by regulation - I got six pages of increases off the
computer, and that certainly is not Al.
Hon J.M. Berinson: How many of those were included in the Family Pledge to which the
CPI restrictions apply?
Hon GEORGE CASH: I will certainly nor read the several hundred items that are listed here.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Name one that was in the Family Pledge.
Hon GEORGE CASH: It is all right for the Minister for Budget Management to attempt to
claim that if it is not related to his family package it does not count.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Name one.
Hon GEORGE CASH: In the end, increases generally affect the family. Does not the
Minister for Budget Management understand that if fees in respect of jetties are increased -
Hon J.M. Berinson: Total misrepresentation
Hon GEORGE CASH: When the fishermen have to meet their increased fees they will have
to pass on those costs in the sale of their products. Surely the Minister would accept that.
The increases he wants to deny come within the purview of his family package are, in the
end, an impost on the family. Surely the Minister will accept that.
Hon J.M. Berinson: When you purport to be quoting our pledges how about quoting them
correctly?
Hon GEORGE CASH: I ant quoting from statements made by the Minister and his
colleagues prior to the Stare election. I understood from one of the Minister's statements that
there would be some sort of family package, but he did not intend those fees which camne
within that family package to be increased at more than the inflation rate.
Hon LM. Berinson: And that the harbour fees were part of the family package? If the price
of bread goes up, family costs go up.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I amn glad we agree on that.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Are you going to say chat that breaches the family plan?
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Hon GEORGE CASH: When the price of bread increases it makes it harder for families to
exist. When we have a Government which, by regulation, imposes charges that increase
beyond several hundred per cent it is a matter worthy of attention by ts House.

Hon Carry Kelly: That is very clever.

Hon GEORGE CASH: Is Hon Garry Kelly suggesting that the Government has not, by
regulation, increased some charges this year by more than 200 per cent? I think not. For
instance, one of the increased charges which I have before me refers to the relocation of
water supply connections for the country water supply - it has increased by 292.85 per cent as
a result of this Government's impost on the community.

Hon J.M. Berinson: What are the dollar amounts? Country water consumers have never
been treated better than they are now.

Hon GEORGE CASH: I do not know whether the Minister's interjection is to indicate -

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Doug Wenn): Order! I ask the member to refer to the
Bill.

Hon GEORGE CASH: I will indeed, Mr Deputy President. I do not know whether the
Ministers's interjection was an attempt to try to suggest his Government has not increased
charges by the percentage I have indicated. It may weUl be that the Minister is not aware of
the content of the regulations that he and other Ministers table in this place. [ know that some
of the charges which have been increased by regulation have been increased by hundreds of
per cent. For instance, the berthing fees at the Barrack Street Jetty have, as the Minister
would know, increased in excess of 211 per cent.

Hon JLM. Berinson: What is the dollar amount? Be honest, give us the dollar amount. Mr
Pendal was complaining about getting half the story.

Hon GEORGE CASH: Is the Minister saying that because it does not represent a huge
amount in dollars it is not allowed to count? He would not want to try to sell that proposition
to the ferry operators, because they happen to believe that it was a significant increase, and I
support them.

Hon I-M. Berinson: What is you view on the user pays approach?

Hon GEORGE CASH: Is the Minister saying that the Government has changed its system to
accommodate the user pays?
Several members interjected.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!

Hon GEORGE CASH: Only the other day I was working on some of the problems
experienced by fishing boat operators in Albany.

Hon I.M. Berinson: What has that got to do with LID? It is hard to find the connection
between the Barrack Street Jerry and FID-

Hon GEORGE CASH: I would expect the Minister would find difficulty with that, but ferry
operators who will pay the increased berthing fees at the Barrack Street Jetty will also be
paying an additional 75 per cent in RID this year. They see some connection because it is
about increased charges and the fact that this Minister is part of a Government which is
desperate for revenue, and he knows that. He knows the instructions he has been given - get
those revenue Bills through the House at all costs and do not worry about anything else anid,
if necessary, the Government will prorogue the Parliament.

Hon .M. Berinson: The date for the introduction of this Bill is 1 November and that is the
reason we have to get it through the House.

Hon GEORGE CASH: I put it to the Minister that he will not meet -

Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order! There are far too many private conservations going on and I want
them to cease. The interjections also have to cease. I can hardly hear what the member is
saying.

Hon GEORGE CASH: Another increase that will impinge on the community this year
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relates to the Justices Act. The fees for a complaint will rise by something like 45 per cent.
The boat pen rentals at Fremantle and Esperance will increase in excess of 80 per cent.
Hon John Halden: It has a lot of relevance to the people in Balga!.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I happen to represent the people of Balga. I believe it is a fine
suburb with fine people. Hon Reg Davies will attest to that. In a recent by-election he was
able -

Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I have just said that irnerjections have to stop. It is decent to wait
five or six minutes before members start interjecting again.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Hon John Halden asked what relevance the fees have to the people of
Balga. I advise him that the people of Balga and the people from other suburbs will be
affected by the increase in the execution of warrant fees because chose fees will be increased
by 18.5 per cent because of a recently amended regulation.
Hon E.M. Berinson: What is the dollar amount?
Hon GEORGE CASH: The Minister keeps asking me, "What is the dollar amount?"
Hon J.M. Berinson: They are small amounts -

Hon GEORGE CASH: That is the point. The Minister appears to be following the principle
that so long as the increase is nor a great dollar amount it does not really count.
Hon J.M. Berinson: How many years was it since the last increase on these various charges
you are quoting?
The PRESIDENT: Order! The Minister for Budget Management is making more of a speech
than is the Leader of the Opposition.
Hon Max Evans: Is it not as good.
Hon P.G. Pendal: Not much of a one either.
The PRESIDENT: I was not commenting an the quality of the speech.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I do know that you, Mr President, were not commencing on the
quality of my speech, but I do not know about the interjections from the other members who
comnmented on the quality of the interjections from the Minister.
The Minister for Budget Management has a problem: The Government is revenue desperate.
The Minister must get through this place a number of Bills that will raise additional revenue
in the 1989-90 ftnancial year in order that the Government can meet the huge expenditure
before it.
I advise the Minister that even though some of the matters I have raised concern substantial
increases in percentage terms and may not be of great significance in dollar termas, the fact is
that they often impinge on a limited group within the community and those people have to
pass on those charges to others. In the end it hits the family. As much as the Minister wants
to, he cannot escape from the fact that these fees are impacting on the family. He misled
families when he suggested during the recent election campaign that taxes and charges
generally, in respect of the family package, would not increase by more than the inflation
rate. He forgot to tell people that all of the other charges he intended to increase would, in
fact, impact on them and they would be battling. If there is one thing that the Minister for
Budget Management has done in Western Australia it is create a situation where people are
battling to survive.
Hon Garry Kelly:. Rubbish, you overstate the case.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I am surprised that Hon Garty Kelly makes that comment because all
he has to do is visit the Casuarina Prison now and again and then walk 2 000 metres through
the bush to adjoining residential suburbs and knock on a few doors asking people what they
think about the siting of that prison. After he has received a 20 minute reply -

The PRESIDENT: Order! I do not think these comments have anything to do with the
matter before the House.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Perhaps Hon Garry Kelly would like to ask those people whether
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they are finding it difficult to meet their weekly household bills. The answer is yes. I am
surprised Hon Ganry Kelly should say by way of interjection that families are not battling in
this State when the fact is that they are. It is clear that many backbench members of the
Government are not aware of the massive increases this Government is imposing on the
community in general. I am sure that most backbench members of the Government are not
aware chat this B ill proposes to increase the financial institutions duty by 75 per cent this
year. I ask members of the Government to look to their consciences, to think about their
statements prior to the recent State election and to then reconsider the proposition presently
before the House.

HON iNI. BERINSON (North Metropolitan -Minister for Budget Management)
[4.52 pm]: Last week we discussed the Pay-roll Tax Amendment Bill and Hon Max Evans
said that payroll tax was a terrible tax and that it would be better if we abolished it. I agreed
with him.

Hon Max Evans: I do not think I said to abolish payroll tax; the Minister talked about it, not
me.

Hon J.M. BERINSON: This week he is saying that the financial institutions duty is a terrible
sort of tax and we ought to abolish it. I am prepared to agree with him about that, as well;
that is, if that sort of abolition or, indeed, if anything less than what is now proposed, were
realistic and practical. The truth of the matter is that it is neither realistic nor practical. There
is also a lack of reality in Mr Evans' constant exhortations to us that we should not compare
ourselves with the other States. Of course we should compare ourselves with the other
States, because chat is really the only measure we have to determine how our respective areas
are going. All of the States provide roughly the same sorts of services. All of the States,
roughly speaking, have to meet the same sorts of costs in order to provide those services. A
third fact emerges from those first two facts; that all of the States, roughly speaking, have to
look at similar revenue raising measures and similar revenue rates. Added to the need for
that comparison is the weight the Commonwealth Grants Commission places on the revenue
raising aspects of the Budgets of the respective States. When one puts together all of those
facts the picture chat emerges is clear; that if one wants to have any sensible comparison of
revenue and expenditure approaches one does have to look at the other States.

There have been some exaggerated approaches to this emU and fairly widespread comments
going well beyond the limitations of the financial institutions duty. True, it now raises
substantial revenue for the State. but it is also true that it does that by way of modest impact.
Taking up the matter of imposts on families that Mr Cash attempted to stretch this Bill to
cover, the truth is, as I indicated in one of my earlier interjections, that for a family making
$20 000D a year the additional financial institutions duty impost is $3 - that is what we are
talking about here. Compared to other problems, it is modest, even though that represents a
75 per cent increase over the position applying before it was increased. Why is it irrelevant
to remind the House that at 20 per $100 our past rate has been the lowest of all the States?
Why is it irrelevant to say that at the new rate of 3.50 per $100 we are running at the national
average - 0.5g above some States and 0.50 below some States per $100?
Hon George Cash: What about the Northern Territory and Queensland?

Hon J.M. BERINSON: None of that is irrelevant and none of that denies the fact that we
have honoured to the letter the restraints on charges promidsed in our family pledge. I do not
wish to range far from the core of this Bill as some other speakers attempted to do, but we are
talking about our family pledge and must remember what that was; it was an undertaking to
ensure that basic family charges, which were named - electricity, gas, water, transport and so
on - would not increase above the CPI over the four-year term of this Government. What has
happened in this first year when Mr Cash, clutching for what he hopes might be a memorable
phrase -

Hon George Cash: Revenue desperate!

Hon J.M. BERINSON: - comes up with the concept "revenue desperate". Let us see
precisely how revenue desperate we have been by looking at the way in which the family
pledge has been honoured. I repeat chat the pledge was not to increase these basic charges on
families by more than increases in the CPI. What have we done in the first year of
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Government when traditionally Governments throughout Australia - and throughout the
world for that matter - have tended to pour it on? We have not only honoured that promise to
the letter but also have honoured it to a greater extent. We have not simply restrained
increases in those basic charges to a level below this year's CPI but have restricted it to that
level on the basis that that is the first increase at all for two years; in other words, we have
increased basic charges that constituted the family pledge by less than half the CPI increase.
That, Mr Cash, is how revenue desperate we are. It is not a question of being desperate or
unfair but a question of matching the needs of the comnmunity as expressed through the
services provided by Government using ordinary, responsible, revenue raising measures.

Hon George Cash: Do you believe that, or are you just reading a speech someone has written
for you?

Hon J.M. BERINSON: [ always read what other people write for me! They anticipated Hon
George Cash would use that absurd revenue desperate phrase because he is pretty transparent
with his arguments so the people who wrote this reply anticipated what would they have to
reply to it.

I move to another furphy raised that all we are attempting to do in relation to any increases in
charges, amounting through the taxation system to about $60 million in this part year and
over $100 million in a full year, is meet the costs of WA Government Holdings' outlays on
the petrochemical industry. [ am the last to play down the importance or the seriousness of
the funds chat have to be applied in that direction, but to act as though the whole of this
State's Budget is predicated on that is utterly absurd.

[Questions without notice taken.]
Hon J.M. BERINSON: I refer to what I have described as the furphy which is brought up on
each occasion in reference to increased revenue; that furphy is that the only reason for
increases in taxes and charges is to meet the WA Government Holdings Ltd cost of the
petrochemical industry development. I do not in any respect undermine the importance of
that issue, but the issue cannot be dealt with on a simplistic basis. Why does the Opposition
not say that increases in taxes on a full year basis are designed to produce substantially more
than the $62 million required for WA Government Holdings and are necessary due to other
factors? For example, the increases are due to the direct reduction of $ 100 million in direct
Comnmonwealth grants, or by the reduction in conveyancing activity which is directly
reflected in our stamp duty revenue. Why does the Opposition only speak about the cost of
$62 million to WAGH and not refer, for example, to the $253 million needed for hospitals
this year, which was the extent of our additional commuitment to hospitals, or the $20 million
in the education grants to parents, or the extra $120 million to the Education Department or
the amount of $20 million or $30 million going to the Police Department?

Hon George Cash: The Police Department cannot afford to do patrols.

Hon J.M. BERINSON: The Opposition cannot realistically pluck a single factor out of the
Budget of almost $5 billion and use that every day to explain everything. It is not realistic
and it is not true. What we have here is a narrow question, and that is whether FID should be
increased from 20 per $10 to 3.50 per $100. I have already said that it would be bet-ter if we
did not have an increase at all - and it would be better still if we did not have the financial
institutions duty at all - but that is not the question we are facing, so there is no point to such
an argument- The argument is, are we to have a balanced Budget providing for the range of
services, the vast improvement in services and the extension of services which this Budget
provides, or are we not going to have that range of and improvement in services. If we are to
have it, we have to pay for it and RD) is one of the ways we do it.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

Committee and Report

Bill passed through Committee without debate, reported without amendment, and the report
adopted.

Third Reading

Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon J.M. Berinson (Minister for Budget Management),
and passed.
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BUSINESS FRANCHISE (TOBACCO) BILL

Second Reading

Debate resumed from 17 October.
[RON MAX EVANS (North Metropolitan) [5.32 pmJ: Before I refer to the Bill I want to
refer to a couple of comments made by the Minister for Budget Management during the
debate on the Financial Institutions Duty Amendment Bill. I advise him that I was nor
referring to the abolition of payroll tax; I was referring to the ALP's policy speech of 1983
wherein the Labor Party said it would like to abolish payroll ma. I have never said that we
should abolish it, because the abolition of $500 million from a total of $1.3 billion in taxes is
impossible. Also, I do not recall making any comment about abolishing the financial
institutions duty, but I will check M-ansard to ensure that I did not say that.

I know when Bills are introduced into this House after they have been to another place the
Minister in this House plagiarises the second reading speech of the Minister in charge of the
Bill. Perhaps in futur Ministers in this House will outline increases in taxes in order that
members can ascertain the actual increase in revenue against the actual amount expended. It
is estimated that the Government is already spending $112 million annually on the treatment
of smoking-related disorders and the figure is forecast to increase to $146 million within four
years. Those figures may not be relevant to this debate, but it may well be that we will ask
the Minister to present the facts relating to those figures at the third reading stage of the Bill.
If those figures are relevant perhaps members should consider the cost of car accidents to the
comimunity. In that instance we could ask who should be taxed. With this Bill the
Government is saying that the cost of treating smoking-related disorders should be an
imposition on the smoking public. It is relative to who should pay for the cost of car
accidents. Who do we tax for car accidents? Is it the vehicle manufacturers?

Hon J.M. Berinson: Fuel.

Ron MAX EVANS: There is a tax on fuel-

If we blame motor vehicle accidents on the condition of the roads, do we blame the Main
Roads Department because it has not attended to the break down of woads? If the accident is
alcohol-related, do we tax alcohol? All these questions assist my argument about tobacco
franchise fees being used for the treatment of smoking-related disorders. Why do we nor
look at alcoholic products being taxed in the same way as tobacco products? There are more
people in orthopaedic wards as a result of vehicle accidents than in the surgical wards
because of smoking tobacco. To be facetious one could say that if an accident were caused
by rain we should tax the weather man.

In 1983, when an increase to the tobacco franchise licence fee was debated, the Government
stated that the increase would deter people from smoking. An amount of $2 million was used
for the Quit campaign to encourage people not to smoke. It was the right thing to do. In
1983 the tobacco franchise licence fee raised an amount of $36 million. This financial year it
is estimated that $70 million will be raised and that in the next financial year $90 million will
be raised. Taking into account inflation and the price of cigarettes, the consumption of
tobacco products has increased.

Hon J.M. Berinson: Per capita?

Hon MAX EVANS: In the last few years the use of tobacco products has not decreased.

Hon J.M. Berinson: [ cannot be sure about it, but I have seen figures showing a per capita
decrease.

Hon MAX EVANS: I will check that. However, there has been an increase in revenue from
this licence fee of $36 million in 1983 to $70 million this financial year. In the old days there
was a lag in licence fees; now it relates back only two months. In the old days the licence
fees were the great bonanza for tobacco dealers; they made a profit out of them. There was a
mistake in what occurred.

IHon JLM. Berinson: When was this?

Hon MAX EVANS: In the old days the tobacco wholesalers made a huge profit out of the
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Government's licence fees. The Government set the rate they had to pay - it was based on
the previous year's volume as a tobacco franchise fee. The Government based year two sales
on the basis of year one. The tobacco dealer collected the rate imposed on sales in year two
and the costs involved increased because of inflation. The Government eventually caught up
with it. It certainly was a bonanza for the tobacco wholesalers.

Hon J.M. Berinson: That was before 1983, wasn't it?

Hon MAX EVANS: No, the Government only brought it in in 1983.

H-on J.M. Berinson: No, we did not.

Hon MAX EVANS: The big increases that camne in -

Hon J.M. Berinson: The system of collection had been in existence.

Hon MAX EVANS: It does not exist today - the wholesalers do not make anything out of it,
otherwise they would do well out of this increase. For the record, the tobacco franchise
licence fee in 1987-88 was $65 million and, as I said, it is estimated to be $70 million this
financial year and next year it is estimated to be $90 million. To me, it is a lot of money, but
the Government has a different sense of values from me. An amount of $70 million is
estimated to be raised from the tobacco franchise licence fee this financial year compared
with $93 million estimated to be raised from iron ore royalties, $20 million from petroleurn,
$12 million from diamonds, $20 million from alumina, $16 million from logs, $5 million
from chip logs. $6 million from sandalwood.

The tobacco franchise fee is a huge fee. Initially the Government said it would be a fee that
would self-destruct because it would be so high that people would not smoke cigarettes. It
did not work out that way because people have not stopped smoking.

Hon J1M. Berinson: A lot of people have. That is why I find it so hard to understand you.

Hon MAX EVANS: One has only to Look at the young people who are smoking; and most of
the older people are still smoking.

Hon J.M. Berinson: I do not chink they are. I do not count myself as old, but in my age
group there are very few.

Hon MAX EVANS: And in my age group, too. One can pick them up at the end of the
House. Perhaps we should cognately wit this legislation introduce legislation banning
smoking in this House. I see heads nodding on the other side of the House.

Hon J.M. Beririson: It has happened in other Government offices, so why shouldn't we
follow that good example?

The PRESIDENT: Order! Members will cease their interjections and their private
conversations.

Hon MAX EVANS: It was interesting that in the first year this tax was introduced the
financial institutions duty was also introduced. We are talking about a balanced Budget this
year, but in the early days of Brian Burke he was quite carried away and had a Budget surplus
of $1 million for his first two years in Government; it was the first Governiment since 1944 or
1945 to have a Budget surplus. After that he got back to the no-profit or no-loss Budget.

This is a blatant fundraising impost, and always will be. Before I got into Parliament the
body which represents surgeons wrote to me asking whether I supported the banning of
tobacco advertising. I replied saying that they should really approach the Premider to find out
about the matter because an extra $36 million was raised by this tax in the first year and only
$2 million went to the Quit campaign, so why did he not put $ 10 million or $ 15 million into
cancer related diseases? I added that I thought that would be something better done with the
money rather than losing it in general revenue, which happens, because once a Government
lives off increases in revenue it is hard for it to go backwards, it gobbles it up and expands on
it.

It would have been tar better had that money been earmarked for specific benefits related to
smoking in the first place, but that did not happen. Then the Quit campaign got $2 million
and gradually changed its modus operandi in that it found that sponsoring sporting events
was quite attractive. I think this arose in the festival year of sport or at the time of the
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America's Cup when it was supporting the cup. Quit sponsored athletics and swimming
because there was a shortage of money for those sports. I am not critical of that as it is a fact
of life. Having all the star athletes with Quit badges and symbols became an attractive way to
project an image of quit smoking.

I sometimes wonder if there is an alternative motive here. We had the Quit campaign and
then the Government wanted to reap the benefits of people quitting smoking by having "quit
smoking" badges saying what a great job the Government was doing. It is not the
Government that is doing this but the taxpayers who provided the money. The Government
will get credit it is not entitled ro, which is unfair and blatant advertising by the Government,
but that is going on.

What will happen with the new foundation? I do not believe we should be discussing this
legislation without the two matters being discussed cognately. We are told this is all about
bringing in a lot of money arnd that the Government will put $5 million this year and
$9 million next year into the foundation. I am not sure of the full amount in a year as against
a part year. We are not told how much of that money will be used to buy out existing tobacco
sponsorships of sport and the arts. I hope we will get exact figures. If the amount is
$4.5 million in the first year and $500 000 to other sports there is not much benefit.
Generalities are expressed about buying out existing tobacco sponsorships of sports and the
arts. Hon Phillip Pendal will talk about the arts and other things sponsored by tobacco
companies. Broad statements have been made by members of the Government that its
members may accept it. Hon Garry Kelly made a series of comments as did other members.
Let us have facts in second reading speeches and not rhetoric which makes good Press
releases. Will the foundation stop more people smoking or do more for sports sponsorship?

Hon J.M. Berinson: Will that really matter as long as the funds are cumulative?

Hon MAX EVANS: I would like to know the answers. The Minister for Budget
Management has said that the Government's allocation of $2 million annually co the Quit
campaign will continue. I would have thought that amount would increase, if the
Government is following a line, because it has been in Government for six years; so that
amount should have increased to at least $3 million at present, if the Government considered
it was being used to do a worthwhile job and if it continued to stop people smoking. It may
be that the Government considers it has been an absolute flop and has not stopped many
people smoking so it has not increased that amount in line with inflation over the years as the
Quit campaign still gets a flat $2 million during a period when revenue from tobacco has
risen from $36 million in the first year to $70 million in the sixth. Is the Government
serious? [ do not believe it is. It is a blatant rort to rip off revenue.

Hon J.M. Berinson: We are, and it has been very successful.

Hon MAX EVANS: Uf it were successful the Government would have lifted the revenue
allocated to that campaign to make it more successful, but it has not lifted that amount by
even $1 between 1983 and 1989; the amount remains at $2 million. Next year the
Government will raise $90 million from this tax, so it cannot be serious about this matter.
This is just a blatant tax raising ront and has nothing to do with the Quit campaign. The
Government probably has its fingers. crossed and hopes that people will continue smoking
because it desperately needs this revenue, It hates the thought that people might stop
smoking because if half the smokers cut out smoking tomorrow the Government would lose
$45 mnillion in ta revenue.

Hon J.M. Berinison: What about the amounts we would save?

Hon MAX EVANS: The Government would not save that amount in the hospitals for years.

Hon E.J Charlton: Don't you think they would think of another way to put a tax
somewhere?

Hon MAX EVANS: Yes. If half the smokers cut out smoking the health cost of
$112 million last year and $146 million this year would not be reduced by $73 million. The
Minister for Budget Management must be joking! That is absolutely facetious and ridiculous.

Hon J.M. Berinson: We would be delighted, nonetheless.

Hon MAX EVANS: The Government would be delighted to lose that revenue, would it?
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Hon E.M. Berinson: Absolutely.

Hon MAX EVANS: The Government would then probably make the financial institutions
duty 5 0 per $ 100.
Hon I.M. Berinson: I would nor worry how we would have to balance things as either way
would be preferable to people continuing to smoke.
Hon MAX EVANS: I hope a better second reading speech than this one is made in relation
to the foundation which is to be introduced by the Health Department in respect of funding
low profile, youth oriented sport activities, health promotion campaigns against smoking and
other health related research. A lot of that was done by the Quit campaign. An amount of
$5 million will not go far. The Government has led the public to believe that there would be
great benefits to sport in this State from this approach. I wonder who will come out of this
best as an amount of $5 mill ion is allocated this year and $9 million allocated for next year, if
the Government intends to do all these other things. Is this just broad brush rhetoric?
Hon J.M. Berinson: It has been based on actual estimates of current sponsorship costs.

Hon MAX EVANS: That is the point I am making. The Minister for Budget Management
said that a proportion of the additional revenue, some $5 million and $9 million, would be
applied to the health promotion foundation. That does not say how much will be used to
replace cigarette sponsorship of the arts and sport. The Government might say, "Okay, break
down the amount into buying out the tobacco sponsorship" and then the Government might
be able to say how much is for youth oriented sport activities, the health promotion campaign
and other health related research programs. I believe the Minister, a man of great honour,
will reveal the exact amount when he makes his speech so that we can see where it is going
and we can give him praise or criticism on how the money will be spent. However, I believe
the sporting bodies of this State will be tied to facts in the next debate on the health
foundation legislation. The two Bills should have been brought in together and debated
cognately because one is related to the other. We should know exactly where the money is
going and not hear a lot of rhetoric about what is going into sport and what is going to buy
out the tobacco sponsorships. I could work out now a couple of torts I could do on that
tobacco sponsorship but I will not go into that in this part of the debate.

We have a desperate Government trying to pick up more revenue and it says it is to save the
health of the nation. If the Govemnment is really trying to save the health of the nation - and it
was not getting very far after the first year of the levy 'a operations - the Government should
have put this matter forward each year.

Hon J.M. Berinson: Mr Evans, do you regard the New South Wales Government as revenue
desperate?

Hon MAX EVANS: Yes, because of what it inherited from the previous Government. It had
to be revenue desperate to sort out the problems left behind. If the Minister reads The New
South Wales Commission of Audit report he will1 see that huge losses had been covered up in
the Transport Commidssion, the railways and the grain pool etc. The auditors found billions
of dollars that had not been brought to account. That is why the Government had to make
realistic increases.

Hon E.M. Berinson: Those increases are far above ours.

Hon MAX EVANS: They are far above this Government's increases because the NSW
Liberal Government has to deal with the mess the previous Labour Government left behind.
I will lend the Minister a copy of the audit report if he wants to read it; he will see the costs
there. The railway system is paying $40 million in wages for men who do no work and have
not done any work for years. That is the sont of thing the NSW Liberal Government has had
to pick up and why it has had to increase charges. I am quite happy to debate what the NSW
Government is doing and what the Western Australian Government is doing. If the Minister
really cares about the health of the nation and is spending an estimated $112 million annually
on the treatment of smoking related disorders, he should have been increasing this figure
every year. He has not done this; he is only doing it now as a blatant excuse -

Hon J.M. Berinson: We have been pumping money hand over fist into the health system.
You know the proportion of State revenue that has to go into the health system has increased
enormously over the past five or six years.
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Hon MAX EVANS: A lot of people have mental disorders because this Government is still
in power. They are worried about all the money that has been lost. I would be sick with
worry and have ulcers too; that is probably why more people are smoking. The Government
has created a lot of stress and tension in the community with these extra costs. Would not
anyone who read the papers and saw the losses incurred by this Government be worried about
it?

Hon J.M. Berinson: Are you seriously saying you haven't noticed any decline in the
proportion of Commnonwealth funding of health services?

Hon MAX EVANS: I could go and look at the figures; I could not see the drop. The
Minister is talking about actual dollars. There is no real drop in dollars. There might be a
percentage decrease.

Hon J.M. Berinson: It's the percentage which indicates the greater burden on the State.

Hon MAX EVANS: I will debate the Commonwealth Act another time. If the Minister was
really serious about treating smoking related disorders and had thought about it before he
should have tried to increase the tobacco franchise every year to cover the increasing costs.
He is only doing it now to raise more revenue. When can we expect the foundation to be set
up? I hope the Minister will tell us when he replies to the debate. There is a lot of pushing
for more revenue but I cannot see anyone rushing to put the money into the foundation. We
have heard nothing in the other House and nothing in this House about when it is going to be
set up. The Minister can say that the Government is trying hard and the Hill will be
introduced, but where is it? The Government is only going to give away $9 million so there
is no reason why it cannot be rushed. It is not very much, it is only an extra $25 million in
one year. I would not have thought that it was going to break the Government. It made a
great fuss about this to all the sporting organisations. I want to put this on the record because
it is not apparent from the Bill - the Government is not banning cigarette sponsorship of
cricket, trots, turf club meetings or dog racing because it says children are not involved in
those sports.

Hon J.M. Berinson: You are putting that much too widely. There is a capacity to exempt
certain competitions. There is no suggestion, for example, that all cricket or all racing will
be exempt.

Hon MAX EVANS: The point is we see this holier than thou attitude. The Government
would run into the same problems as Victoria did with the motor racing; the Victorian
Government did not know how to get out of the problem of exemptions. This Government is
very wise to have exemptions.

Hon J.M. Berinson: So you are not disagreeing with it?

Hon MAX EVANS: No, the Government is wise because it would take so much more out of
the foundation.

Hon 3.M. Berinson: It is not a question of more costs in the foundation.

Hon MAX EVANS: Oh, come on! It is all about revenue.

Hon J.M. Berinson: Would you like to lose the Perth Test Match for example?

Hon MAX EVANS: No, I would not.

Hon J.M. Berinson: So it is not just a question of the foundation costs; it is a question of
trying to preserve in very limited circumstances the sporting function that the people of this
State enjoy.

Hon MAX EVANS: The Minister is a man of great principles, I can see that.

Hon J.M. Berinson: It is a question of practicalities.

Hon MAX EVANS: This whole thing came through before. Once before when it was
talking about legislating the Government did not know how to get around the problem of
cricket sponsorship and advertising in magazines and on television. Now we have the
exemptions. The Minister might also tell us, when he makes his second reading speech on
the health foundation Bill, what the cost would have been to revenue or the foundation of
sponsorship of the Winfield Cup or the different sporting organisations. It will be interesting
to see exactly what these amounts of money will be. When Amatil sponsors the Winfield
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Cup or other such companies sponsor these big matches they get hundreds of free tickets to
chose events. If Benson & Hedges sponsors football it gets a couple of boxes, free food and
grog and free seats etc. What will happen now? If the foundation puts up the same amount,
v it get the same benefits in return? If it puts in less will it be offered fewer benefits? I
w%.A be interested to hear the Minister's answer because that is what goes on in sponsorship.
The other thing that will be absent is the professionalism the tobacco companies put into the
sport.

Hon J.M. Berinson: Do you mean what the sponsors put into it?
Hon MAX EVANS: There is far more to sponsorship of sport than just putting in dollars. I
had a lot to do with running the World Cup hockey tournament in 1979. Esanda sponsored
that because the cigarette companies would not come in on it. Esanda put up the sponsorship
for the next 10 years. I attend rugby league dinners, soccer dinners, and the Winfield Cup
dinner. The sponsoring companies put professionalism into the functions, This high degree
of professionalism elevates the scamus of the sport in the eyes of members of Parliament, local
government, and business people who go along. It makes people feel as if the sport knows
what it is doing. I found this out when I was running the Scouts years ago. One had to inject
a professional image. The sponsors of sport lend their know-how, their senior executives,
their public relations managers who have done so much to enhance sport using their clothing.
films, badges and videos. This is all put on at the cost of the sponsors. I have seen this at
cricket functions. Cricket will still receive cigarette sponsorship. The other night I saw a
major film of the Winfield Cup which was done by one of the TV channels, reinforcing
Winfield cigarettes. It makes a worthwhile function. How will this be handled with soccer,
rugby league and other sports? I hope we will be able to put more in than just money. That
is what these people have done. They have the knowledge and experience of what is done in
other States. It is a very important part of the whole issue, more than just money. I hope the
Government can tell us that it can do something more than put in money. If that is all the
Government can put in, I think the sports will be left short.

Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 7.31 pm

HION E.J. CHTARLTON (Agricultural) [7.31 pmj: The position of the National Party on
this legislation has been fairly well public ised. In principle the party supports the Bill.
Unfortunately, that is the good part; now for the other side of the equation.

We are very concerned about what will happen with the finance to be raised by the Bill. As
most members will appreciate, the member for Collie, Dr Hilda Tumbull, has been a great
promoter of any action that could possibly bring about a reduction of smoking in our society.
No-one knows better than she the great harm that befalls so many people who unfortunately
have taken up this habit, as she is a member of the medical profession and sees it at first
hand. The National Party is not opposed to an increased levy on tobacco but we, like
Hon Max Evans, are concerned to ensure that when we levy the smokers of this State the
revenue from that tax - in this case the increased tax - is spent in a way that will maxiinise
efforts to encourage people to give up their smoking habit.

I will not canvass all of the other areas that have already been considered because they have
been put forward 10 1 times. It is a fact that those people in our society who smoke are being
forced to pay much more for a packet of cigarettes than the cost of production and the profit
margin thereon. Other members have said that it does not matter what these people have to
pay for cigarettes, they will not be deterred from smoking. Those who want to continue to
smoke certainly face a heavy financial penalty. I could go on to debate the rights and wrongs
of this increased levy, and the size of the impost that is being levied against smokers. I have
received numerous letters supporting both sides of the argument, especially from elderly
people who have seen fit to congratulate me in the past for some things I have done since I
have been in this Parliament. Certainly they would not be very happy with the point of view
I am putting forward now. I respect those people's points of view and I am sorry that I
cannot continue to cake a line which would do something to help them, in their old age, to
continue to smoke without having this exra financial hurden placed upon them, However,
not only from the party's point of view but personally, I am in favour of anything that can be
done to discourage people from smoking. Fortuniately my immediate family has not taken up
smoking. My father smoked heavily and consequently I never did. Of course, I did the usual
trick and had a few at the age when I should not have done.
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Hon J.M. Berinson: Tut, tut!

Hon E.J. CH{ARLTON: I have never professed to be perfect; not absolutely perfect.
anyway -

Hon J.M. Berinson: Near enough is good enough!

Hon E.J. CHARLTON: - but as near as one can be. Since I have been mixing with certain
people I suppose I am becoming less than perfect, Mr President, though I am not referring to
you, of course.

Hon P.G. Pendal: Mr Caldwell did not like that very much; in fact he positively flinched.

Hon ElJ. CHARLTON: When the debate on this Bill started it was linked to what would
happen with the proposed foundation about which we have heard so much, and the increase
in the tax that would be placed on cigarettes. Certainly I was surprised when the Bill was
introduced into the other place to find it dealt only with increasing the tax. It is clear that this
is the way it must be, and I do not have any argument with that, but I am a little disappointed
that we did not have an opportunity to look at both Emls together and therefore know
specifically where the money would go. While that would have been preferable, it did not
happen. Surely if the Government was in a position to introduce a Bill to increase the tax,
and if it had all these thoughts about what would happen to the tax, bearing in mind the great
amount of publicity this Bill has received, it should have introduced the other Bil, if not at
the same time then very soon afterwards.

I will not elaborate on aspects of the other Bill as we will have an opportunity to do that when
it comes before us. However, I wish to comment on one or two aspects of this Bill. Firstly, I
do not think we can compare cigarettes with alcohol and a number of other problems which
have created a great deal of heartache not only in the immediate area of health, but also in the
area of family wellbeing. There are varying opinions about that. I am not an expert, but one
very basic difference between smoking cigarettes and other activities in which we humans
involve ourselves is that it seems that once people smoke, even for a short time, they become
addicted to it. It is a difficult situation because many people find it impossible to break the
tobacco habit. Putting an extra charge on cigarettes will not make it easier for those people. I
do not agree with the philosophy that to increase the price of cigarettes will encourage people
to move away from the habit.
While we support the Bill in principle, we feel the additional revenue should be used in the
health area to assist people who suffer from the consequences of smoking. The other day I
had the sad occasion to talk to a woman whose brother had lost both legs. He had served his
country during the war; he had survived that but, as his sister said, "The enemy did not get
him, but the tobacco did." That is the sort of story which reinforces the thought that while it
is an independent decision of any individual to smoke, the fact is that the rest of society picks
up the bill and contributes a significant amount of finance to the health care area where
people suffer the consequences of smoking. We know that some people smoke throughout
their lifetimes with absolutely no ill effect.

The PRESIDENT: Order! There is far too much audible conversation. I ask honourable
members to cease so the honourable member addressing the Chair can be heard.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: People are paying a high price for their relaxation - or whatever term
may be used - and for participating in the smoking habit. As has been said in the other place,
the National Party supports the increase in the tax because we wish to see smokers contribute
towards the care of people who suffer as a consequence of cigarette smoking. While I do not
endorse the "user-pay" syndrome, a great deal of health care is needed. The additional
revenue should be placed in a fund to cater for this area of health care. Obviously we cannot
debate that issue at this time because it will be the subject of another Bill. However, the
Government should be alerted to the fact that the National Party does not want to see another
pork barrelling exercise in relation to these funds. Any additional revenue raised should be
used for the benefit of the whole community.

Einally, while I respect the smokers' rights to smoke and I support their right to make that
choice, I often wonder why most smokers in Australia have the habit of throwing cigarette
butts on the ground wherever they happen to finish that smoke.

Hon Doug Wenn: Most people?
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Hon E.J. CHARLTON: I said, most smokers. Some people who smoke have the habit of
throwing a butt down wherever they are, or flicking it out of a car window. I have seen this
along the Great Eastern Highway. Smokers also throw their butts down toilet facilities,
clogging up the drains. Smokers are certainly doing themselves a great disservice; they
should think about that for a while. Society does not accept people dropping ice cream
wrappings or the stick from a Choc Wedge on the footpath. We take a dim view of that sort
of thing and yet we seem to tolerate - and have done almost throughout the history of
Australia - the dropping of butts. We do not discourage this habit. We should encourage
smokers to be tidier because that would go a long way towards making Australia a better
nation. Perhaps we would not be so critical of smokers if they did not Litter most areas with
their bunts.

I support the Bill in principle. The National Party would have liked to examine the contents
of the complementary legislation but the Government has not seen fit to bring it before
Parliament at this time.

HON CARRY KELLY (South Metropolitan) [7.47 pm]: I support the Bill. In so doing, it
is not often one can describe an increase in a business franchise fee as a significant public
health measure. In this case we can so describe the increase in the tobacco licence fee.
Without doubt it has been accepted by the community as a whole, and by the Goverrnment,
that tobacco smoking has a serious deleterious effect on public health and the public purse.

During an earlier debate on the banning of tobacco advertising, the tobacco institute in
opposing the proposal said that the only way to reduce the consumption of tobacco was to
increase the price. I agree! If the prices are increased there is a certain amount of buyer
resistance to the product. When the Burke Government moved to increase the tobacco
franchise fee, the screams from the industry had to be heard to be believed. The increase in
the business franchise fee will lead to a reduction in the consumption of tobacco and, more
importantly, the revenue generated from the increase in the fee will accumulate in a fund
which will be used to address some of the problems caused by tobacco consumption.

Hon W.N. Stretch: All of the funds?

Hon GARRY KELLY: Not all of the funds.

Hon W.N. Stretch: Do you have any idea what the proportion will be?

Hon GARRY KELLY: I do not have the details. It would be a significant proportion. If the
member wishes to make a speech he will have an opportunity later.
Hon W.N. Stretch: I just wanted to be enlightened.

Hon GARRY KELLY: The foundation to be established will enable the largest area in which
the tobacco industry operates - in terms of advertising; that is, the sponsorship of elite sports -
to get its message across on television.

Over time, tobacco sponsorship of sport will be phased out so that we will not have the
spectacle of the tobacco industry trying to ride on the backs of events having a very big
attraction to young people. The tobacco industry is quite cynical in its advertising in relation
to young people. The targets of advertising are the young people because attracting them to
the smoking habit is the only way the industry can guarantee the long-term marketing of the
product. We should condemrn that attitude. When the question of the banning of cigarette
advertising arises, the industry piously talks about freedom of expression and being able to
say and do what it likes. It wants to be able to attract young people to the smoking habit so
that it can increase its profit - nothing more nor less than that. It is ironic, bearing in mind the
serious impact of smoking on public health and the health of individuals, that the industry
should try to associate its product with vital and healthy lifestyles. Hon Eric Charlton alluded
to prohibition and that, if people think it is so bad, why do we not ban smoking instead of
going by the back door and increasing the tobacco franchise to generate funds to pick up
sports sponsorships and to help alleviate the effects of the loss of revenue from tobacco
consumption on the Budget. The question has been asked why we do not just ban smoking
or, in the case of alcohol -

Hon E.J. Charlton: I did not say that.

Hon GARRY KELLY: The member mentioned alcohol; I am drawing a long bow. I said
"alluded to'; I did not say that the member said it.
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Experience has shown that the prohibition of alcohol does not work. I suggest that, if we
tried to ban cigarette smoking, there would be all sorts of problems. It would be virtually
unenforceable. Those people addicted to tobacco would be forced to suffer a great deal.
That is something that no Government would contemplate. Prohibition of alcohol in the US
involved an amendment to the United States Constitution. That prohibition lasted for 14 or
15 years and, in that time, allowed organised crime to develop. When prohibition was
repealed, it left a well organised criminal business network which is still the scourge of the
United States to this day. Prohibition does not work. The Government should be
congratulated for its formulation of the Drinksafe, campaign encouraging people to drink
responsibly. We have to accept that, to some extent, alcohol is an important pant of our
culture and society. I believe that, over the next 40 or 50 years, the income from the tobacco
franchise levy will become less and less, because there will be fewer people smoking.
However, as I said, alcohol is part of our culture. People drink on social occasions.
However, they should be encouraged to drink responsibly so that they can enjoy the events
which they attend and not get blotto and cause mayhem inside and outside on our roads.

Prohibition is not the answer. We have to look to more sophisticated ways of getting the
message across. Smoking is a terrible drain on the health budget. If the amount of smoking-
related illness can be decreased by people either reducing their smoking habit or giving it up
entirely, the health budget will be better off and, of course, so will the people suffering from
other diseases because more resources will be available for their use should they have to avail
themselves of them.

In conclusion, I support the Bill. I commend the Govemnment for continuing its attack on the
tobacco industry. It is time it was brought to book for the havoc it has wrought on the
community. The legislation is a credible way of obtaining revenue for sport sponsorship and
thereby reducing sport's reliance on tobacco products.

HON P.C. PENDAL (South Metropolitan) [7.55 pm]: I do not believe the Bill should be
read a second time, at least until we have brought into this House that accompanying Bill
which will set up the Western Australian Health Promotion Foundation. I can think of many
reasons for the Bill not being read a second time, and I wiLl spend my time outlining some of
those reasons for the House.

To suggest that we should proceed with a piece of legislation beyond the second reading
stage and even beyond the Committee stage when it is but half of a Bill is a nonsense and an
insult to the members of the House, who cannot make decisions by halves. Everyone is
aware that this Bill contains stated intentions, the implementation of which we are not sure as
we do not have the other half of the package - the Bill that sets up the foundation. This Bil
hinges on one paragraph in the second reading speech. It is the Minister's justification for
introducing the Bill. He said -

The Bil further underlines the Government's commitmnent to take positive steps to
reduce the heavy social and economic cost of smoking on the community and the
State's health and hospital system.

I will demonstrate to the House how that explanation failed on two grounds. First, I think it
is untruthful and, second, I think it is hypocritical in what it says. For hypocrisy, members do
not need to go beyond the situation that occurred only 12 months or so ago when this
Government received and sanctioned the receipt of $100 000 from one of the largest
Australian tobacco companies, Amatil Ltd, which made a donation to the National Trust for
the restoration of the old Perth Observatory residence which is about 200 metres from where
we are tonight. That is hard to believe, given that this Government said -

The Bill further underlines the Government's commitment to take positive steps to
reduce the heavy social and economic cost of smoking on the community and the
State's health and hospital system.

Later in the second reading speech we were told -

The foundation will be involved in buying out existing tobacco sponsorship of sports
and the arts.

That indicates that that sort of sponsorship by tobacco companies is something dirty or
unclean and something the commity should be rid of. If it should be rid of that, one is
entitled to ask why the Government accepted $100 000 from Amatil in the bicentenary year
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for the restoration of the old Perth observatory residence. It goes even further: The National
Trust is not just any ordinary organisation; it is regarded as so vital and important in the
scheme of things that it exists as a result of a Statute of this Parliament. It reports annually to
the Parliament and it receives a high level of funding from the State Government. I certainly
do not decry that, but I also do not decty the fact that the National Trust receives that sort of
money from the tobacco industry. It seems to me that if the tobacco industry, or any other
industry in our country, volunteers to spend part of its corporate profits by making donations
to sporting or cultural groups it has a right to do so. However, I must admit that some rules
must be applied to the advertising of a product that society now says is less than healthy.

Hon .l.M. Berinson: You do not believe it is a killer? You are using such restrained
language, one would think it was almost healthy

Hon P.G. PENDAL: In the past the Minister has complained that my language is not
restrained, and I am trying to accommodate him tonight. I believe it is a killer and I have
seen its effects close to home. However, a lot of other things kill people as well. People die
because they abuse alcohol, and because they get too much salt into them, although the
experts are changing their nminds on that point. Of course, motor cars kill and maim on a
scale that would at least equal the effects of tobacco advertising. However, no suggestion has
been made that a Bill will shortly be introduced to ban the advertising of alcoholic
substances, salt products, or motor cars.

Hon J.M. Berinson: Do you put tobacco and cars on a par?

Hon P.O. PENDAL: No, that is the Minister's argument.
Hon J.M. Berinson: It is your attempt to produce an absurd one, but it is not working.

Hon P.G. PENDAL: I am talking about the absurdity that the Government has introduced
into the debate by isolating one product which it is legal to sell and use, but which the
Government has now decided it should be illegal to advertise. The ground rules have not
been set by me, but by the Government.

Hon Fred McKenzie: You have to start somewhere.

Hon P.G. PENDAL: Is it only a start?

Hon Fred McKenzie: Maybe it is.

Hon P.G. PENDAL: The Government may well move in further. Even Hon Fred McKenzie
would not have the courage to move against the alcohol lobby.

Hon E.J. Charlton: It depends on who owns the brewery.

Hon P.O. PENDAL: I agree with that. Let us not forget what the Leader of the Opposition
said earlier tonight: Tohis is not a Bill about health, it is a Bill about money. As Hon George
Cash said, the Government is revenue desperate. That is an accurate description of this Bill
and the earlier Bill dealt with.

I will not be diverted from the point I was trying to make referring to the hypocrisy of this
Government relating to a statutory agency of this Parliament, the National Trust, which was
set up by legislation of this Parliament and is a body which must submit an annual report to
this Parliament. The State Government funds the National Trust to the tune of one-quarter of
its income, according to the June 1987 figures, and that body received $100 000 from the
biggest multinational in the tobacco field. Representatives from the Government were
standing alongside and could not get their hands on the cheque quickly enough because the
donation meant that the Government did not have to spend $100 000 on restoring the old
Observatory. If the Government is serious, the Minister should order the refund of the money
to Amatil because he finds it objectionable and despicable that the Government should be
involved in receiving money from the tobacco industry. Not only should the money be
repaid, but also the Government should give the National Trust $ 100 000, because it is stated
in the legislation that the foundation will be involved in buying out existing tobacco
sponsorship of sport and the arts. I challenge the Government to buy out the $100 000 it
allowed Amatil - in the presence of Ministers - to donate for the restoration of a building
owned by the Western Australian Government. No-one in this House in his right mind would
say it is other than rank hypocrisy that this Government should allow that to occur.
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As Hon Max Evans pointed out, the Government is hypocritical also in deciding that
advertising of tobacco products will not be banned at all sporting fixtures. May one ask who
will decide who gets some of the loly and who does not? What are the criteria?

Hon Barry House: It has something to do with marginal electorates.

Hon P.G. PENDAL: I think it does, but it also involves other matters. How can the
Government justify one sport being told it cannot accept money, but another sport being
exempted from the ban?

Hon E.J. Chariton: It will be like the sausages.

Hon P.O. PENDAL: The Government may well have other problems on its hands in that
connection, I put it to the House that the Government has been hypocritical in another area
and I refer to the fintancial implications of what we are dealing with tonight. You, Mr Deputy
President (Hon J.M. Brown), will know from reading the Budget document chat if this Bill is
passed it will produce $90 million in the current financial year. That is a fair whack in any
case over and above the $70 million revenue last year. That does not seem to bother the
Government, so I will not dwell on it. If one considers the extent to which this has been
made a major fund raiser, it lends weight to the argument put by a number of people on this
side of the House that we are dealing not with a health measure but with a taxing measure. In
1983-84 when the current Government was responsible for its first Budget, the tobacco tax
produced a revenue of approximately $15 million for the Government. This V--bor
Government must have broken an international record as a result of the rate at which that
impost has increased. Six years ago under Premier Brian Burke it produced $15 million
revenue, and it is projected to produce $90 milion this year. That is a sixfold increase, or
500 per cent, which must be some sort of record, even for Hon Joe Berinson. Let us have
none of the nonsense that it is anything other than an ovent slug on a section of the population
mn order to prop up the Government, particularly in a year when its revenues have been
seriously affected as a result of its dodgy business dealings.

Hon T.G. Butler interjected.

Hon P.G. PENDAL: The member had better not interject from where he is sitting, but if he
doubts that, hie has less capacity than people on his side might otherwise attribute to him. It is
the member's Goverrnent which is setting aside $62 million in this year's Budget for the
losses of WA Government Holdings Ltd, and a host of other things.-

I draw members' attention to another reason why it is an untruth to say that this is a health
related matter: If that were true, the Government would have introduced a tobacco tax, and
directed all of chat new impost into the field of health promotion. The Government has not
done that; it wil receive $90 million this year, which is an increase of $20 million on what it
received last year, but only $5 million will go to the Western Australian Health Promotion
Foundation. The Government is immediately siphoning off $15 million to help pay for all its
other extravagances.

Hon J.M. Berinson: By "extravagances" do you mean the extra policemen or teachers?

Hon P.G. PENDAL: I mean WAGH.

H-on J.M. Berinson: Do you think that is the only place to which expenditure goes these
days? Did you not hear the figures quoted in the past, about $250 million being allocated to
hospitals this year?

Hon P.O. PENDAL: Yes, and we even heard the Government's talk about the extra money
which will go to the police. We do not bemoan that, but why is it that if the Government has
been so generous to the Police Force, its members have been grounded and cannot drive their
cars because members opposite are too miserable to provide petrol for them? Does the
Minister deny that is the case?

Hon J.M. Berinson: Of course I do.
Hon P.G. PEINDAL The police do not deny it. I saw Ric Stingemore and a few of the Police
Union members being interviewed on television last night, and their comments made
members opposite look like absolute dills; they said this State has a crime rate which is the
highest it has been in this century, but they have been told not to drive their cars because they
are using too much petrol.
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Hon J.M. Berinson: The Police Force has never been so well resourced in all of its history.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: I ask members to remember that when they vote for this measure to
take $20 million out of the pockets of smokers, they will provide $15 million to go co other
places which the Minister chooses not to tell us about. The Government is in fact stealing
from the health foundation; it is plundering its own money chest. The Government gave a
commitment that the purpose of this Bill was to raise money for the health foundation; it will
not adnit that it is about raising revenue. The Government cannot have it both ways.

Hon J.M. Berinson: Your logic would get you into The Guinness Book of Records.
Hon W.N. Stretch: Along with your generosity!

Hon P.G. PENDAL: And along with the 500 per cent increase that I talked about. When the
Minister makes a weak interjection like that, I know he believes the Government is
plundering the $20 million which it has taken from the public purse by giving a mere
$5 million to the health foundation.

We do not know much about the proposed health foundation, but the Minister said in the
second last paragraph of his second reading speech that the foundation will be involved in
buying out existing tobacco sponsorships of sports and the arts. The Government cannot
have it both ways. If the Government wants to say that it is so socially unacceptable to
smoke that it will tax it out of existence, it cannot then accept the sort of handout which it has
accepted from Arnatil Ltd. I suggest that if the Government were to pass this Bill, it would
have the moral and legal obligation to return the $100 000 it received from Ainatil, and to
ensure that the National Trust does not suffer as a result of its two faced approach to this
matter. I hope that we will not proceed to have this Bill read a second timre until we see the
Bill to be introduced in the other place, and I ask the Government to examine its collective
conscience when it comes to the expenditure of money which has been committed by tobacco
companies, the liquor industry, and other industries to which the Government may take
exception because it sees some antisocial aspect to their activities.

We have been told that this Bill will raise in the order of $40 million, which will be applied to
the health foundation. I understand there will be four instalments of $9 million, making a
total of $36 million, and that a further $4 million or $5 million will find its way into the fund.
The reality of the situation is that $50 million will go into funding the Government's anti-
smoking lobby; in addition, the Governent will continue, at the rate of $2 million a year, to
fund the Quit campaign. So it is not difficult to work out that at the end of five years the
Government will spend $50 million through the health foundation, and $2 million for the
Quit campaign. My reason for bringing out the bottom line figure is that I wonder whether
we are not getting to the stage in this State where we are spending more money on anti-
smoking propaganda than the tobacco companies are spending to promote their products.
We have to draw a halt somewhere. Does this measure mean that if the tobacco companies
cannot be driven out of business by increasing the price of their products, we will have a war
of attrition over the years where each year the Government will increase the amount that it
will spend to send these companies out of business by warning people about the dangers of
smoking, to the point where it is spending more than the tobacco companies are spending to
promote their products? Members must understand that there is no generation in the history
of mankind which has been made more aware of the dangers of smoking than the current
generation. I am now 42 years of age, and I was 15 or 16 when it was first suggested that
lung cancer was the result of tobacco smoking; but that was belittled by many doctors, who
continued - like the rest of society - to puff away happily and to not heed that advice. But 25
years down the track we have a whole generation of young people in Western Australia who,
say, have come to maturity in the past five or six years and who have been openly subjected
to the Quit campaign - and I do not think that is all bad - to promotions and campaigns
through the schools, and to a mass media which in the main has run thousands of column
inches about the dangers of smoking; yet in the face of all of that those kids continue to
smoke. Actually it is even worse than that: The people who are giving up smoking are
people of my generation; the people who are taking it up are young people of 15, 16, 17 or
18.
Hon Garry Kelly: Because that is where the tobacco industry directs its advertising.

Hon P.O. PENDAL: We could argue that point all night, but Mr Kelly would have to
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concede that chose young people who are now, say, 16 or 18 years old and have decided to
take up smoking have been subjected to all of these campaigns this Government has imposed
upon them since the age of 10 or It. They have made that conscious decision despite the ir
being subjected to the sort of sexy advertising to which Mr Kelly has just referred. On one
hand they have been exposed to chat advertising, and on the other hand they have been
exposed to the advertising that the Quit campaign and the other campaigns address to them.
In the end chose young people have made a conscious decision to take up cigarette smoking.

Hon Carry Kelly: So what is the answer? Just to forget about them?

Hon P.G. PENDAL: No, I think the answer is to chip away with promotional campaigns and
health campaigns in the hope that we will dissuade a percentage of them from smoking.
Frankdy, I chink that in the end smoking will disappear, because it seems to me that by the
time one is about 40 it has become an antisocial and unhealthy pastime in which to engage
anyway. In other words, people come to their senses. Maybe that is too late for some people,
but it is too late also for kids who get onto high powered motor bikes and cannot handle
them; but do we bring in Bills and say they cannot get on high powered motor bikes?

Hon Graham Edwards: We already have one.

Hon P.G. PENDAL:. It does not seem to work.'

Hon Graham Edwards: But we have one.

Hont B.L. Jones: We also have speed restrictions.

Hon P.G. PENDAL: People sometimes choose to ignore them.

Hon T.G. Butler: Are you saying we should not have them?
Hon P.G. PENDAL: No, I have already conceded that it is good to have Quit campaigns and
promotions in the schools, and to show kids a bottled lung that has been mucked up with
nicotine. That is fine, but in the end in a liberal democratic society people will make
individual decisions as to whether they will use those products.

They are the reasons we should be strongly condening the Government for applying the
wrong solution to a problem that everyone acknowledges exists.
Hon B.L. Jones: Do you have a right solution?

Hon P.G. PENDAL: Certainly not one which will solve it overnight.

Hon T.G. Butler: Certainly not one at all.

Hon P.C. PENDAL: If members opposite have a look at what the parliamentary Liberal
Party has said about it, the one thing it has not put forward is the piece of hypocrisy that says,
"You can condemn tobacco companies for doing what they are doing, you can condemn them
for promoting sport and culture, and then, through the back door, as a State Government, you
can put your hand out and accept $100 000 to do up one of your own buildings." We
certainly have not done that sort of thing and I will not be a party to such a thing.

Hon B.L. Jones interjected.

Hon P.C. PENDAL: So does the member dissociate herself from that?

Hon T.G. Butler: No.

Hon Carry Kelly: What was that for?

Hon R.G. PENDAL: [ have said it about four times -

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon J.M. Brown): Order!

Hon P.G. PENDAL: - but to make it a fifth, to help the member out, it was to partly restore
the old Observatory residence which is only a stone's throw away from here. It is a building
owned by the Government and occupied by a statutory agency of this Parliament; namely, the
National Trust of Australia.

Hon D.L. Jones: But you cannot really compare that with children playing sport.

Hon E.J. Chariton: Let Mr Kelly hear this, because he missed it before.

Hon P.C. PENDAL: I hope he has heard it this time, because I slowed down deliberately.
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The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! The member is trying to conclude his speech.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: Mr Deputy President, for all those reasons I think we should not
advance the Bill beyond the point it has reached - or perhaps other members wish to
contribute to the second reading debate, but I honestly do not believe we should vote on the
second reading while we have half of the measure missing. I know that many people on this
side of the House feel that way. For example, it may well be that we will want to scrutinise
very closely the way in which the Government intends to distribute the money out of this
foundation. I found pretty enlightening some words used tonight by way of interjection by
the Minister for Sport and Recreation, who said he would not mind getting his hands on it. I
can tell members that I was not surprised to hear him say that.

Hon Graham Edwards: I would like to have lots more money to spend in sport.

Hon P.G. PENDAL.: The mind boggles as to what someone like the Minister for Sport and
Recreation would do, not related to health but in a political sense, with money of that kind,
dishing it out to sporting bodies in a way I think Hon Barry House mentioned in an earlier
interjection.

Hon Graham Edwards: He was going crook because we did not dish it out.

Hon P.G. PENDAL: I also want to ask the meaning of a major paragraph in the second
reading speech which 1, for one, find convoluted. I am not sure it does not have some
element of retrospectivity attached to it. We are told that -

The bimonthly licence fee payable by tobacco wholesalers for the January-February
licence period will comprise 35 per cent of the value of sales during October, plus
50 per cent of the value of sales during November. Thereafter, the fee will be
50 per cent of the value of sales.

I do know, and it has been pointed out by the Government, that the licence fee will go from
35 per cent to 50 per cent in line with the rate that applies in at least one other State. Perhaps
the magic in the mention of October is that it was the day on which the State Budget was
announced - but I notice that according to the Budget it was 31 August. Therefore I put the
Minister on notice that when we eventually come to the Committee stage - and I hope that
will not be today or until we receive the other Bill - I want to know the meaning of that
paragraph. Even if it is not retrospective it is certainly a very poor way of expressing
something which, in a second reading speech, should be very simply stated.

For those reasons I am reluctant to say that I oppose the Bill, but suffice it to say I oppose the
Bill's being advanced much further at this stage.

Adjournment of Debate

HON BARRY HOUSE (South West) [8.29 pm]: I move -

That the debate be adjourned to the next sitting of the House.

Hon J.M. Berinson: Oh, no!

Hon P.G. Pendal: Quite right.

Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (15)

HoniJN.Cadwell Hon Max Evans Hon N.E. Monre Hon DerrickTomlinson
Hon George Casb Ron Peter Foss Hon Muriel Patterson Hon D.J. Wordsworth
Hon E.J. Charlton Ron Bany House Hon P.G. Pendal Hon Margaret McAleer
Hon Reg Davies Hon M.S. Montgomery Hon W.N. Stretch (Teller)

Noes ( 4)

Hon 3.M. Berinsoo Hon Graham Edwards Hon Garry Kelly Hon Doug Wea
Hon 3.M. Brownt Hon John Halden Hon Sam Piantadosi Hon Fred McKenzie
Hon T.G. Butter Hon Tom Heim Hon Tom Stephens (Teller)
Hon Cheryl Davenport Hon B.L. Jones Hon Bob Thomas
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Pairs
Ayes Noes

Hon R.G. Pike Hon Kay Hatiaban
Hon P.H. Lockyer Hon Mark Nevdl

Question thus passed.

Debate adjourned.

JUSTICES AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 5 September.

HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolita) [8.33 pm]: This is an interesting Bill in that it
contains two major sources of different origin. One of those sources is the report of the Law
Reform Commission of Western Australia which has reviewed the Justices Act 1902, Pan I -
Appeals. That is, of course, the conditions dealt with in this Act. Another deals with
restraining orders. An interesting thing relating to the appeals provision is that this report has
been rather a long time in coming to implementation. The report was directed to Hon Ian
Medcalf, QC, MILC, as Attorney General in 1979. so it is now the tenth anniversary of that
report.

Hon Ganry Kelly: That is not too bad.

Hon PETER FOSS: It is interesting though that it takes 10 years - four years under a Liberal
Government and six years under a Labor Government. As they say, better late than never. It
is fitting that on the tenth anniversary of the report it should be implemented.

Martens that are dealt with in this Bill arise out of the report and are, I believe, all of them
excellent measures. Members who have been trying to look at the Act and the Bill and
reconcile them will have found one slight problem - that arises out of the fact that most
people when looking at the Act will have the reprint of 9 November 1984, and will then have
received all the Acts which were passed after that date. Unfortunately, when the reprint w's
made on 9 November 1984, there was an unproclaimed Act amending the Justices Act which
was subsequently proclaimed. But when members get their copies of the Act they tend not to
get that earlier unproclaimed Act. Those members who have had some difficulty reconciling
some provisions of the eil with the Act will find an earlier Act has been proclaimed. Ths
accounts for the differences in it.

I can recall some of the provisions always being a serious problem with the law. In earlier
times [ used to do some appeals out of the Court of Petty Sessions and matters being dealt
with by the Law Reform Commission report have always been a problem. It is very pleasing
to see that they have been dealt with. Strangely, the second reading speech indicates that one
of the things which is to be abolished is recognisances on appeals. A member can open up
the Bill and on the top of page 3 find an amendment to section 136A of the principal Act
which provides for entering into a recognisance by an appellant. It is an anomaly having to
go through the procedure of entering into recognisance before comnmencing an appeal. it was
usually for small amounts anyway. It was just one more thing a person could trip up on in
commencing an appeal and it served no useful purpose. If a person were found liable to pay
costs he could be ordered to pay the amount using the ordinary process of execution.

I support the general move being made in this Bill to abolish recognisances. The Attorney
General very kindly made available to me officers of his departnent for consultation. It is an
indication of how it can improve the ability of members to comment upon a Bill if given
access to the officers who have responsibility for drafting a Bill to be introduced in this place.
It is another reason why the Standing Cormnittee system would be useful to help members to
deliberate upon legislation before this House. Because of that consultation I was able to
ascertain the reason why in section 136A of the Act the recognisance was retained. If
members check section 136A they will find that the section deals with an appeal where a
person failed to turn up, and was convkcted in his or her absence. It was felt in the case of a
defendant who failed to turn up that he should enter into recognisance so that when he failed
to trm up when the appeal came on there would be no need to do anything more to obtain
moneys from that person for his failure to turn up; the court executes on the recognisance.
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That is a sensible reason to keep it in that case. Generally speaking, the recognisance has
been abolished because it is of no further use.
Certain matters in the report have not been picked up in this Bill. When a Bill is based on
one of the reports of the Law Reform Commission and, as this one has at the end, it has a
summary of the recommendations, it would be a good idea for the Attorney to have a table or
at least a commentary indicating to members the degree to which the recommendations of the
Law Reform Commission have been adopted in whole or in part. This will make it easier for
members to be able to pick up the differences from that which has been recommended by the
Law Reform Commission. Rather than reading through a fairly lengthy report of 62 pages
then going through the Bill in detail to try to work out exactly how the recommendations
were picked up, it would be helpful if the officers who had been through the report were able
to give a summary for members so that they could see what the significant changes were, and
then decide whether they approved of them.

While I was going through the recommendations and tying them into provisions in the Bill, I
came across a small but significant change from the recommendations of the Law Reform
Commnission which relates to giving leave to appeal. At the moment, the way in which
appeals are conducted allows for either a straight appeal or an appeal by way of order to
review. In the case of order to review the leave of the court has to be obtained. One of the
matters that the Law Reform Commuission looked at was whether it should retain the
application for leave to appeal or whether it should make an appeal as of right. It was
referred to the then Chief Justice of Western Australia, Hon Sir Francis Burt, who replied to
the commission, which the commission quoted in the report at paragraph 3.23, which says -

"I think that all appeals should be by way of order to review or otherwise with leave,
with an appeal over as at present if leave is refused. I do not think. ... that the order
to review does add to delay. It is not a complicated process and I doubt whether it
significantly increases costs. And it has advantages in that the very occasional
frivolous appeal brought perhaps for some ulterior reason can be stopped and more
importantly, I think, it enables a Judge to have a look at the material which will be
placed before the appeal court, so enabling hinm to make sure that when the appeal is
called on for hearing, the materials will be there so that the appeal can be disposed
of'.

It is a matter of two things: One is administrative to make certain that all the information is
there so that when it actually comes before the appellate judge everybody is ready to argue
about it; everything is in order. The other one is to cut out frivolous appeals brought,
perhaps, for an ulterior reason. The commission agrees with the Chief Justice that these are
required for the reasons he gives. When members turn to the recommendations they will find
at paragraph 8 that -

The judge hearing the applications for leave should only refuse it when he considers
that the appeal is frivolous or vexatious or that the grounds of appeal advanced do not
disclose an arguable case.
It may seem a lawyer's quibble to see how this is actually rendered in the wording of
the Act. The provisions relating to appeals in clause 16 of the Bill on page I11
proposed new section 187 "Grant or refusal of leave". It has been written up that -

(1) The judge shall grant leave to appeal only if it is shown to his satisfaction that
* there is a pritnafacie case justifying an appeal on one or more grounds of the

grounds specified in section 186.
There is a slight change in the onus first of all. The recommendation was that the judge had
to be satisfied that he considered the appeal was frivolous or vexatious. He had to come to a
positive conclusion that it was frivolous or vexatious or, as the law has been written down,
without going into the facts, that the grounds of appeal do not disclose an arguable case. So
as far as the factual side is concerned the judge had to come to the conclusion that it was
frivolous or vexatious. As far as the legal side is concerned he would have to say, "That
doesn't fit in with the law at all; even if you establish everything, you haven't shown what is
an arguable case of law."

The prima fadie case is a well understood concept and is quite different from that altogether.
This legislation should not go further than the recommendation of the Law Reform
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Commission or the request that was made by the former Chief Justice and the justification
that was given by the former Chief Justice. It would be a little unfortunate if the appeal had
to be by way of showing a prima facie case. In fact, ir is not a sensible cause to follow
administratively because it requires more of an examination of the facts to see whether they
can really stand up to at least being a prima facie case; whereas in the case of deciding
whether it is frivolous or vexatious or nor an arguable case, it does not require such an
examination of the facts to test them in any way. Administratively, it would almost require a
sort of mini testing of the case if the wording that has been picked up in the Bill was followed
rather than the wording suggested by the Law Reform commission. Although it does not
appear on the supplementary notice paper, I have dirafted an amendment to the Bill to bring
that particular clause closer to the wording of the Law Reform Commission's
recommendations.

The idea of reducing the forms of appeal to only one kind is a very sensible one and, as was
pointed out by the Law Reform Comm-ission - admittedly this was some timne ago so things
may have changed but I do not believe they have - straight appeals under the Justices Act are
extremely rare. The figures cited in here are of course considerably out of date but in 1976,
1977 and 1978 there were two, one and two appeals respectively; whereas by contrast the
number of appeals by way of an order to review were 80, 84 and 59 respectively in those
years. An overwhelming number of people appealed by way of order to review. This was
partly because there is a requirement of the split in the way the appeals were brought. Having
just one simple appeal process seems to be extremely sensible.

One of the other problems that has been extremely difficult - and a very important change is
brought in by this Bill - is that until now there has been no way of appealing past the first
judge that one appeals to. If one makes an appeal from a magistrate to a single judge that is
the end of the matter if the judge finds against one. We have had some cases which have
gone to single judges on a number of occasions, and more and more appeals have had to be
brought until eventually a judge refers the matter to a Full Court and the case is able to be
decided by the Full Court. There has been an unfortunate blockage in the system in that no
further appeal from a single judge has been available when one brings an appeal becomes
pursuant to the Justices Act. This is a very sound and sensible change that has been proposed
in this Bill. A lot of it, as was said by the Attorney in his second reading speech, is to
streamline the way in which things are done. A very good idea is that if one is complaining
against a number of offences, one does not have to make a separate appeal in respect of each
one. The other very sensible change is to allow many matters which were previously of a
procedural nature to be governed by rules made by the judges. Generally speaking
Opposition members are happy with what was said about the appeal provisions in the Law
Reform Comnmission's report and the Attorney General's second reading speech.

The Opposition is concerned about the remaining parts of the Bill which deal with the
binding over to keep the peace. A number of provisions are somewhat disturbing.
One sensible change is outlined in clause 10 of the Bill. This provision allows an order to be
made against a person other than the defendant. This clause includes protections in order that
a person does not find himself with an order made against him. Et requires that the order be
made in the presence of that person and that he be given a reasonable opportunity of being
heard.

The provisions for binding over to keep the peace are sensible and have been used for some
years in Australian and United Kingdom jurisdictions. For example, in the United Kingdom
if two parties have been quarrelling and generally making a real nuisance of themselves in the
community and they finally go to court, each one complaining about the other, the public
interest is best served by their being bound over to keep the peace. That order determines
what those people must do and they are restrained from taking certain actions.

These amendments have been brought forward by people concerned about domestic violence.
However, that is not the only area in which this provision has application. It is often
appropriate, when these things happen, that other people are involved, particularly in the case
of domestic violence. A spouse involved in quarrelling could be ordered to refrain from
doing certain acts. The general nature of the quarrel is such that it is appropriate for various
people not to do certain thiings in order to ensure the peace is kept.

The Opposition is concerned about the provisions contained in clause 14, which seeks to
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insert new sections 177 and [78 in the Act. Proposed new section 177 deals with hearsay
evidence and clause 14, as drafted, stares -

[Hearsay evidence of any matter tendered by a police officer is admissible in
proceedings under this Part if the justices are satisfied that -

(a) the hearsay evidence is reliable;

One of the problems with hearsay evidence is that it is not reliable. I am a little concerned
about leaving it to a magistrate or a justice of the peace to decide whether the evidence is
reliable because justices in the English system have said that they are against the idea of
hearsay evidence because it is considered unreliable. Members who have heard a rumour
which someone has sworn is correct will know that hearsay evidence is difficult to rely on.
The Opposition would be concerned if the situation arose where a person was bound over ex
pante, hearsay evidence had been given and a person in a lowly judicial position had to decide
whether it was reliable in order to make an order against that person ex pante. The problem is
that if the person wished to appeal against it he has no way of questioning the original
evidence. I am pleased that the amendment proposed by the Opposition to overcome this
problem has been accepted by the Attorney General; that is, that it would be far better to have
evidence on affidavit and sent by facsimile. The problem outlined by the Attorney General is
that it is sometimes difficult for evidence to be taken.
The Attorney General, in his second reading speech, referred to the fact that it is sometimes
difficult in country areas to get evidence to the magistrates. It has been suggested that the
police send information to police in the nearest town in which a magistrate or justice resides;
the policeman would say what the other policeman told him, which the first policeman heard
from the complainant. Anyone who has engaged in Chinese whispers would know what the
evidence would be lie.

The alternative is for an affidavit to be taken. The policeman would take a statement from
the complainant when he received the complaint and he would have a pro forma affidavit
drawn up and the complainant would be given the opportunity to say whether what was stated
in that affidavit was tine. It would be then faxed from one police station to the other and it
would be available to the magistrate. Under those ci-rcumstances, the person concerned
would have to read the affidavit carefully and say that it was his evidence and he agreed with
it. That person has to swear to it. If, subsequently, it is called into question, that person faces
a penalty for perjury if he did not tell the truth in the affidavit. It is important protection for
the individual.

Another cause for concern by the Opposition is the Proposed insertion of new section 178
outlined in clause 10 of the Bill. [ am glad that the Attorney General, in his second reading
speech, incorporated inverted commas around the word "serve". This pan of clause 10 refers
to the verbal service of an order. The concept of verbally serving one of these orders is rather
a curious one. Proposed section 172A(3) states -

If the clerk of petty sessions is satisfied that -

(a) reasonable efforts have been made to serve an order referred to in subsection
(1) personally on the defendant;

and

(b) such service has not been effected within 14 days after the making of the order
or within such other period as the justices may nominate for the purposes of
this subsection at the time of the making of the order.

he may in writing authorise verbal service of the order.

The verbal service of the order takes place in the following way and I quote proposed section
178(4) as follows -

Verbal service of an order is effected by a police officer verbally informing the
defendant of -
(a) the restraints that are imposed on him by the order or the variations that are

made by the variation order, as the case may require -

The PRESIDENT: Order! I remind the honoturable member that in the second reading stage
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of a debate it is not proper for him to discuss in detail the clauses of the Bill, particularly a
clause of the Bill in which notice of amendments has been given on the Notice Paper. The
Committee stage is the stage where members consider the merits of any particular clause.
Hon PETER FOSS: The point of principle which concerns the Opposition regarding this
concept is the danger to the individual of verbal service. I will refer to the Attorney
General's second reading speech. The Attorney admitted that it was a novel way to serve a
court order and said that it was not intended that it would become the usual mode of service
and might only be used after reasonable efforts had been made to serve the order on the
defendant personally. Our concern about this concept is that the result of being served with
an order, no matter how one is served under this Act, is that what otherwise would be a
lawful act on one's part becomes an unlawful act for which one is subject to criminal
penalties. The difficulty with that is that if a person has only been served by an order being
shouted to him - and this is one of the possibilities that arose - while disappearing down the
street that, "The general terms of this order are that you should not do this and you can get the
order at the local police station." Later, if someone wishes to enforce that order, he must go
along to the court and say, "I told him this and therefore what he did was forbidden by the
order." It is difficult to see how a person could comply with an order, or seek legal advice on
that order, if all he had was a somewhat garbled understanding of what was said to him.
Inquiries of officers of the Crown Law Department have indicated that the main police
objection to this approach, and why they want this procedure, is that some of the orders are
rather complicated. They regard writing out such orders as being a bit horrific. If an order is
so complicated that a policeman cannot write it out it must be far too complicated to
communicate verbally to someone, particularly if that person is trying to avoid service and is
running down the street.
The other suggestion was to hold the person - to provide power to stop a person running
away - and to then write out the order and give it to him. The objection to that was that some
of these people become violent and difficult to restrain. One of the consequences of a
restraining order such as this is that one may very well have to stop the person the very
minute after serving the restraining order because the effect of serving the order is that he is
likely to be restrained by the police when he acts In breach of that order. I would have
thought the fact police deal regularly with people who take objection when they seek to stop
them or make them comply with the law and have to be Firmly restrained was not unusual.
Our concern regarding the amendment relating to "service" of orders verbally is that it is an
unsatisfactory way in which to serve an order. In fact, service of Supreme Court orders
usually requires not only that the order be served personally on the person to be restrained but
also that it have endorsed on it further information to enable the person to realise the
consequences of a failure to obey that order. The court generally takes the attitude that it is
not enough for a person to know that there is an order and the terms of that order but that he
should be brought to realise the full consequences of failure to obey that order. In our
opinion, verbal service of an order is a serious departure from the concept that people should
have full knowledge of a order, be able to take legal advice on it and be able to understand it
fully so that they can obey it. The important thing is that people do understand orders made
against them. There is a duty, if people are to be restrained from perfornming an act that
would otherwise be lawful, that it is made quite clear to them what they are being restrained
from doing. The concept of calling out an order - and not even in its full terms but just the
'restraints that are imposed" - and telling the defendant where to get a copy of it is
insufficient.
The problems that may come with proof, if a person disobeys an order, are serious. One can
imagine the situation of a person who has had a verbal order shouted at him as he disappears
down the street who then does what he has been told not to do and is called before the court
for not obeying the restraining order. There will be a dispute between the policeman and the
defendant as to what it was the defendant was told he could and could not do and whether he
was told properly where he could get the order. The problem is then one of a difficult factual
question to be decided - a dispute between the police and the person restrained as to when
and how that person was told about the order.
Surely it must be better, in the interests of justice, that people know what they are told they
can or cannot do because it is in writing. The policeman would have to make a note, in any
event, of what he told the person. Far better he write it down first and give it to the
A720113-2
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defendant rather than shouting the order and then writing it down with a resulting dispute
later on. We believe the better way for this to be done is to give a policeman power to
restrain a person and to take the person into custody for such time as is required to write
down the information the Bill suggests in new section 178(4) should be given verbally. The
policeman would say, "I have an order to give to you but 1 do not have it with me at the
moment, but I would like to tell you of its intent and to advise you where you can get the
order. Please stay here while I phone and get the details of the order." If the person refuses
to stay until such time as he is told what the order is then the policeman can say, "I have the
tight to take you into custody. I take you into custody, and you will stay here while [ get the
details." The policeman can then write out the details in duplicate, give the top copy to the
person to be restrained, keep the carbon copy and there can then be no doubt in the mind of
the defendant what he was told. There may still be a dispute before the magistrate as to
whether that complied with new section 178(4) but at least there would be no dissent about
what the person was actually told; he would know what he was told because it would be there
in black and white, and it would be a matter of whether that was sufficient to enable the
person to be convicted of disobeying the restraining order. There will otherwise be huge
disputes about what the person was told, and instead of certainty there will be tremendous
uncertainty.

The idea of restraining orders is to make clear what people can and cannot do. The only
police objection to the procedure of stopping to write down the order is that some magistrates
make complicated orders. [f an order is too complicated to write down and give to a person it
must be far too complicated to tell a person. One cannot expect an ordinary citizen to
understand something said to him which a policeman cannot understand sufficiently to write
down. It seems quite wrong to require a person to obey an order he has been told about
verbally when it is too complicated for a policeman to write down.
Hon George Cash: And then have to suffer the consequences of any action he might take
after not understanding what has been said.

Hon PETER FOSS: Correct. It may be said that the person can go off and get a copy of the
order; that is one of the things provided for. The important thing is that a person knows what
an order is about and has sufficient understanding of that order then and there because it takes
effect from the moment the person is told about it and not from the dine he gets it. He may
unwittingly disobey the order if he does not understand it before he gets the copy. The place
where the copy can be obtained is not necessarily open 24 hours a day.

Take the example of a man who has been ordered to stay away from his wife. It may be
midnight when the police find him about to go to his wife's house. She rings the police and
they serve the order on him. He will not be able to obtain a copy of the order at midnight.
However, he must be given sufficient knowledge of the order to be able to obey it there and
then, and that can only be done if he is given a written version of what he may or may not do.
Obviously he needs to be able to see a copy of the order, because it is important that he
knows the final wording so that he may take legal advice.

I see this difficulty as being in two parts. Firstly, the order must be served there and then.
The person must be told enough about the order to obey it. Secondly, he must receive a copy
of it in order to get legal advice, and for that purpose the detail of the order must be examined
by his legal advisers and application made to the court to vary it or set it aside or whatever.
A member of the iegal profession told me that if we serve this order as the Bil is drafted we
would have to change the title of the Bill to the Injustices Bill because this provision is so far
from being fair as to be unreasonable.

We start off with the fact that orders can be made ex pante. We would have had hearsay
evidence, and the defendant would have had the order shouted to him in the middle of the
night. He would not be able to obtain a copy of the order until the following morning, and he
would be charged with having disobeyed it. If all those things came together it certainly
would be the Injustices Act. Any departure from the normal rules of justice must be carefully
examined. The Opposition is prepared to go a considerable way towards assisting this
position. We realise that restraining orders are very important. We realise that people may
try to evade service, and very often by the time the person to be restrained is found it is an
awkward time for getting hold of orders and serving them.
Let us look at a fair method of doing this as opposed to a completely unfair method which
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will lead to an administrative tangle. That will be the consequence of the proposed section
178 as presently drafted. We appreciate and understand the problem, but let us see what we
can do to solve it. At the same rime we must observe the rules of fair play and justice which
have generally been observed within our legal system for many hundreds of years. They
meet the ordinary person's sense of fair play. The amendments foreshadowed in the Notice
Paper meet that problem, solve it and draw the right line down the middle between the needs
of the people to be protected by restraining orders and the requirements of our justice system
to be just and fair. It gives people a reasonable opportunity to obey the law and nor be
imprisoned without an opportunity to discover what the problem is.
Perhaps I have not emphasised sufficiently the importance of a restraining order. It makes
unlawful what would otherwise be lawful. If a person breaks a provision of the Criminal
Code, he might say that he has not read it, but it is there; it is available. Everyone should
know the law, and if a person breaks the law he is charged with doing so. The law is there to
be seen and people can find out what it is. If they break the law they can be charged.

In a restraining order, because a person is restrained from a course of action which would
otherwise be lawful, he must be told what it is he cannot do before he is prosecuted for doing
it. It is rather like having a special law for that person. That person must be given that
special law which applies to him. It is not a mere formality, a matter of going through the
form. We cannot say, 'We have done what we can; we gave him an opportunity. We did try
to tell him." We must go further than that and make sure that the person knows the rule
which applies to him. It is not a formality; it is a matter of making certain that we publish
appropriately to that person enough for him to behave appropriately under that law. My very
great concern with the Bill as drafted is that it does not observe that requirement.
Another provision is the ability for orders to be made against complainants. My
understanding is that this is a situation which has existed in the United Kingdom for years,
where it has worked very satisfactorily. I see no problem with that; if a quarrel comes before
the court and a restraining order is necessary, it seems perfectly proper for the court to make
an order against the complainant.
With those reservations, and in view of the amendments I have already placed on the Notice
Paper, and one further amnrdment I shall be moving with regard to the grounds for leave to
appeal, I have much pleasure in commending the Government for getting this report of the
Law Reform Commission at long last onto the Statute books. Ten years is as Long as any
Law Reform Commission report should have to languish. I have much pleasure in supporting
the amendments being made to restraining orders, with the reservations I have foreshadowed.

HION J.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Attorney General) [9.17 pm]: I thank the
honourable member for his support and his indication of the Opposition's support of this Bill.
It has been a long time coming, and one can only hope that the wait will prove to have been
worthwhile. As I understand it, Mr Foss has few criticisms to make of the Bill, and those
appear to be addressed more fully in the amendments he has circulated. In the circumstances
I do not believe that any substantial reply is required from me at this stage, and that detailed
discussion of the items can best be left to the Committee debate. It might help members if I
indicate the general approach which I propose to take to the various mailers listed,
particularly the first two.

Mr Foss has listed an amendment to clause 15 allowing facsimile transmission of an affidavit
to be put in place of the hearsay evidence which appears in the Bill as drafted. That
amendment is acceptable to the Government.

The second major amendment relates to the procedures to be adopted where a person on
whom an order is to be served remains elusive for some period of time. The Bill as drafted
provides for the possibility of verbal service. Hon Peter Foss listed an alternative amendment
which would involve that person's being taken into custody. Again to indicate briefly the
Government's response I would not propose to accept that amendment. The listed
amendment to clause 16 was distributed only this evening and I did not have the opportunity
to pay as much attention as I would have liked to Hon Peter Foss' reasons for the proposed
amendment. I gather he is moving in a way which would have the Bill at this point more
consistent with the Law Reform Commiussion's recommendations, but as I was distracted at
the point where he was giving his preference for those recommendations over the drafted
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provisions, I would prefer to consider that in the period of the adjournment which I will now
propose.

With those comments I again thank H-on Peter Foss for his detailed support of this Bill. I
commnend the second reading of the Bill to the House.
Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

FRUIT GROWING INDUSTRY (TRUST FUND) AMENDMENT BILL
Receipt and First Reading

Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon Graham Edwards (Minister for
Racing and Gaming), read a first time.

Second Reading
RION GRAHAM EDWARDS (North Metropolitan - Minister for Racing and Gaming)
[9.23 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.

The Fruit Growing Induscry (Trust Fund) Act came into operation in L942 to authorise the
establishment of a trust fund in relation to the fruit growing industry, and to provide for the
administration of the fund. Moneys in the fund must be used in the first instance to defray
administrative costs. Then, subject to the approval of the Minister for Agriculture, funds may
be used to prevent or eradicate pests and diseases of fruit and fruit trees, to compensate
growers for such prevention or eradication, to assist scientific research within the fruit
growing industry, for administration costs of the Western Australian Fruit Growers
Association (Inc), and for any other purposes which, in the opinion of the Minister, will
promote and encourage the fruit growing industry. Moneys in the fund are raised by a levy
on fruit growers' produce, and one administered by a statutory committee. The fund is
wholly supported by the industry, without Consolidated Revenue Fund support.

The trust fund committee has three members, currently approved by the Minister but
appointed by the Governor. Two of the members must be nominated by the Fruit Growers
Association and the remaining member must be a person representing the Department of
Agriculture. The Bill proposes to repeal the need for the Govemnor to make appointments to
the committee by substituting this requirement with a provision whereby the Minister may
directly appoint the committee members. This action is in accord with current practice and a
need to relieve the Governor of unnecessary tedious work.

Section 12 of the Act provides that members of the commitee shall receive fees and
allowances for attendances at meetings and while on inspections. These fees must be
prescribed. The Bill proposes to simplify the administration of this requirement by
permitting the regulations to specify the level of remuneration to be in accordance with an
industrial award or other subsidiary legislation. This will allow the committee fees to remain
in line with those prescribed from time to time. by the Salaries and Allowances Tribunal,
without the need for continual amendment of the regulations.

A major thrust of the Bill is to address issues raised by the current, relatively low, ceiling that
the Act places on the industry levy. This is set in the Statute at three and one-third cents per
bushel of fruit, which is equivalent to a 36 litre volume in metric terms. On the
recommendation of the trust fund committee, the Minister set the actual levy at 30 a bushel in
November 1977 and has not seen fit to increase it since that date in view of the relatively
slight increase in funds that would be generated and the difficulties associated with fractions
that would he experienced by collection agencies. With increased activities of the Western
Australia Fruit Growers Association, especially in regard to promotion of fruit and
contributions towards research - quite apart from increased costs of existing programs - the
moneys available have proved inadequate. A real possibility exists also that ongoing
expenditure wil be required as a result of the recent outbreak of the Queensland fruit fly in
Western Australia.

In 1988-89 54 per cent of annual expenditure was used to fund the association, with
30 per cent spent on inspection of fruit crops, and on research, and 10 per cent spent on
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administration of the fund. At 30 June 1989 the balance in the fund stood at just aver
$383 000. This is considered a minimal amount. It is some $30 000 less than at the end of
June 1988. Fruit growers in general support the collection of the trust fund moneys,
especially as the Act provides funds ta support their association. The need to increase the
rate of the levy is. also supported by the executive of the Western Australian Fruit Growers
Association. This was endorsed at the annual conference of the association which was
attended by a broad cross-section of the industry. The Bill proposes to increase the
maximum levy that may be set by the Minister, on the recommendation of the committee,
from 3.330 per 36 litres, to 200 per 36 litres. To enable proportional assessment of the levy
payable where fruit is sold in packs of less or more than 36 litres, the Bill sets the maximum
contribution at 10 for every 1.8 litres of fruit. This is the mathematical equivalent of the 200
per 36 litres, or bushel, to which I have referred. On the assumption that the Act will be
amended to incorporate the opportunity to pay a higher levy, the Fruit Growers Association
has resolved to recomnmend that the actual levy should be set at 50 per 36 litres of fruit for the
1989-90 season. This is anticipated to raise an additional $60 000 of revenue in a full year.
Further increases may be necessary pending the outcome of the Queensland fruit fly issue.
As it stands, the Act provides for growers' contributions to the fund to be collected by
persons who deal in the types of fruit subject to the levy. For this purpose, dealers are
defined in the Act. It is not intended to amend this principle at present and the Bill does not
address this issue. However, it updates those parts of the definition in the Statute that cause a
grower who produces at least 250 bushels of fruit in a year or a season to pay the levy. In
these cases the minimum production has been set in the Binl at 9 000 litres, the equivalent
mathematical conversion from the 36 litre standard bushel.

With an increasing trend towards direct selling, the Minister has been advised that the
commuittee intends to step up its campaign to ensure that growers selling outside the
traditional dealer network pay their dues to the fuind. Cases have been known in the past
where growers have escaped this obligation.

In conjunction with the amendment of the maximum levy, it is appropriate to incorporate a
number of housekeeping adjustments to the Act. References to the now defunct Australian
Apple and Pear Marketing Board and the National Security (Apple and Pear) Regulations
have thus been deleted. Also, to avoid confusion with the relatively new Nashi pear industry,
the botanical names of apples and traditional pears will be incorporated in the Act. The
regulations have also been recently amended to clarify this issue, where the Act is intended to
cover fruits other than apples and pears. Again to update the Act, the definiftion of "Minister"
has been deleted as this is now covered in the Interpretation Act; the year of operation of the
Act has been defined to be the financial year; and, the words "chief executive officer" have
been inserted in lieu of "pernanent head". These amendments do not in any way affect the
main purpose of the B ill.

I believe that the proposals will satisfy the wish of the fruit growing industry to continue to
contribute to its own wellbeing, through research, promotion, pest eradication, and in other
ways. It is necessary legislation, and I commend the Bill to the House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by IHon Derrick Tomlinson.

DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC PROSECUTIONS BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 19 October.

HON P.G. PENDAL (South Metropolitan) [9.31 pm]: Last Thursday, about 12 minutes
into my remarks, I pointed out that I was not one of those people who believe that the
appointment of a Director of Public Prosecutions ought to be made at the expense of the
historic powers of the Attorney General. I pointed out that there was a key paragraph in the
second reading speech which seemed to be something of a contradiction in termis. That
paragraph reads as follows -

Members will appreciate, of course, that a corollary that the independence of the DPP
is that the Attorney General will not be able to be held accountable to Parliament and
to the community to the extent to which many suggest is still appropriate in respect of
prosecution decisions today.
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I was in the course of making out a case that I believe grossly overstates the impact of the
legislation. I cannot see it as being true to say that the Attorney General would not be as
accountable when we have a Director of Public Prosecutions as he is accountable now
without one, because it is clear from reading the Bill that in appointing a DPP the Attorney
General will not give up any of his powers; the Attorney General will retain his powers and
share them with a new statutory agent called the Director of Public Prosecutions. I will
demonstrate in a moment or two that not only wil the Attorney General retain his powers,
but he will have the upper hand over the Director of Public Prosecutions in a number of
provisions of the Bill. While that might be seen by someone in my position as a bad thing, I
hasten to add, consistent with what I have said before, that I am happy with that and think it
is a good thing because we do not want to be in a position in this Parliament where a Minister
of the Crown, in particular the Attorney General, is able to escape accountability to this
House or to the Parliament as a whole. The Attorney General in a very real sense will be
ministerially in charge of the Director of Public Prosecutions as well as being in charge of
the rights that exist in the office of the Attorney General itself. T'herefore, it is not possible
for anyone to say, as the Attorney General did on this occasion, that he will not be able to be
held accountable to the same extent that we are able to make him accountable now. Clause
20(3) says that the provisions of this Act do not derogate from any function of the Attorney
General.

I will now refer to other parts of the Bill that warrant serious attention by the House. It is not
clear from reading the Bill whether the staff to be appointed will be subordinate to the
director, or will be public servants. Part of the schedule makes provisions where the Director
of Public Prosecutions is appointed from out of the Public Service, but I cannot Find the
provision in the Bill which deals with the appointment of subordinate staff. I know, for
example, that clause 4(2) makes it very clear that the director and his department will not be
officers of the Public Service, and I support that. What the Bill does not seem to do is to
make clear that the appointees below those two persons will, or will1 not, be public servants.
If it is the case that we are able to appoint subordinate officers from within the Public
Service, I suggest that we should be taking action to overcome that.

It was the Opposition which set the scene for the sort of recruitment grounds that should be
followed when we dealt with the Bill setting up the Official Corruption Commyission. As late
as a month or two ago. an executive officer, Commander David Ofr, was appointed to this
commission, and his appointment was made by the commission itself. He, of course, was not
seconded from the Public Service. It was the function of the commission to appoint himn and
it chose someone who had no connection with the Public Service of this State. It is
something I would like the Attorney General to clarify. I am not implying that we cannot
trust someone from the Public Service, but given that the emphasis of this Bill is on the
highest level of independence possible for the two senior appointees, I cannot begin to
devalue that by bringing in lesser appointees from the Public Service which would give rise
to even a hint of their being appointed because they may be compliant and easier to deal with.
I could not think of anything that would be more calculated to undennline that independence
of the two senior officers than that. I hope in the course of this debate that point will be
clarified by the Attorney General.

Another area of concern expressed by other members concerns the question of how the
appointments of director and deputy director wil be made. T1he Government envisages that
they will be made by the Governor which means, of course, they would be made by the
Governor in Executive Council and would be made on the recomnmendation and advice of the
Ministers who sit in Executive Council with the Governor. In reality, it becomes a Cabinet
decision. It is rather pointless spending all the time spent in the Attorney General's second
reading speech on the question of the independence of this office if the method of
appointment is put in jeopardy.

Once again we do not have to go far to find an example of the Opposition setting the pace in
appointments of that kind in order that they are at arm's length. It occurred in the case of the
Official Corruption Commission legislation. Under that legislation appointments were to be
made by a panel including, I think, the Chief Justice, the Chief Judge of the District Court
and the Comm-issioner of Police. If it was good enough for the Parliament to consider that
the appointees to the Official Corruption Commission had to be sufficiently at arm's length
and had to have the utmost independence, it is very clear that we cannot have a situation
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where the Director or Deputy Director of Public Prosecutions is seen to be an appointment of
the Government of the day. Hon Peter Foss went through that in minute detail and has spelt
out the attitude of the Opposition in that respect.

On the broader front it really is a little naive of members to believe that the Government of
the day should be responsible for appointing an umpire to a match where it is clearly in the
interests of the integrity of the office that his appointment be seen to be made at arm's length.
That is what the Opposition envisages happening. It is possible to make sensitive
appointments of this nature and to make them in the way which has been spelt out by the
Opposition. I point out to the House that unless the panel system is brought in to replace the
provision contained in clause 5 which gives the power of appointment to the Governor, then
frankly we are back to square one. I am not sure whether there is much point in proceeding
with the Bill if that is the case.

I sometimes think that the person who does get the job will need the most incredible array of
virtue and talents to fulfil the desires not only of the Government which has introduced this
Bill, but also the Parliamentary Liberal Party which first introduced this Bill in another place
a year or two ago. [ do not know how far we will need to go to find that person or how much
we will need to offer him. One thing I am absolutely sure about is that unless we safeguard
the method of his appointment by the process we are suggesting the Bil wilt lose an awfu lot
of its meaning.

I notice also that not only will we demand of this person those incredible virtues and talents,
but also we will impose on him or her a level of personal behaviour that we do not demand of
people who hold similarly sensitive and impontant jobs in Western Australia. I am not sure
whether members realise that on page 16 of the Bill in schedule I - Mr Deputy President I
know you do not want members to go into the detail of the Bill - there are certain
requirements that need to be observed by the Director of Public Prosecutions. I do not know
how far we can go in making demands because under this part of the schedule the director
will actually have to give written notice to the Attorney General of all of his direct or indirect
pecuniary interests in business not only in Australia, but anywhere in the world. In a day and
age of disclosure and accountability there is an argument for that, but it does make one
wonder whether that should apply to the office of Solicitor General. Certainly the Solicitor
General is in a very sensitive and senior position and I wonder whether that sort of provision
should be extended to him. I do not know whether it should also apply to the Chief Justice.
One would not dispute the fact that the Chief Justice or, indeed, any other judiciary holder
occupies a sensitive position. i one can argue that the Director of Public Prosecutions must
go this far under item 5 of the schedule one wonders whether it should not apply to other
people as well.

Of course, once one is on that merry-go-round there is really no stopping. Does one then say,
"We will apply that principle to all departmental heads"? We talk of members of Parliament
and their pecuniary interests, but I am not sure whether in my nine years in this Parliament I
have ever voted on a Bill that could possibly have enhanced my financial position in a
specific sense because members of Parliament are not in a position that I can think of where
they make Executive decisions. Indeed, that is not their role, anyway. That is why we have a
Cabinet, Premnier and ministerial colleagues, to make those decisions on behalf of the State.
Of course, we know of public discussion about legislation whereby members' pecuniary
interests are disclosed. When one starts on that road it can lead everywhere. I am not sure
that a lot would be gained by that. I do not say this because [ have anything to hide, I simply
challenge the good sense in asking for disclosure on the part of people who are not in a
position to influence financial decisions and then not demanding the same thing from people
who are in a position to so influence those decisions.

I guess it is possible that the Director of Public Prosecutions and the Deputy Director of
Public Prosecutions may be placed in a position where they could make decisions that would
affect their pecuniary position, but I again make the point that one would have to ask why we
are isolating those office holders and not looking at those areas where some public office
holders actually deal with that sort of decision making every day as a departmental head or
head of a statutory body. It is no secret, for example, that already investigations are
proceeding in respect of leases handed out on Rottnest Island. Many people who work in the
Public Service or for statutory bodies are in that position. In the main one must trust them
and think that they .will do the right thing. Occasionally someone does the wrong thiing.
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Occasionally, from what we know, they are charged and dealt with according to law. It may
be that there are people who get away with these things; we do not know. Again, it seems to
me to be an example of putting the acid on the wrong people. As a member of Parliament I
do not make those sorts of decisions, yet I am asked to declare my pecuniary interests while
people in more sensitive positions so far as the public purse is concerned are not asked to do
that.-

My final observation is that it is a sad reflection and commnentary on the way in which our
community has developed in recent years that more and more people are sustaining
challenges against the ethics of people in public Life, whether elected to politics or occupying
senior appointments. One must wonder where this will lead. If people believe, as I do, that it
is a good thing to have a Director of Public Prosecutions to get some distance between him
and other arms of Government and members of Parliament, and if one believes that is good
because it will be a check and a balance - and I believe that - it makes one wonder how long
it will be before we are back in this Parliament being asked to discuss a new Bill which will
place a check and a balance on the Director of Public Prosecutions, because that is more
likely to occur than people may believe.

lIn my opening commnents on Thursday I spoke of my opposition since about 1982 to the
concept of a National Crime Authority because it was intended that that authority take over
work that should properly be carried out by the Police Force. I said then that we would need
an authority to check on the National Crime Authority if it got up to mischief. A year or two
later a person in the National Crime Authority was charged with an offence and we had to
find another watchdog to find out what that person had been up to. I guess that is more in the
nature of an academic argument, knowing where that will all end up. Suffice it to say that it
is a great pity we have reached a stage where there is such a lack of confidence and trust that
these bodies are needed.

One cannot blame people for having that lack of trust. In our immediate lifetime we have
seen the situation of a Minister of the Crown being imprisoned in New South Wales:, a chief
magistrate going to gaol; a Supreme Court judge in Queensland stripped of his office by the
Parliament of that State for conduct unbecoming; a police commissioner charged a few years
ago-, and a High Court judge tried on criminal charges. We have seen all this happen in the
past five or 10 years to a group of people who until that time were seen by society to be
almost God-like in their behaviour, It is a great sadness for society that it must come to terms
with the fact that these people are just as susceptible to pressure as other lesser mortals who
make decisions in our society. To that end, and with those reservations and indications of
support for certain amendments, I support the Bill.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon E.J. Chariton.

TRANSPORT CO-ORDINATION AN'ENDMVENT BILL

Committee
The Chairman of Commnittees (Hon I.M. Brown) in the Chair;, I-on Graham Edwards
(Minister for Racing and Gamning) in charge of the Bill.

Clauses I to 3 put and passed.

Clause 4: Section 21 amended -

Hon E.J. CHA.RLTQN: As I said during the second reading debate, we are concerned about
some areas of this Bill, and this clause is central to our concern. I said at that time that we
would watch the Government's response to these changes in regard to the setting of fees.
We are concerned about proposed subsection (1)(b), which deals with comnmercial goods
vehicles. While the benefits of this Bill are accepted, we want to see the effects of these
changes being addressed by the Government. As a consequence of that, a National Party
member in another place opposed this part of the clause. We do not want to go that far here,
but I ask the Minister hantdling the Bill in this Chamber to give a guarantee that the
Government will review the whole procedure of licences and fees under this system. We
want an assurance that the Government will not put the problem on the back burner and carry
on as we are now, with these changes being implemented in a way which will put a burden on
the industry,
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Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: As the member rightly said, these points of view have been
widely debated and are well known. I have had the opportunity of discussing this matter with
the Minister responsible, and as a result l am in a position to give the guarantee the member
is seeking.

Although he did not raise it in the course of his remarks, 1 understood he also had a concern
about time frames.

Hon E.J. Chariton: Yes.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: My understanding is that a regulatory review is currently
under way looking at fertilisers, as mentioned during the course of second reading debate. It
is the Minister's intention to complete this review, and then the Government will be in a
position to move on to the broader aspects of the matter. I understand the time frame will be
12 to 18 months. I am happy to give the commuitment the member is seeking.

Hon E.J. CHARLTON: The Minister referred to fertiliser. Is he aware of when that review
is likely to be completed?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I am led to believe chat is the review which will be completed
over a period of 12 to 18 months. It is done on a commodity by commodity basis, so 1 am
not sure of the time frame in relation to that fertiliser.

Hon GEORGE CASH: I am pleased that Hon Eric Charlton raised the matter set out in
proposed subsection (1)(b). This amendment will allow the Government to impose an under
recovery tax on freight carried by road in Western Australia. During the second reading
debate I made the point very clearly that I did not necessarily accept the concept of under
recovery by the Government, given the huge amount of fuel tax raised each year by the
Federal Government. The tax is in the order of $7 billion, and the meagre amount put back
into road maintenance is $1.6 billion, so there is a huge discrepancy. Truck operators across
Australia pay huge amounts under that tax. The State Government is now imposing a State
fuel levy, which is adding to the burdens on motorists generally, and that obviously causes
the road transport industry great concern.
In making those general points I ask the Minister, was there a need to amend the principal
Act by this proposed subsection (1)(b)? Was the authority to collect the under recovery tax
which has been collected to date contained in the Act; and, if so, where is it? It seems to me
there is some question of legality in the under recovery taxes which have been collected to
date.

While the Minister is giving consideration to that matter, I shall deal with deregulation in the
transport industry generally. I accept the Minister's comments that studies are currently
under way concerning various commodities. We have been told by the Department of
Transport for some considerable time that reports being considered were nearing completion.
It seems from the Minister's response to Hon Eric Charlton that we have a considerable time
to wait for some of these reports. I question whether the information given to the Parliament
earlier by the Minister for Transport in another place was accurate insofar as he may not have
been fully informed, or perhaps he set out deliberately to mislead members by prom-ising the
world but never delivering the goods.

Hon E.J. Charlton: Excuse the pun!

Hon GEORGE CASH: Another important point is that in the Minister's response to the
second reading debate he did not address many of the concerns raised by members on this
side of the House. I do not want to exceed the Bill we are now discussing, but I am
concerned to think that members put considerable time and effort into researching Bills in
this place, they make constructive and positive comments on Government legislation, only to
find that some Ministers either do not listen, do not understand, or treat the Chamber with
contempt when they reply to the second reading debates.

I leave that to all Ministers in this place to give consideration to, because untless Ministers are
prepared to answer properly questions asked by members of Parliament, members of this
place will have to review the manner in which they handle legislation. In that regard a
number of options are clearly available to members of the Opposition. This is a serious
matter; when members raise issues in debate they expect replies. Apart from being a gross
discourtesy to members, one could question the motives for such comments.
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Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: In relation to the first question raised by Hon George Cash, the
answer is yes, and the ability to do so is contained in the objects of the Act. That is certainly
the advice [ have received from the Crown Law Department. In relation to the member's
second question, the review of minor bulk and fertiliser reviews is under way. Minor bulk
will be completed by December 1989, with fertiliser being completed shortly after that.
Obviously Iamn not in a position to give the specific dates, but that is the timetable roughly.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I thank the Minister for his response and accept the comments. he
made on the legal situation in already making charges for under recovery taxes. The Road
Transport Association must give consideration to this in due course. I think the Government
has not had the constitutional power to date to raise this tax. I chink the road transport
industry was mistaken in ever agreeing to pay that tax when fuel was deregulated in certain
parts of this State; in particular, Hyden. The Road Transport Association and the road
transport contractors generally in Western Australia should have considered mounting a legal
challenge against the Government's charging for that under recovery fee. I understand chat
this Bill will certainly regularise anything that might not necessarily have been legal in the
past. However the road transport industry in Western Australia missed a great opportunity to
question the validity of imposing an under recovery tax - certainly to question the equity of
such a tax - in Western Australia arnd indeed Australia.

Hon E.J. CH-ARLTON: This clause deals with the raising of revenue and the setting of rates.
Publicity has recently been given to the road transport industry because of recent tragic
events involving members of the indusury over the past few days. As I said the other night,
imposing further cost burdens on the industry cannot be done in isolation. It is absolutely
imperative that we have a review not only of this aspect of the Bill but also, and more
irnportandly, of the whole road transport industry within this State. We simply cannot
continue to go on gathering funding which amounts to, as I said the other night, $1 billion
while only $1.6 billion is put back into roads. [ think that point is absolutely critical, and I
want to emphasise that in having this review we cannot afford to let things go on as they have
been. More importantly we must have a total review of the whole road transport system.
Under recovery is obviously a significant part of that, and it would be wrong if we were to sit
idly by and allow that procedure to be put in place.

Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: During the second reading stage of the debate I referred to
section 21 of the principal Act, which deals with imposing fees in order to raise income for
the department. That section outlines how fees will be applied. At a later stage it says "the
conditions" the Minister shall consider in the granting of permits. The application for
licences and the matters to be taken into consideration by the Minister before granting or
refusing a licence are matters I will not go through again because I have raised them before.
The Minister replied to say that his advice was that this is covered in section 3 of the Act,
which deals with the objects of this Act. The objects of this Act are as follows -

(a) to provide for the co-ordination of the resources used for the provision of
transport services ...

I hardly think that indicates that one could use the roads to collect money for the general
purposes of taxation. The section continues -

(b) to ensure that the people of this State are provided, as far as is practicable,
with reliable, efficient and economic transport services;

One certainly does not get that by using licences as a means of taxation. The section
continues -

(c) to provide for the rationalization and control of transport services by means of
licensing and other measures ...

That is, by rationalisation and control. One could hardly say that gives the ability to use it as
a taxation provision. The section continues -

(d) to provide for the reduction or elimination of controls imposed under this Act
wherever practicable.. .

We are going in exactly the opposite direction to that. The section continues -

(e) to facilitate the formulation of policies relating to the provision of transport
services.
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I believe that the Minister should go through those objects and explain how he feels they will
give the Minister the ability to impose a general tax.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I reiterate: It is not my advice; it is the advice of the Crown
Law Department. Those objects need to be read in conjunction with section 36, which deals
with the condition of the roads being included in any proposed route or area. It is on that
basis that Crown Law, conversant with the objectives of the Act, has been able to give that
advice. I do not have that advice with me, but that certainly is the advice that has been given.
Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: I thank the Minister for that statement as I feel assured that the
road transport associations will be able to use that advice for further court action, because I
cannot see how that can be considered as a reason for imposing a tax which ends up in
general revenue. Section 36 of the principal Act states -

Before granting or refusing a licence for a commercial goods vehicle, the Minister -

(a) may rake into account any one or more of the following matters -

(i) the necessity for the service proposed to be provided and the
convenience that would be afforded to the public by the
provision of the proposed serv ice;

(ii) the existing service for the carriage of goods upon the routes, or
within the area, proposed to be serviced in relation to -

(1) its present adequacy and possibilities for improvement
to meet all reasonable public demands; arnd

(fi) the effect upon the existing service of the service
proposed to be provided;

That means the roads they should be allowed to choose to travel on. It does not say that a tax
can be imposed on that person because there is no indication that that money will go back on
that road. Paragraph (iv) refers to the character, qualification and financial stability of the
applicant and paragraph (v) refers to the interests of persons requiring transport to be
provided, and of the community generally. It can be seen that that does not relate in any way
to the lifting of the standards of the condition of that road; and, indeed, the money will not he
directed for that purpose anyway.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: The money we are talking about does not go into the
Consolidated Revenue Fund; it goes to the transport coordination fund.

Hon GEORGE CASH: [ agree with Hon David Wordsworth's commnents. Section 3 and
section 36 of the Act alone have been sufficient for the Government, or the department, to
raise revenue. I am absolutely convinced that the Government did not have any
constitutional right at all to raise the taxes. Hon David Wordsworth was quite correct. For
instance, if one has a look at the firs: paragraph in section 36(c), we see that the Minister may
take into consideration such other factors as he thinks fit. If that, along with the other
subsections, is to be interpreted as giving the Government authority to raise fees as it thinks
fit, I wonder why we ever bothered to put section 21 in the Act, which specifically deals with
the fees for licences.

Extending that argument, I ask the Minister whether the authority to impose under recovery
tax already exists, using, as he has invited us to do, section 3 in conjunction with section 36;
and why is there any need to repeal certain subsections of section 21 which deal with fees -
one of these subsections is dealt w ith in clause 4 - proposed section 2 1( 1)(b)?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I refer to the advice which I have offered to the Commnittee;
that is, the advice Crown Law has provided. Section 21 was not intended to give road
recovery tax powers. [ should emphasise that this Bill is not proposing new road recovery
charges as the charges are already made under the existing legislation. What this Bill is
proposing is that the money collected for road damage should be transferred to the Main
Roads Department for road rraintenance. This Bill provides the mechanism for that to occur.
Hon GEORGE CASH: What the Minister says is correct, but that is not the clause we are
dealing with at the moment.

Hon Graham Edwards: No, but it gives an explanation to your query and we will get to that
clause shortly.
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Hon GEORGE CASH: I accept that the Government will raise under recovery tax by way of
clause 4, proposed new section 21(1)(b), and will apply the under recovery tax by way of a
later clause in the Bill. I understand that. The question being posed is, why does the
Government need to have proposed section 4(1 )(b) if it already has the authority to raise
under recovery tax by means of section 3 in conjunction with section 36 of the principal Act.

Hon Graham Edwards: That is to give us annual licences.

Hon W.N. STRETCH: I have a couple of queries arising out of the second reading speech in
which there seem to be contradictions;, the speech refers to the fees for other modes of
transport, not just trucks. It says that the proposal to alter the rates does not include ships,
aircraft or ferries. Obviously it applies to omnibuses as well as the heavy transport. What
other modes of transport are referred to when further on it excludes aircraft, ships and ferres?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: It refers to commercial vehicles generally.

Hon W.N. Stretch: Obviously. Does it refer to omnibuses?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Yes, they have their own definition.

Hon W.N. STRETCH-: By comment rather than question, I will make the point that I made
the other day to the Leader of the House that it would be far easier to he effective if members
received a copy of the Government Gazenre. I know it is available here in the corridor, but if
people telephone me at Boyup Brook regarding a transport matter, it is very difficult to help.
I will not give up on this matter.

Hon GEORGE CASH: I do not accept the Minister's comments that the Government had the
authority to raise under recovery tax before this Bill was brought into the House. Will the
Minister table the Crown Law Department advice? I know the Minister's comments have
been made in good faith, but that advice would be very suspect when section 3 is read in
conjunction with section 36.
Hon Graham Edwards: I am not in a position to table that advice in accordance with a
longstanding principle, It is confidential to the Government.

Hon W.N. STRETCH: Some years ago, Crown Law Department advice on nurses'
registration fees was incorrect. It was thrown out on the basis that a fee charged for a service
must relate to the service provided. Many of the increases involved in these levies bear
absolutely no relationship to services provided. The transport coordination fund has
absolutely no relationship to the moneys raised. The Opposition would like an assurance that
the levies raised bear some relationship to the increase in services provided. That is a
requirement of the Constitution.

Hon Graham Edwards: All moneys in the transport coordination fund are spent in the area of
transport.

Hon W.N. STRETCH: If they are taken off trucks and put into the Consolidated Revenue
Fund as happens in the amendment to section 62, there is absolutely no guarantee that there is
any relationship between the raising of the revenue and the allocation of the funds.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 5 and 6 put and passed.

Clause 7: Section 4781 amended -

Hon GEORGE CASH: When can we expect action to be taken by this Government to allow
foreign vessels to trade on the west coast and get away from the present situation where only
Stateships is allowed to carry coastal trade with the very special permission of the Minister?

Hon Graham Edwards: The member knows that that is not a matter covered by this 8Bill. It is
a matter for the Commronwealth Government.

Hon GEORGE CASH: If the Minister has read the reports on the shipping industry and on
the waterfront produced by the Comwnonwealth, with the assistance of submissions from
various departments of the State Government, he would not try to push this matter to one side
by suggesting it is a Comnmonwealth matter. The State Governiment should encourage the
Commonwealth to lift its present cabotage restrictions which are doing no more than making
Australian goods carried by Australian ships more expensive than they should be.
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Clause put and passed.
Clause 8 put and passed.

Clause 9: Section 62 amended.-

Hon W.N. STRETCH: I am concerned about the provision which enables the siphoning off
of money from the main roads fund to the transport coordination fund.
I-on GRAHAM EDWARDS: This amendment gives the Minister the power to transfer
moneys from the fund to the main roads tmust hind. The current Act provides that the balance
in the transport coordination fund at the end of the financial year be transferred to the main
roads trust fund. It is proposed that section 62(4) be repealed and that surplus moneys in the
transport coordination fuind at the end of the financial year be retained in that fund and
carried forward to the next financial year. They are not paid into the Consolidated Revenue
Fund.

Hon W.N. Stretch: Is the Minister saying that moneys will stay in the transport coordination
fund at the end of the year rather than be transferred to the main roads trust fund as happens
now?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS; Yes.
Hon W.N Stretch: Therefore, the money moves out of the control of the main roads trust
fund where it will be spent exclusively on roads and stays in the transport coordination fund
where it will be used for purposes other than roads.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: The Minister will have the opportunity to transfer specific
amounts into the transport coordination trust fund. The member's concern is that, at the end
of the financial year, moneys can be taken from that area and put into the Consolidated
Revenue Fund.

Hon W.N. STRETCH: The Opposition has learnt by experience that money in the transport
coordination fund is virtually money in the Consolidated Revenue Fund. Money has been
siphoned from the transport coordination fund and has been used for many transport
purposes, other than roads. The Opposition is once again saying that it does not want the
haemorrhaging of funds raised on roads into other transport areas through the vehicle of the
transport coordination fund.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: T'he moneys referred to must be used in the transport area, and
cannot be hived off into areas of general expenditure.

Hon W.N. STRETCH: That is exactly the difficulty with road funding now, in that money
taken from the main roads tmust fund and put into the transport coordination fund can be spent
on any transport mailers.

Hon Graham Edwards: You are saying that the money should be spent on roads?

Hon W.N. STRETCH: We are a lot better off if surplus funds in the main roads miust fund
are kept under the administration of the Main Roads Department, where there is a reasonable
chance they will be spent on roads. I will not labour the point of where money in the
transport coordination fund is spent, but at least half of it could be used to support Transperth
and Westrail passenger services.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: This clause will allow the transfer of specific amounts to that
main roads trust fund, which will give the member the comfort he is seeking.

Hon GEORGE CASH: I do not think the last answer gives the Opposition very much
comfort at all. The clause will allow the Minister, at the end of each financial year, to carry
over certain funds in the transport coordination fund rather than transfer the balance to the
main roads trust fund. Why is it necessary to carry over funds rather than use the current
system, which is to clear the accounts each year and send the balance to the main roads trust
funid?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: It is an important clause that gives the Government much
greater flexibility than the existing provisions. I am sure members will accept that.
Hon George Cash: That is what I am afraid of.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: It does not give the Government the flexibility to take that
money away from that area on which it should be spent.
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Hon George Cash:, It does.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Not on my understanding,

Hon 0.1. WORDSWORTH: If there were money in the fund at the end of the year, it would
be transferred to the main roads trust fund. Alternatively, if there were any loss, or if any
operating cost or capital cost were incurred relating to transport services, the money could be
spent on any other purpose relating to transport in the State. Should the Government decide
next year to build a suburban railway, any money left in the fund could be used for that
purpose, whereas under the existing Act that money must be transferred to the main roads
trust fund if it is not used during the year. That is of concern to all members, The National
Party believes it has an assurance that the money will be spent ont roads, but members of the
Liberal Party consider there is a loophole.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: [ am having difficulty understanding the Opposition's fears.
This clause will allow a balance to be kept int that fund and it will allow specific amounts to
be spent. Perhaps the Opposition is concerned that as a result of the flexibility the
Government can spend specific amounts in the main roads trust fund area or spend in the
general area of transport. The Opposition is concerned about matters on which I can give no
guarantees.
Hon GEORGE CASH: It is agreed by all members that if this clause is passed the
Government will be allowed, through the transport coordination fund, to carry over funds at
the end of each financial year. We. were urged during the second reading debate to believe
that only minor sums were involved and it would not matter because the amounts would not
exceed $ 100 000 in one year.

Hon Graham Edwards: I am not sure, but I believe the total this financial year was $12 000.
Hon GEORGE CASH; The fact remains that if this clause is agreed to, at the end of the next
financial year, rather than $12 000 being carried over, $12 million could be carried over for
one reason or another. I accept that this clause will give the Government greater flexibility;
there is no question of that. The problem is that in granting that flexibility the main roads
trust fund, from which the Main Roads Department draws for various maintenance and
construction purposes, is likely to miss out. Given the comments made tonight, I have great
difficulty agreeing to this clause.
Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: I refer members to the paragraph which has already been read
in this debate which relates to road cost recovery. This amendment will permit the transfer of
such funds, which at present cannot be done due to the wording of the Act. The Act quite
clearly says that at the end of the year the money will be transferred; this amendment will
allow it not to be transferred. It does not correspond to the Miniister's second reading speech.

Progress
Progress reported and leave given to sit again at a later stage of the sitting, on motion by Hon
Graham Edwards (Minister for Racing and Gaming).
[Continued on p 3602.]

SITTING S OF THE HOUSE
Beyond 11.00 pm

HON J.t. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [10.52 pm]; I move -

That the House continue to sit beyond 11.00 pm.

I do not seek a long continued sitting, but would like the opportunity for the House to take
messages and to complete the Bill now under consideration.

HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [10.53 pm]: I find
great difficulty in agreeing to this motion. If it is the intention of the Leader of the House to
deal purely with the clause in the Transport Coordination' Amendment Bill about which we
have had difficulty in coming to agreement for the last 35 minutes, it would seem to me that
the appropriate step would be for the Minister to report progress in order to take advice from
his colleagues. I do not want to denigrate the Minister's attempt tonight to give answers in
good faith, but a number of members cannot accept the answers that have been given; if the
Minister were to take advice, it may be that the matter could be sorted out. If it
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is that we are now to be required to sit beyond 11.00 pmn just to deal with this clause and
other matters which may come before the House, the Leader of the House will put a lot of
people in the position of having to vote against this clause; and I would not have thought that
would be a very smart thing to do, when if we were to report progress we might be able to
resolve the matter tomorrow in a matter of minutes.

HON J.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [10.54 pmn]: I do not
expect that we should sit for very long. I understand that the Minister is taking this
opportunity to give further consideration to the point at issue, and if there is an insuperable
difficulty I would expect him to take the appropriate action without unduly delaying the
House,

Question put and passed.

AGRICULTURAL LEGISLATION (PENALTIES) AMENDMENT BILL

Receipt and First Reading
Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon J.N4. Berinson (Leader of the
House), read a first time.

Second Reading
HON J.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [10.55 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be flow read a second time.

The Bill is intended to update the penalties provided in many of the agricultural Statutes.
Essentially it is the same as that presented to the House in the spring session of 1988.
However, the opportunity has been taken to review those specific provisions referred to in the
previous debate. I will comment on these later in my speech. At this time I thank members
opposite for their diligence in scrutinising the Bill, a task made difficult by the absence of a
recent reprint of most Acts.

The Minister for Agriculture is responsible, either directly or indirectly, for the administration
of 55 Acts. Of these, five have been included in an omnnibus Miscellaneous Repeals Bill,
which is to be submitted to the House at the first appropriate opportunity. These redundant
Acts have not been studied for the purpose of updating their penalty provisions. The 50 Acts
to be retained have been developed over a period of 117 years, the Wild Cattle Nuisance Act
of 1871 being the oldest agricultural legislation on the Western Australian Statute books.

The declining value of the Australian dollar in real terms, coupled with the absence of regular
updating of penalties, has necessitated an overall review of relevant sections of this and all
other Acts administered by the Minister for Agriculture. Without exception, all agricultural
Acts were developed to meet specific situations at the time of their introduction. Penalty
clauses were drafted with little consideration for comparable offences in existing legislation.

The review of the 50 Acts to remain in force has shown a wide range of penalty values across
the board for offences, many of which the general public would consider to be virtually
identical. In almost every case, specific penalties have reflected what was believed to be
"reasonable" at the time by those responsible for the development of the legislation. The
position has been worsened by the fact that penalties in some Acts have been reviewed more
regularly, while others have not been reviewed since they were introduced. To cite some
examples, first in relation to the penalty for obstructing or hindering an authorised officer in
the course of his lawful duties: Penalties presently range from $40 under the Bulk Handling
Act to $2 000 under the Seeds Act and the Veterinary Preparations and Animal Feeding
Stuffs Act. Of almost 20 Acts providing for such an offence the average penalty is around
$600. It is proposed to increase this to $2 000.

Secondly, many of the Acts provide a penalty for the contravention of a lawfully issued
instruction or notice. 'These range from $20 under the Fruit Growing Industry (Trust Fund)
Act to $2 000 under the Agricultural Produce (Chemical Residues) Act. It is proposed to
adopt penalties of between $2 000 and $3 000, depending upon the severity of the offence.

Thirdly, some Acts, generally those that potentially involve business enterprises serving the
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rural sector, make provision for higher penalties against corporate offenders, while others in a
similar situation have no such provisions. It is proposed to introduce appropriately higher
penalties for corporate and other offenders in Acts 1like the Plant Diseases Act and the Stock
Diseases (Regulations) Act. These latter Acts provide penalties for offences against the laws
preventing the introduction of plant and animal diseases into the State of Western Australia
from other parts of Australia. In general, these have been increased in line with penalties in
the Wheat Marketing Act.

Most of the agricultural Statutes provide a general penalty for offences for which no specific
penalty is listed. At present these range from $100 to $5 000. It is proposed to amend the
present general penalties in the various Acts to make them $2 000 in most cases. Where the
function of the particular Act is directed towards offences against the State as a whole, such
offences have drawn a somewhat higher penalty. In this context, and in the more general
situation, the rationalisation process has recognised the need for divergence from totally
uniform penalty levels where appropriate. The proposed legislative amendments are not
intended to be a major trust against offenders, although in cases where the review has meant
a significant increase this may be wrongly concluded. The proposals are a rationalisation of
the present ad hoc situation and an acceptance of the fact that the courts need to be able to
exercise realistic discretion when imposing fines. On the other hand, potential offenders'heed
to realise that penalties should be set at levels that will be considered a deterrent.

When the Bill was first introduced into the Parliament in the spring session of 1988 the
member for Narrogin, an behalf of the National Party, gave notice of amendments to the Bill
in four Acts: The Agriculture and Related Resources Protection Act; the Marketing of
Potatoes Act; the Plant Diseases Act; and the Stock (Brands and Movement) Act. For each of
these Acts the motion was intended to delete the provision of a minimum penalty for various
offences.

During the parliamentary recess the Minister has had the opportunity to review the need for
mainimunm penalties in the agricultural legislation. The Minister has found little difficulty in
accepting the member for Narogi's motion and has prepared the present Bill accordingly.
It is believed that the thrust of the legislation will not be significantly changed as a result of
this.

Members may also care to note that the Minister's examination of the agricultural legislation
uncovered another Act containing minimum penalty provisions not mentioned in the member
for Narrogin's motion. This is the Stock Diseases (Regulations) Act of 1968. In accordance
with the Minister's review of this issue, the Bill has been drafted to delete minimum penalties
where they occur in this Act. I commend the Bill to the House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon W.N. Stretch.

TRANSPORT CO-ORDINATION AMENDMENT BILL

Committee
Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. The Chairman of Committees
(Hon J.M. Brown) in the Chair; Hon Graham Edwards (Minister for Racing and Gaming) in
charge of the Bill.

Clause 9: Section 62 amended -

Progress was reported after the clause had been partly considered.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: During the break I was able to confirm what I had been
saying; namely, that there are a number of incomings and outgoings in the transport
coordination trust fund. This amendment enables us to ensure that arty money collected as
part of road cost recovery is actually spent in that area of roads. Ths amendment gives us the
flexibility to transfer out at any time during the course of the year an amount of money that
has been collected for that purpose.

Consider an amount of, say, $25 000 which may have been collected as part of road cost
recovery. If we were not able to transfer that money out until the end of the financial year,
and then were able to take out only the balance, it may well be that the balance is less than
that figure of $25 000. This clause gives us the ability to take that amount of money out at
any time and to ensure that the money collected far that purpose is used for that purpose.
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Hon E.J. CHARLTON: In view of what he has just said, could the Minister explain the need
to repeal subsection (4), which deals with what happens to the balance in the fund at the end
of the financial year? I acknowledge what the Minister has just said, and this would complete
my understanding.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS.: Once again, it adds to the flexibility of the fund. If this change
were not made I understand those moneys would have to be transferred, and we might not
necessarily want that to happen. If this clause were not passed, that money would
automatically go at the end of the financial year. This amendment allows us to have that
flexibility and to retain some moneys in the fund. I am advised that it is similar to mast other
trust funds.

Hon E.J. CH-ARLTON: Is the Minister saying that by amending section 62 as has been stated
and including paragraph (e) to cater for the main roads trust fund under section 3 1, it ensures
that the total amount involved has the flexibility to govern those various directions as stated
in subsection (3); and that therefore none will be left over at the end and so we do not need
section 62(4)?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: There may be same money over at that time, and in all
likelihood there would be, but it would be a fairly small amount of money.

Hon ESJ. Charlton: What would happen to that?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: It would be kept in the transport coordination trust fund.

Hon E.J. Charlton. Would it then carry over to the next financial year?

I-on GRAHAM EDWARDS: Yes.

Hon GEORGE CASH: I am now more confused than when we reported progress.

Hon Graham Edwards: I am not.

Hon GEORGE CASH: That is good. I accept that the Minister may have to insert new
paragraph (e) but there is no need to repeal section 62(4). On the other hand, if we do not
repeal subsection (4) there is really no need to insert paragraph (e). The Minister talks about
flexibility and carrying over funds at the end of a given year and also suggests it might be a
limited amount. The paint we are making is that it might be not $ 12 000 but $12 million, and
that is the danger. At least under the present Act we know that at the end of any financial
year the balance remaining in the transport caordinatian trust fund after providing for
payments specified in section 62(3) shall be paid to the main roads trust fund under section
31 of the Main Roads Act.

Hon Grahamn Edwards: What are your concerns about any moneys being transferred to the
transport coordination trust fund?

Hon GEORGE CASH: I do not have any, because I understand that is where they are headed
for anyway. The money is in the transport coordination trust fund. The Minister's proposal
is that at the end of the year we allow the transport coordination tust fund to carry aver
moncys rather than retain the present situation where it is very clear that all balances shall be
paid to the Main Roads Department.

Hon Graham Edwards: Yes, but those balances may nat be of a size to match moneys that
might have been collected for the specific purpose of recovery.

Hon GEORGE CASH: But that is easily attended to because section 62(3) provides that
during the year there shall be paid out of the fund various amounts. I am sure that can be
done at any time, depending on the accounting arrangements of the department. I do not
think we are headed for a problem.

Hon Graham Edwards: I do not have any difficulty wit it.

Hon W.N. STRETCH: I still have difficulty with it. The Minister and the Leader of the
Opposition have said that the money will be administered by the transport coordination trust
fund during the year. Anything the Minister wishes to do during the year can be done?

Han Graham Edwards: Yes.

Hon W.N. STRETCH: I support the comments by the Leader of the Opposition about the
surplus at the end of the year. Under these proposals the Minister can make that carryover as
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large or as small as he likes depending on the admninistration of the transport coordination
fund during the year. We do not trust the administration of the fund. We have lost more than
half the funds generated from the tax on fuel.

What will happen if the Minister receives the flexibility contained in this provision? It is
possible for the Minister to direct or not direct a]] the moneys out of the fund and leave a
carryover at the end of the year which automatically goes into the transport trust. These
moneys can be allocated to purposes other than road funding. We are concerned about the
deterioration in the road transport network throughout the State and we do not wish to see
any further haemorrhaging of these funds. We have received assurances on funds generated
from the increase in fuel levies. We need assurances on these provisions also.

If we go along with these proposals funds can be siphoned off and put to purposes other than
road maintenance. Any remaining funds should be reverted to the Main Roads Department.
As I have said, the Minister has the power to make funds available. Funds can be siphoned
off to subsidise Transperth if the Minister so desires. This could happen under these
proposals and we do not agree with that one bitl

Hon GRA.HAM EDWARDS: Members opposite do not trust the administration of the
transport trust fund. However, we are not dealing with that fund; we are dealing with the
transport coordination fund, which receives moneys from various areas, including shipping
and aircraft. Does the member want the Minister to be able to transfer moneys at the end of
the year into the main roads trust fund?

Hon W.N. STRETCH: We want all the road-related moneys to be returned to roads. Is there
any way to differentiate between money raised on ferries or aircraft arid other modes of
transport? Revenue raised from ferries or aircraft should be spent on harbour improvements
or airstrip maintenance.

I understand the Minister's difficulty with the anomalies that can arise. Our argument on
road funding is no less valid because of those anomalies. The Minister has said that it is not

*hkis intention to interfere with those other modes of transport. I take the Minister's point
about anomalies between air and ferry services but we should see some firming up on these
proposals.

Hon Graham Edwards: [ accept that.

Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: I return to our original argument. With the licensing of
vehicles, whether aircraft or any other type of vehicle, the collected revenue should go
towards the running of the Department of Transport. Taxes an fuel generate funds for roads.
It is not a mailer of having to give money back to ferries or airfields, because very little
money is collected in those areas. A slight surplus may come from levies on licences but
they are only small amounts and can be allocated easily throughout the year. The collection
of fuel tax represents a large amount of money which should be returned to the roads.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: The member is broadening the debate into other areas.

Referring to the comments by Hon W.N. Stretch, two points should be made. Safeguards are
built into this legislation which state that moneys collected as part of road costs can be
identified and transferred at any stage of the year. That ensures that moneys received for
certain purposes am spent on those purposes. Another provision gives the Government
further flexibility at the end of the finiancial year. [ understand that provision causes some
concern. We are not talking about large amounts of money and, while I accept that members
opposite have a lack of trust. I am not aware of any need that people have to manipulate the
system.
Members should support this clause because the guarantee has been given in relation to road
cost funds being transferred to the main roads trust fund. I have nothing to give members to
satisfy their lack of trust.

Hon E.J. CHARLTON: I understand and appreciate the point the Minister has made. That
does not take away anything from points made by members on this side. Obviously our
concern is with the amount of money remaining at the end of the year. In the past that was
automatically transferred to the Main Roads Department. The Minister has stated that this
clause allows for flexibility and for transfers to be made at the Minister's discretion in an
ongoing situation.
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Hon DJ. Wordsworth: We agreed on that.

Hon E.J. CHARLTON; This could be a dangerous statement to make; and it might come
back to haunt me in the futre. I can understand the reason for this flexibility throughout the
year in relation to the Main Roads Department, and for the balance of any moneys to go to
the Main Roads Department at the end of the year. That is a contradiction but the main point
we make is that we do not trust the transport coordination fund. I understand the anomaly
that would exist if it were worded in another way. I hope the context of the debate and its
length will bring home to the Minister the importance that the Opposition places in this
clause. I agree totally with the comments made by my colleagues in the Liberal Parry
tonight. I think that we can probably allow this clause to stand as amended because it places
emphasis on the flexibility to enable the money to be transferred over a 12 month period
rather than at the end of the financial year.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I thank the member for his indication of support for the clause.
I will draw the Minister's attention to this debate on the later stages of this Bill so that he has
a clear understanding of the concerns expressed.

Hon GEORGE CASH: I cannot accept the comments made by the Minister. There is a need
for the Government to be able to transfer funds - that is, under recovery fees - and pay them
into the main roads trust fund to be used for the construction and maintenance of roads. That
is beyond question.

There is no need for section 62(4) to be repealed. That is our only guarantee that the balance
at the end of the year will be paid into the main roads trust fund. It is interesting that, in the
administration of the transport coordination fund, it would be possible for the Minister to
transfer to the various areas that he is entitled to transfer to under section 62 such amounts of
money that would leave a very minimal balance in the fund at the end of the year and, by
virtue of section 62(4), the balance could be paid into the main roads trust fund. If we repeal
subsection (4) we will be setting the course for the Government not only to retain the $12 000
that was transferred last year, but also allow for millions and millions of dollars to be carried
over and I could not accept that.

Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Putting (e) into the clause was central to my comments. I cannot see
any problems with leaving subsection (4) in the Act.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: In my view, the course of action that has been suggested will
lead to inconsistencies. However, I will have the matter examined.

Progress

Progress reported and leave given to sit again, on motion by Hon Graham Edwards (Minister
for Racing and Gaming).

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE - ORDINARY

HON J.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) (11.28 pm]: I move -

That the House do now adjourn.

Adjournment debate - Chiidrens' Fun Day, Albany - Organisers' Efforts

HON BOB THOMVAS (South West) [11.29 pm]: The House should not adjourn until I
acknowledge the efforts of the organisers of the highly successful children's fun day at Aires
Park in Albany on Sunday. Sue Tevarki and Val Staniford from the Rainbow Coast
Neighbourhood Centre, Barbara Heaney from the Albany Occasional Child Care Centre and
my good wife, Carol Thomas, from the Department for Community Services, put together a
very pleasant afternoon's activities which were enjoyed by at least 500 people who attended
at the height of the activities. I believe that about a further 300 people participated at other
stages of the afternoon. It was a magnificent sight to see people participating in activities and
enjoying themselves, especially in the typical Albany afternoon sun. Activities included
quoits, skipping, hopscotch, macrame, paper plane making, top spinning, horse shoe tossing
and face painting. The women's croquet club put on a demonstration which proved to be one
of the most popular activities of the day. The featur of the day was the way in which the
older children shared their skills in the various games with the younger children. The success
of the day was underwritten by generous assistance from the Western Australian
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Family Foundation, Albany Apex, Albany Lions and the many adults who helped to organise
the activities. I offer my wholehearted congratulations to the organisers of that very
successful event.

Adjournment Debate - San Francisco Earthquake - Hon Tom Stephens - Assistance
Appreciation

HON TOM STEPHENS (Mining and Pastoral) [11.31 pm]: I express my sincere thanks to
members of the House, you, Mr President, other members of the staff of the Parliament, and
to officers of the Premier's department, who provided a great deal of assistance to me in my
efforts to extricate myself from San Francisco after the earthquake last Wednesday.
Members will be aware that I was a representative of the State's Parliamentary Association at
the conference in Barbados and made the unfortunate mistake of travelling home via
California, with the result that I was in San Francisco when the earthquake occurred on
Tuesday night and Wednesday morning.

Hon E.J. Chariton; You always were one to cause a rumpus.

Hon TOM STEPHENS: It was a terrifying and horrible experience.

Hon Carry Kelly: He is now known as shaking Stephens.

Hon TOM STEPHENS: I have yet to experience the delight of hearing that musician, but I
will certainly get a tape of his music if it is available. I had a most frightening experience
that night, which was not helped by the fact that I was in a strange city, and in a hotel mixing
it with people who were as ignorant as I as to the impact of earthquakes' The tragic loss of
life has shocked the people of that city, as it has the international community.
As a result of the lesson I learned from that experience [ am keen to ensure that populations
which are prone to natural disasters, such as that in Western Australia, ensure as best they can
that comrmunity behaviour during a natural disaster and the crisis associated with it is of the
highest possible standard. I saw the worst and the best in human reactions on that night; I
saw much care, compassion and concern on the part of many people towards the young, old,
sick, infirm and injured but, I also saw the unpleasant side of life in the middle of the disaster
that night. Some people were very antisocial and were prepared to take advantage of others
in that situation. Some lunged out of the darkness and tried to take money from people; that
happened to me but at the time I was wearing only a dressing gown and I had no money in
my pockets. It was a horrible experience.

However, I have had an opportunity to speak to Chief Superintendent Tom Carlson who is in
charge of the State Emergency Service in this State. He has invited me, and any of my
colleagues who wish to accompany me, to visit the Belmont headquarters of the State
Emergency Service to be briefed on the state of preparedness in Western Australia for natural
disasters. I have been through cyclones in the north and I am confident about the
preparedness of that organisation to deal with such situations. I was not prepared for an
earthquake, and I want to make sure that I am personally well prepared for a disaster of that
sort should this State have the misfortune to experience one. More importantly, I want to
encourage other people to be prepared for all types of natural disasters, to prepare themselves
for the best types of social behaviour in these emergencies, and to be able to deal with
compassion and concern with those who need help, rather than fall into the abyss of dog eat
dog. Once again I thank you, Mr President, and others for their concern.

- Adjournment Debate - Debates - Moderate Language Request
Broome Development - Harmful Statements

HON TOM [[ELM (Mining and Pastoral) [11.37 pm]: I apologise for taking the time of
the House, but it is important that I draw this matter to the attention of members. I make a
plea to members on both sides of this House to use moderate language when taking part in a
debate that has not yet reached the public domain. My comments are made following an
interview by Hon Philip Lockyer on ABC radio on Monday or Tuesday. I did not hear the
interview but I have read a transcript of it. It stated that Hon Philip Lockyer referred to the
proposed sites that have been prepared by the Museum's Department of Aboriginal Sites in
the Broome area, and the potential to stop all development in the Broome area. I travelled
from Broome tonight to bring to the attention of the House the effect that such a statement
could have on the local people, particularly at the moment because of the airline dispute.
Broome is reeling under the effects of the dispute; the tourist industry has been badly
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affected and people who have borrowed a lot of money to meet the potential demand in
Broome are in dire financial straits because there is no cash flow. They are affected by the
problems associated with the lack of the tourist dollars because they have no choice but to
meet some of the financial demands placed upon them.
It is very mischievous for anyone to say that Broome is a bad place in which to invest, or that
its expansion program is being stifled as a result of concern about Aboriginal sacred sites of
significance. 1 talked this afternoon to the President of the Broome Shire Council, who had
spoken to Hon Philip Lockyet and to Barry Macinnon, the Leader of the Liberal Party in
another place. He pointed out that statements which inflamed the situation were not helpful.
Debate about the development in that area and the need to be aware of the issues that affect
all Australians will take place in due course. I refer not just to Aboriginal matters but also,
for example, to the reported demise of certain species of flora and fauna that will be lost
forever in the Broome area. These issues have not been addressed, but even when they are
addressed that does not mean that the expansion of Broome will not take place or that it will
be unable to develop as a boom town. Comment was made about the recognition of those
sites stutifying the growth of the area, and of a heritage trail being established so that the
heritage of all Australians in the development of Broome could be recorded and recognised,
and developed as a tourist attraction. The patron and chairman of that group is Sir Alistair
McAlpine, who has been responsible for the most careful conservation measures and yet has
still been able to develop tourist attractions which are recognised by everyone. He has saved
some of the first houses built in Broome, moving them to more appropriate locations and
preserving them. In many respects he has great regard for Broome in its pristine state.
Nonetheless, Hon Philip Lockyer has made a statement that the report, which contains a
proposal for a heritage trail which will be 70 kilometres long and two kilometres wide, will
mean the end of expansion for Broome. That is totally false, It is part of the debate that must
take place in due course. I have often said in this House that the north of this State does not
need more holes in the ground, it needs more people and more investment. That investment
must be made, not as in the past, regardless of the environment, but when all these issues
have been taken into account prior to the inevitable expansion.
I ask all members to be careful about what they do and say, whether in this House or in the
Press. No-one can ever remove our right to have a point of view, but that should be tempered
by full knowledge of what is going on in a particular situation. I am sorry to take up the time
of the House late at night, but it is important that the people of Broome know.
I will quote a statement made by the Leader of the Opposition in the other place during an
interview on the ABC with Ashley Malone. Mr Malone asked the question -

Do you think some of the aftermath of the Tasmanian pulp mill issue is one of
inaccurate information during the debate, the decision making?

Mr Macinnon replied, in part -

Firstly that community debate must be informed and conducted well in advance of the
controversy itself or decision making time coming to hand.

Surely our first responsibility is to allow all the issues and conflicting opinions to be aired
before we, as members of this Parliament, pass an opinion on an issue. Surely our first job is
to make sure that all parties' views are available and all issues are there: and, if some people
have hidden agendas, those agendas should be raised after the debate and not before.
Question put and passed.

House adjourned at 11.42 pm
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

LAND - LEDA, WESTERN RIDGE
Land carp Development - Environmental Protection Authority Studies

262. Hon P.O. PENDAL to the Minister for Local Goverrnent representing the Minister
for Environment:

(1) Is the Minister and/or the Environmental Protection Authority aware of the
plan to allow LandCorp to develop the land known as the western ridge at
Leda, near Kwinana?

(2) If so, has the EPA caried out any studies on the impact of the development?

(3) Has the EPA apprised itself of any damnage that could be caused to flora or
fauna in the area?

(4) Is the EPA aware of any interest in, or studies by, the CSIRO into this area of
land or the proposed development?

(5) If so, what is the general or specific nature of any concerns expressed by the
CSIRO?

Hon KAY HALLAI4AN replied:

The Minister for Environment has provided the following reply -

(1) Yes.

(2)-(3)
The EPA originally set up by the System 6 study more than 10 years
ago, and the Leda area was examined in detail. In that study the
southern area was identified as of regional significance, and
recommended to be protected. This southern area, now with
designation as System 6 M104 is essentially separate from, but
adjacent to, the present proposal for housing at Leda.

(4)-(5)
Yes, the EPA is aware that the CSIRO may be involved but no details
have been made available to the EPA.

COX, MESSRS ROBINSON - OATES, MR TONY
Letter "The Bell Group-State Government Insurance Commission" "Draft Response to

'BCHL"' Document
564. Hon PETER FOSS to the Leader of the House representing the Premier:

I refer to the letter from Messrs Robinson Cox to Mr Tony Cares dated
26 October 1988 under the reference "The Bell Group - State Government
Insurance Commission" and in which there is enclosed a document entitled a
'draft response to 'BCHL"' which is said to be a document agreed to between
the Premier and Mr Bond on the morning of Sunday. 23 October 1988. On
behalf of whom were Messrs Robinson Cox acting in sending that letter?

Hon 3.M. BERINSON replied:

The Premier has provided the following reply -

I am advised that the correspondence referred to is confidential
correspondence between the SGIC and the Bond Corporation. As the SGIC
has not released the correspondence it has been provided to the Opposition by
the Bond Corporation. I am advised Messrs Robinson Cox were acting for the
SGIC.

TANNERY - WOOL SCOURING BUSINESS
Boyanup. Capel Shire - Establishment Proposals. Environmental Impact Studies

577. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Economic Development and Trade:

Funkier to question 423 of 1989 -
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(1) Are there any plans to conduct environmental impact studies on the
proposals to establish -

(a) a tannery; and

(b) a woolscouring business

at Boyanup, in the Shire of Capel?

(2) If not, why not?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

The Minister for Economic Development and Trade has provided the
following reply -

(1) An environmental impact study has been conducted on the tannery
proposal. The Environmental Protection Authority has assessed the
proposal and given conditional works approval for the proposal to
proceed.

(2) An environmental impact study has not yet been carried out for a
woolscour. This will be done when the proponents submit their
proposal.

GRAIN - FEDERAL DEPARTMENT OF PRIMARY INDUSTRIES AND ENERGY
Registered Cattle Feedlot Owners - Research Levies, Declaration and Levy Forms

588. Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH to the Minister for Racing and Gaming representing the
Minister for Agriculture:
(1) Is the Minister aware that the Federal Department of Primary Industries and

Energy is servicing every owner of a registered feedlot for cattle throughout
Australia with declaration and levy forms covering the payment of research
levies on various grains purchased for that feedlot?

(2) Is he also aware that such forms are designed so as to include the State of
Western Australia?

(3) Is he fuirther aware that in the correspondence enclosed with these forms no
mention is made of the fact that the Grain Pool of Western Australia is
collecting research levies on behalf of the Federal body?

(4) Will the Minister determ-ine whether purchasers of specified grains in WA will
next season be expected to return levies and returns to both State and Federal
bodies?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Agriculture has provided the following reply -

For wheat and barley, only a Federal levy is collected, hence only a
Federal return will be required. The collection and return of the
Federal barley levy will continue to be carried out by the Grain Pool on
behalf of growers, for both export and permit sales.
For lupins and peas, there is a Federal and State levy component. The
Grain Pool will continue to collect and return both lupin levies on
behalf of growers for export and permit sales. The Grain Pool will
also carry out this function for field peas entering the pool.

Private sales of field peas will be the only situation which will require
separate State and Federal levy returns.

AUSTISSIJE PTY LTD - GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE
TIDA Assistance -

591. Hon PETER FOSS to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Economic Development and Trade:
(1) Has the department or TIDA made any grant to Austissue Pty Ltd or given any

form of assistance?
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(2) If so, what was the purpose of such gram, when was it made and what was the
nature and value of such assistance?

(3) Has any other person or company made application to the department or TIDA
for any grant or assistance in respect of the same or any similar purpose?

(4) What was the department's or TIDA's decision with respect to each of those
other applications?

(5) If any such application was refused, what was the reason and what was the
stated reason for -

(a) refusing such grant or assistance;

(b) distinguishing such application from that by Austissue?

(6) Was the Minister aware and were his department or TIDA aware at the time of
deciding to make a grant or give assistance to Austissue Pty Ltd that a
company, Cientraco Pty Ltd (in liquidation), of which a Mr C. Sivandrarn was
a director, which was engaged in the business of exporting wastepaper, had
gone into liquidation leaving unsatisfied creditors or creditors who were
forced to accept a lesser sum than that which they claimed and that the same
Mr Sivandramn who was a director of Gentraco, is the principal officer of
Austissue?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

The Minister for Economic Development and Trade has provided the
following reply -

(1) Yes.

(2) The purpose of the assistance was to enable the establishment of a
paper tissue manufacturing plant in Western Australia. A capital
establishment grant and interest subsidy were approved on I May
1989. and the grant was drawn down on 8 August 1989. The nature
and value of the assistance is a capital establishment grant of $200 000
and an interest subsidy of $40 000 which is yet to be drawn down.

(3)-(5)
No similar application for assistance to that of the Austissue proposal
has been received from another source. Other approaches have been
received from companies with varying interests in waste paper re-use,
recycling and export. The Austissue proposal transforms raw waste
paper into finished products.

(6) Yes, the Government was aware, but as Dr Sivandram's role in the
project is of a technical nature and, given the strong management
backing given to the project by the directors and the assessed financial
viability of the project, the assistance was considered to be
commercially appropriate.

EMERGENCY FIRE SERVICES - KWIhJANA INDUSTRIAL STRIP
Unit Responsibility'

596. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Racing and Gaming representing the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services:

(1) Which units are responsible for emergency fire services within the Kwinana
industrial strip?

(2) Are any of these units voluntary units?

(3) Will the Minister undertake to have discussions with the Rockingham City
Council regarding the provision of a permanent fire station in the area?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Police and Emergency Services has provided the following
reply -
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(1) Company private brigades. The area is outside a gazetted fire district,
Mutual aid will be provided by Kwinana and Rockinghamn Volunteer
Brigade.

(2) Yes.

(3) The Executive Chairman and Acting Chief Officer of the WA Fire
Brigade have met the Rockinghanm City Council to discuss this issue. I
have previously met interested people from the area including the
member for Rockingham.

OVERSEAS RELATIONS COMMITTEE - MEMBERS

600. Hon MAX EVANS to the Leader of the H-ouse representing the Minister for
Economic Development and Trade:

What are the names of the people who serve on the Overseas Relations
Committee?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

The Minister for Economic Development and Trade has provided the
following reply -

Mr Terry Burke JP Chairman

Mr Roger Brown Department of Trade Development

Mr Mike Hara C Itoh & Co (Aust) Ltd

Mr Bill Brown Confederation of Western
Australian Industry

Mr Bill H-assell MP Member for Coutesloe

Mr Bruce Goodheart

Mr Colin Barnett Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (Inc) Western Australia

MIS June Williams Equal Opportunity Commission

Mr Rob Meecharn Trades and Labour Council of
Western Australia

Mr Dan O'Sullivan

Mr Monty House MLA Member for Stirling

Prof Peter Boyce Murdoch University

Dr Eric Tan Chung Wab Association

Mr Marwood Kingsmill Public Service Commission

Mr Dave Evans Former Member for Warren

Mr Darren Foster Office of Minister for
Multicultural Affairs.

STATE GOVERNMENT INSURANCE COMMISSION - BELL SHARES
Bond Corporation, Indemnity - Extension and Variation Negotiation

601. Hon R.G. PIKE to the Leader of the House representing the Treasurer:

(1) Why was the extension and variation to the Bond Corporation-Bell Group
shareholding indemnity agreement as announced by the State Government
Insurance Commnission on 10 March 1989, negotiated?

(2) Who sought the extension and variation?

(3) At whose direction was the transaction agreed?

(4) Did Whitlai Turnbull advise the SGIC in respect of the transaction?

(5) Was Whitlam Turnbull, at the time the extension and variation was negotiated,
acting in any capacity for the State Government or Bond
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Corporation or Bell Group or any associates of Bond Corporation or BeUl
Group?

(6) What steps were taken to ensure Bond Corporation would perform its
obligations if called upon to do so between 1 October 1989 and 1 May 1990?

(7) Did SCIC or any party negotiating the extension and variation seek any
financial data to support the continuing credit worthiness of Bond
Corporation, and if so, what financial data was supplied?

(8) Was any financial data supplied audited?

(9) Did Bond Corporation seek the extension and variation?

(10) Did Bond Corporation indicate it was unable to perform its obligations by the
original due date?

Hon 3.M. BERII'SON replied:

The Treasurer has provided the following reply -

The SGIC advises me as follows -

(1) It was negotiated to achieve improved terms and conditions for the
State Government Insurance Commission.

(2) The extension was sought by Bond Corporation and the variation
negotiated by the State Government Insurance Commission.

(3) The transaction was agreed to by the board of comm-issioners.

(4) Yes.

(5) The State Government Insurance Commnission is not aware of these
details.

(6) The State Government Insurance Commission had no reason to suspect
Bond Corporation would not per-form its obligations under the
agreement.

(7) No.
(8) The State Government Insurance Commission did not seek such

financial data.
(9) See (2) above.
(10) The Bond Corporation did not indicate to the State Government

Insurance Commission it was unable to perform its obligations by the
original due date.

POTATOES - NEMATODE CYSTS TREATMENT
Agriculture Department, Costs - Growers' Responsibility, Legislation

602. Hon P.G. PENDAL to the Minister for Racing and Gaming representing the Minister
for Agriculture:

(1) Is it correct that after 1986 legislation was passed that made potato growers
responsible for any costs incurred by the Department of Agriculture in the
finding and treating of nematode cysts (nematocysts) in potatoes on their
respective properties?

(2) If this is so, how much will this cost the grower and is there a fixed charge?

(3) Why have not the growers been notified of this requirement?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Agriculture has provided the following reply -

(1) No. Under the Plant Diseases Act 1914, growers have always been
responsible for the costs of eradicating a disease. However, in the case
of potato cyst nematode (PCN) which was recorded for the first time in
Australia at Munster in 1986, the Commonwealth and States funded a
..one-off' eradication campaign which covered the costs of fumigating
the four infested properties.
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(2) There is no fixed charge. The cost will depend upon the size of the
infested area, whether the grower can apply the fumigation to the
standard required, or it has to be applied by the Department of
Agriculture, the effectiveness of the fumigation, the time required to
supervise crop disposal and treatments, etc. Department charges are
set out in the booklet "Department of Agriculture Service Fees and
Charges 1989/90".

(3) Following the discovery of PCN, the Department of Agriculture,
through industry meetings, circulars to growers and personal visits by
inspection staff endeavoured to ensure that growers were aware that
with any new findings of PCN, the crop would be destroyed and the
grower would be responsible for the cost of fumnigating the affected
land under Government supervision. Details were also given on how
to reduce the risk of PCN spread.

ABORIGINAL YOUTHS - MUNSTER AREA
Antisocial behavior - Motorists' Concern

604. Hon P.G. PENDAL to the Minister for Racing and Gaining representing the Minister
for Police and Emergency Services:

(1) Is the Minister aware that Aboriginal youths in the Munster area, near
Spearwood, are causing concern to motorists and local residents because of
their antisocial behaviour which includes throwing stones at passing vehicles
and, in at least one incident, an attack on a motorist?

(2) Will the Minister take action to curb this behaviour?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Police and Emergency Services has provided the following
reply -

(1) Munster and Spearwood are within the Cockbumn Police sub-district.
Since I July 1989, only one complaint concerning Aboriginal
antisocial behaviour has been received when a motorist was assaulted
with a piece of wood and a windscreen broken by stones. Two youths
were charged - one with assault and one with disorderly conduct.

(2) Additional patrolling and monitoring measures within this sub-district
have proved beneficial.

SKELETON WEED - WESTERN AUSTRALIAN FARMERS FEDERATION
Detection and Eradication System - Inadequacies

608. H-on MARGARET McALEER to the Minister for Racing and Gaming representing
the Minister for Agriculture:

What steps is the Minister taking to address inadequacies identified by the
Western Australian Farmers Federation in the system of detection and
eradication of skeleton weed?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Agriculture has provided the following reply -

It is not correct to say that the Western Australian Farmers Federation has
identified inadequacies in the system of detection and eradication of skeleton
weed. The Agriculture Protection Board recognises the need for better
detection methods and among other initiatives has commissioned csmRo to
investigate possible high technology methodology. The Western Australian
Farmers Federation and the Agriculture Protection Board are currently
discussing cooperation on skeleton weed.
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EDUCATION - COUNTRY HIGH SCHOOLS HOSTELS AUTHORITY
.Abolition Proposal - Local Management Boards' Opposition

609. Hon MARGARET McALEER to the Minister for Local Government representing
the Minister for Education:

(1) Is the Minister aware that all but one of the local management boards of the
Country High School hostels are strongly opposed to the proposal to abolish
the Country Senior High School Hostels Authority and to transfer its functions
to the Ministry?

(2) Will the Minister give an assurance that she will consult widely, including the
affected country people, about the proposal before making a final decision?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:

The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -

(1) Yes. Visits by ministry officers to each hostel to discuss the concerns
of boards of management are currently under way.

(2) Given that the Minister has access to the report of the parliamentary
Standing Committee on Government Agencies which had wide
consultation with concerned groups, appropriate consultation will be
undertaken before a decision is made.

NOLLE PROSEQUIS - STATISTICS

611. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Attorney General:

(1) How many nolle prosequis have been entered by him, officers of the Crown
Law Department or the Solicitor General since the Government was elected to
office in February 1983?

(2) Will the Attorney set out the number of nolle prosequis entered for each of the
respective years from 1983 to 1989 and provide brief details of each case?

(3) If not, why not?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

(1)-(3)
The information is not readily available. Statistics of this type are not
maintained. It would require commidtment of considerable resources to extract
and collate the data. In view of the present commitments of the Crown
Prosecutor's Office. I am not prepared to direct that scarce resources be
expended on the research involved.

POLICE - HELICOPTER
Surf Lifesaving Association - Usage Discussion

612. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Racing and Gaming representing the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services:

(1) Further to the Minister's recent comments on the possibility of the WA Police
Force acquiring a helicopter for operational duty, will he give consideration to
discussing with the Surf Lifesaving Association the possible use of its present
helicopter?

(2) If not, why not?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Police and Emergency Services has provided the following
reply -

(1) Discussions have been held.

(2) Not applicable.
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LAND - WEST PERTH MARKETS
Land Retention - Wellington Street-West Perth Subway Realignment

615. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Racing and Gaming representing the
Minister for Planning:
(1) Will the Leader of the House ensure that prior to the sale of the land

comprising the West Perth markets that sufficient land is retained to enable the
realignment of Wellington Street through to the West Perth Subway?

(2) If not, why not?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

The Minister for Planning has provided the following reply -

(1) An application for subdivision of the land made by the purchasers has
recently been approved by the Department of Planning and Urban
Development and involves the re-opening of Market Place to provide a
direct connection between the subway and Wellington Street.

(2) Not applicable.

LAND - WEST PERTH MARKETS
Future

616. Hon GEORGE CASH to Leader of the House representing the Minister for Planning:

What is the future of the land, formerly occupied by the Metropolitan Market
Trust, at West Perth?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

The Minister for Planning has provided the following reply -

The site formerly occupied by the Metropolitan Market Trust at West Perth
has been sold under contract of sale to Gretel Limited to be redeveloped in
accordance with the provisions of the Perth City Council city planning
scheme.

BOAT TORQUE PITY LTD - PASSENGER FERRY SERVICE
Hillarys-Rotrnesr - Approval Refusal

617. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Racing and Gaming representing the
Minister for Transport:
(1) Is the Minister aware that Boat Torque Pty Ltd is prepared to operate a

passenger ferry service from Hillaxys to Rottnest and return on a daily basis
from 16 October 1989 but is unable to get approval for this service from the
receiver of the company which formerly operated the Hillarys Boat Harbour
facilities?

(2) Will the Minister consider allowing Boat Torque Pty Ltd to use the common
user jetty to provide a daily passenger service from Hillarys to Rottnest and
return and thereby enable the residents of the northern metropolitan area to
enjoy a similar service to that operated from the Barr ack Street Jetty and from
the East Street, Fremantle jetty?

(3) Is a passenger ferry service from Hillaxys to Rottnest and return being
encouraged to use the facilities at the Hillarys Boat Harbour?

(4) If not, why not?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Transport has provided the following reply -

(1) I am aware that Boat Torque Pty Ltd wishes to continue to operate a
passenger service from Hillarys to Rotinest. As far as I know the
receiver did approve an interim continuation of the service and on
17 October sought my consent to a continuation.
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(2) 1 am in favour of any ferry operator who is prepared to provide a
regular reliable year-round Hillarys to Rotrnest service for the residents
of the northern metropolitan area. I am presently implementing a
policy to encourage such a service.

(3) See (2) above.

(4) Not applicable.

TRANSPORT - RAIL AUTHORITIES
Freight Fonvarding System - Single Management Authority, Discussions

618. H-on GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Racing and Gaming representing the
Minister for Transport:

(1) Are discussions being held with various rail authorities on the establishment of
a single organisation or authority to manage freight forwarding across
Australia which wil provide a more efficient and effective freight forwarding
system?

(2) If so, will the Minister provide details?

(3) WW] the Minister ensure that discussions ase held with the various private
freight forwarding companies in Western Australia so that they are able to
offer some input into the proposed national org anisation?

(4) If not, why not?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Transport has provided the following reply -

(1) Yes.

(2) The discussions involve the formation of a national freight corporation
to manage and market interstate freight services which would have all
interested rail authorities represented on the board of management and
the possibility of private sector involvement in freight terminals.

(3) Yes.

(4) Not applicable.

CRIME - CRIMINAL CHARGES
No Proceedings Statistics - Details

619. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Attorney General:

(1) How many criminal charges have been either dropped, abandoned, or not
proceeded with in each year since the Governmuent was elected in 1983?

(2) Will the Attorney distinguish the particular charges involved and provide brief
details of the reasons why these charges were not proceeded with?

(3) If not, why not?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

(0)-0)
The information is not readily available. Statistics of this type are not
maintained. It would require commritment of considerable resources to
extract and collate the data. In view of the present commitments of the
Crown Prosecutor's office, I am not prepared to direct that scarce
resources be expended on the research involved.

POLmTCAL DONATIONS -POLITCAL PARTIES
Source Disclosure -New Legislation

627. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Leader of the House representing the Premier:

With reference to the Premier's Press release P89/204 of 4 July 1989 in which
he claimed he would reintroduce legislation requiring political parties to
disclose the source of political donations, when did he first introduce a Bill.
into the Parliament which required political parties to disclose the source of
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political donations in view of his claim that he now intends to reintroduce this
measure into the Parliament as a matter of priority?

I-on J.M. BERIh4SON replied:

The Premier has provided the following reply -

The issue of disclosing donations to political parties to remove political parties
from the perceived infuence of those providing funds is fully supported by
this Government.

In debate on a motion in the Legislative Assembly on 19 May 1988 the
Government demonstrated its commitmient to this principle but the Opposition
completely rejected this measure to place public accountability in the political
process. Hansard records that in a vote on this motion on 19 May 1988 the
Leader of the Opposition, then a member in another place, voted against this
measure.

I look forward to presenting the Leader of the Opposition in the Legislative
Council with the opportunity to demonstrate to the public of Western Australia
whether he and the Liberal Party are genuine or not.

TECHNOLOGY AND INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY - AUSTRALIAN
SHPBUILDING INDUSTRIES (WA) FT-Y LTD

Brinkley, Mr Tom - Defence Tendering Report, Involvement
630. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Economic Development and Trade:

With reference to the answer given to question 355 of 19 September 1989 -

(1) Was this report commissioned for TIDA by a Mr Tom Brinkley and, if
not, who commnissioned the report?

(2) Has Mr Tom Brinkley been involved in the commissioning, research
into or preparation of any report by TWDA into aspects of defence
tendering at Australian Shipbuilding Industries and, if so, will he
provide details?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

The Minister for Economic Development and Trade has provided the
following reply -

(1) The report referred to in the answer given to question 355 of
19 September 1989 was corissioned by TIDA.

(2) Mr Brinkley, as a consultant to TIDA, participated in the preparation
of the report.

No report commissioned by TIDA has included defence tendering
procedures at Australian Shipbuilding Industries in the terms of
reference.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION - LOT 605 PEEL
ESTATE

Land Purchase

631. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Leader of the House representing the Premier:

(1) Did the Western Australian Development Corporation purchase at any time all
or any portion of Lot 605 Peel Estate which may also be known as Lot 605
Port Kennedy, Baldivis?

(2) If yes,

(a) when was this land purchased;

(b) from whom was the land purchased;

(c) what was the purchase price;

(d) for what purpose was this land originally purchased, and
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(e) is the WADC still the owner of this land and if not, will he provide
details of the date of disposal, the selling price and the identity of the
current owner?

(3) Did the WADC purchase or dispose of any other land within the City of
Rockingham during the past six years and, if so, will he provide details of the
location, area, zoning, purchase or selling price of such land?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

The Premier has provided the following reply

(1) Yes. WADC purchased Lot 605 Wasnbro as tenants in common in
equal shares with Fleuris Pry Ltd, its joint venture partner in the
adjacent Port Kennedy Project.

(2) (a) Settlement took place on 17 November, 1988;

(b) Roman Catholic Church;

(c) the purchase price was $801 000 paid on a 50:50 basis by
WADC and Fleuris Pty Ltd;

(d) the lot was purchased for possible use in conjunction with the
Port Kennedy development;

(e) WADC and Ftc uris are still joint owners of the land.

(3) Six lots within the City of Rockinghanm have been disposed of by the
LandCorp Division of WADC on behalf of the Department of Lands.
All of these lots were zoned residential. Details of lots sold are as
follows -

LOT SETTLEMENT DATE PRICE

177 Lewington St 23.1.89 42000
Rockingham
519 Smythe St 10.2-89 41000
Rockingham

-550 Smythe St 13.1.89 38500
Rockingham
563 Jecks St 13.1.89 37000
Rockingham

590ORegan St 10.2.89 35000
Rockinghamn

617 Jecks St L[3.1.89 37000
Rockingham

rISSUE PAPER -EXPORT

Plant Establishment - Question 467 (4), Unanswered
632. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Economic Development and Trade:

Further to his answer to question 467 on Tuesday, 26 September 1989 -

(1) What progress has been made to date on the establishment of a plant to
produce tissue paper for export?

(2) Why did the Minister not provide an answer to part (4) of question
467?

(3) Was it an oversight and, if so, will the Minister provide the details as
requested?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

The Minister for Economic Development and Trade has provided the
following reply -
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(1) The Austissue plant commenced operations at Canning Vale on
25 September 1989.

(2)-(3)
Part (4) of question 467 was correctly answered.

PORTS AND HARBOURS -ESPERANCE PORT
Pilot and Harbour Master -Transfer Proposal

635. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Racing and Gaming representing the
Minister for Transport:

(1) Is it intended to transfer the current pilot and harbour master from the Port of
Esperance to another port in Western Australia and, if so, will the Minister set
out the reasons and timing for the proposed transfer?

(2) Has this matter been discussed with the Esperance Port Authority and does
that authority concur with the proposal?

(3) If not, why not?

(4) If it is intended to transfer the existing resident pilot and harbouir master is it
intended to substitute his services with a pilot being flown in when required
and, if so, will he explain how there is any economic benefit in such a
proposal?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Transport has provided the following reply -

(1) Harbour Master, Esperance ceased duties on I May 1989 and after
long service leave is now piloting at Port Walcott.

(2) Yes, and close contact maintained.

(3) Not applicable.

(4) In conjunction with the Port Authority, the Department of Marine and
Harbours is evaluating the effectiveness of utilising a relieving harbour
master to carry out the functions of Harbour Master, Esperance.

INSURANCE COMPANIES ACT 1918 - INSURANCE COMPANIES
Securit'y Deposit - Remaining Funds

636. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Leader of the House representing the Treasurer:
With reference to the Insurance Companies Act 1918 which provides for the
deposit of security by insurance companies -

(1) What funds, if any, remain on hand with respect to the provisions of
the Act?

(2) If no such funds remain under the provisions of this Act what other
provisions have superseded the Insurance Companies Act?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

I am advised by the SGIC that -

(I) No funds have been deposited uinder the Insurance Companies Act
1918.

(2) The Insurance Companies Act 1918 - a State Act - has been
superseded by Commonwealth legislation relating to insurance through
the Insurance Act 1973 and the Life Insurance Act 1945.

SUPERANNUATION BOARD - INVESTMENT HOUSES
Deposits - Government Approval

638. Hon P.O. PENDAL to the Leader of the House representing the Treasurer:

(1) Is formal Government/miunisterial approval needed to deposit Superannuation
Board funds in investment houses?

AIN1H-3
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(2) If so, why in March 1988 was formal approval for a $50 million deposit by the
Superannuation Board into Rothwells given by Hon Peter Dowding fully six
weeks after the deposit was made?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

The Superannuation Board advised me as follows -

(1) Under section 13 of the Government Employees Superannuation Act,
the board may invest in any manner it thinks fit, subject to the approval
of the Treasurer. The approval may be in such manner and at such
times dhe Treasurer thinks fit and may be issued for specific
investments or under general guidelines.

(2) Formal approval was obtained in accordance with the requirements of
the Act.

ROTHWELLS LTD - SUPERANNUATION BOARD
Treasury Deposit - Decision, Correspondence Tabling

639. Hon P.G. PENDAL to the Leader of the House representing the Treasurer:

(1) Will the Leader table, or alternatively arrange for the Treasurer to table, all
correspondence leading up to the decision to divert $50 mill ion in Treasury
funds to the Superannuation Board for imnmediate payment into Rorhwelis in
late January/early February last year?

(2) If not -

(a) why not; and

(b) will he state who initiated the move to make the $50 million deposit
into Rothwells?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

(1) No.

The Superannuation Board has advised me as follows -

(2) (a) The payment of the $50 million from Consolidated Revenue to
the Superannuation Board met the State's accrued liability for
lump sum superannuation benefits under the Government
Employees Superannuation Act and was made in the normal
course of business. The liability of the State as at 31 January
1988 was $50.62 million.

(b) The Government Employees Superannuation Board.

SUPERANNUATION BOARD - TREASURY PAYMENT
Government's Share - Payments Timetable

640. Hon P.G. PENDAL to the Leader of the House representing the Treasurer:

I refer to Press reports made by the Chairman of the State Superannuation
Board, Mr W. Roiston, that the State Treasury forwarded $50 million to the
board ". . . to meet the employers' share of pensions -. "and ask -

(1) At which time of the year in each of the past five years has the
Treasury normally paid the Government's share of superannuation
payments to the Superannuation Board?

(2) Has there been a precedent for the payment of $50 million for this
purpose at this time of the year; that is, late January/early February?

Hon J.M. BERJNSON replied:

The Superannuation Board advises me as follows -

The State's liability for superannuation pension benefits under the
Superannuation and Family Benefits Act are met fortnightly.

With the introduction of the Government Employees Superannuation
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Act with effect from 1 July 1987 and the uncertainty of the number of
members who would opt to transfer to the new scheme, the funding
arrangements of the State's liability of lump sum benefits were not put
into place immediately. During the- first year of the new scheme the
State's liability was made on an ad-hoc basis as the liability arose and
after the effect of the transfer option had been assessed; that is -

31 January 1988 $50 million
10OMay 1988 $10 million
3O June 1988 $12 million

Since October 1988, the State's Liability for lump sum benefits under
the Government Employees Superannuation Act has been met monthly
in arrears.

ROTHWELL.S LTD - SUPERANNUATION BOARD
Treasury Deposit - Normal Transaction, Chairman's Comment

641. Hon P.O. PENDAL to the Leader of the House representing the Treasurer:

Irefer to the $50 million paid by the Superannuation Board into Rothwells in
January-February last year after receiving the $50 million from the State
Treasury and ask -

(1) Is the reported comment of Mr W. Rolston, Chairman of the State
Superannuation Board - The West Australian, I October - that there
was nothing unusual about the transaction, correct?

(2) If there was nothing unusual why did the Premier when questioned in
the Legislative Assembly by the Leader of the Opposition on 26 May
1988, decline to make such an observation at that time?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

(1) 1 assume the honourable member is referring to the article in The West
Australian on 4 October since there was no publication on Sunday, I October.
There was nothing unusual in relation to the payment by Treasury to the
Superannuation Board to meet the State's superannuation liability. The
chairman's comment was therefore correct.

(2) The Treasurer was not prepared to answer without being given sufficient time
to seek the information.

ROThWELLS LTD - SUPERANNUATION BOARD
Treasury Deposit - Repayment Date

643. Hon P.G. PENDAL to the Leader of the House representing the Premier:

(1) Is the Premier correctly reported in The West Australian on 2 October 1989
that the $50 million deposited by the Superannuation Board in Rothwells, in
January-February last year was received back ". .. at the appropriate time"?

(2) Will the Premier confirm that the money was due back by early March but in
fact was not recovered until early June?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

The Premier has provided the following reply -

(l )-(2)
Initially the deposit was to be retired at the end of March 1988. The
Superannuation Board rolled-over the deposit by the exchange of
commercial bills until finial redemption in early June.

ROTH WELLS LTD - SUPERANNUATION BOARD
Treasury Deposit - Decision Maker

644. Hon P.O. PENDAL to the Leader of the House representing the Treasurer:

I refer to the $50 million deposited in Rothwells by the Superannuation Board
at the behest of the State Government in January-February last year and ask -
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(1) Who made the initial decision to ask the Treasury to advance the
$50 million to the board for placement in Rothwells?

(2) Was the Treasury advised that the destination for the $50 million
would be Rozhwells?

(3) Did the Under Treasurer or any other Treasury officer make any
comment or offer any advice on such a move?

(4) Who were the members of the Superannuation Board who ratified the
decision to deposit the $50 million in Rothwells about a week after the
deposit bad actually been made?

(5) Did any one or more of these board members dissent from, or
otherwise challenge, the decision that had already been made to
deposit the board's money in Rothwells?

(6) If so, which ones?
(7) What was the form of their dissent or challenge?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

The Treasury did not advance moneys to the Superannuation Board for
investment with Rothwells. Payments were made to meet the State's
Superannuation liabilities as provided for each year in the Budget.

(3) Not applicable.
(4) W.F. Rolson (Chairman), MC. Kingsmill, K. Edwards and M. Helm

(members).
(5) No.
(6)-(7)

Not applicable.
RQTHWELLS LTD - SUPERANNUATION BOARD

Treasury Deposit - Thirty Day Term
645. Hon P.G. PENDAL to the Leader of the House representing the Treasurer:

(1) Is it correct that the $50 million advanced from Treasury to the
Superan 'nuation Board and then deposited into Rothwells in January- February
last year was deposited for a 30-day term?

(2) If so, why was a large proport ion still outstanding some three months later?
(3) Is this normal procedure for Superannuation Board investments?
(4) By April. when the repayment was weeks overdue, was the Superannuation

Board expressing concern that only $4 million had been repaid by Rothwells?
(5) If so, what steps did the board rake, together with any action taken by the

Treasury, to recover the other $46 million?
(6) Will he table any correspondence or documentation in relation to this matter?
Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

The Superannuation Board advises me as follows -

(1) No - initial investment was to be redeemed on 31 March 1988.
(2) The commercial bills were exchanged until final redemption.
(3) The exchange of commercial bills in normal practice in the investment

of cash assets.
(4) Some concemn was expressed, however the bills continued to be

exchanged until final redemption.
(5) See (4) above.
(6) No documentation available.
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ABORTION - PRO-ABORTION POLICY GROUPS
Schools - Right of Access

649. Hon P.C. PENDAL to the Minister for Local Government representing the Minister
for Education:

(1) What right of access to schools is given to groups advocating a pro-abortion
policy?

(2) Is the same right of access given to those who advocate contrary policies?

(3) If not, will the Minister ensure such access is offered on an evenhanded basis?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:

(1)-(3)
While it is unlikely that pro or anti-abortion groups as such would be invited
to visit Government schools, it is possible that groups which have access to
schools have policies regarding abortion. As an example, individuals
representing churches, while they teach to an agreed syllabus, are likely to
have personal views regarding abortion.
The treatment of controversial issues in schools is based on a policy paper, a
copy of which is appended. This policy has operated for nine years. The
absence of such controversy in schools during the period if a tribute to the
commonsense and sensitivity of principals, teachers and parents.

[See paper No 47 1.]

GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS - "BUDGET REPORT TO FREMANTLE AND
COCKBURN"

Cost Responsibility
650. Hon P.O. PENDAL to the Leader of the House representing the Deputy Premier:

(1) Is the cost of the publication "Budget report to Fremantle and Cockburn", put
out under the photograph of himself and the member for Cockbumn, borne by
the members or by the Government?

(2) If by the Government -

(a) how many copies were printed;

(b) what was the cost;

(c) which other Labor MPs avail themselves of this service; and

(d) will similar facilities be made available to non-Labor MvPs to impart
messages to their electorates?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

(1) All of the cost will be borne by the members.

(2) Not applicable.

TOURISM - BUDGET ALLOCATIONS
Great Southern Development Authority - South West Development Authority

651. Hon P.O. PENDAL to the Minister for Racing and Gaming representing the Minister
for Tourism:

(1) What State Government funds are allocated this year to -

(a) the Great Southern Development Authority;

(b) the South West Development Authority; and

(c) tourism directorates and/or regional travel associations

for tourism purposes - but not including funds allocated to tourist bureau
information centres?
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(2) How much of this money is allocated for the purposes of -

(a) employing personnel either directly or indirectly in Government or
non-Government organisations; and

(b) promotions/advertising?)

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Tourism has provided the following reply -

(l)(a)-(b)
The Western Australian Tourism Commission has not provided
funding to either Great Southern Development Authority or
South West Development Authority.

(c) The only regional travel association (RTA) which has received
funds to date is the Gascoyne region. The applications of the
remaining RTAs will be processed by the Tourism Country
Review Board as its next meeting in November. It is estimated
that funds of between $27 900 and $29 000 will be allocated to
the following RTAs -

Central South RTA
Rainbow Coast DIR
Midlands RIA
South West RTA
Goldfields RTA
Kimnberley RTA
Midwest RTA
Pilbara RTA

(2) Funds allocated by the Western Australian Tourism Commission via
the Country Tourism Review Board are for marketing and promotional
purposes only and are allocated in accordance with the criteria of the
regional policy.

MUSEUM BOARD - FUNCTIONAL REVIEW REPORT
Completion

658. Hon P.G. PENDAL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for The
Arts:

(L) Is it correct that a functional review report on the Museum Board has been
completed?

(2) If so, will the Minister release the report?

(3) If no to (2), why will he not release the report?

Hion I M. BERIINSON replied:

(1) Yes.

(2) Not at present.

(3) I will be happy to discuss with himr the release of the report once he has
concluded ongoing discussions with the Museum on several long termi issues
arising from Public Service Commission consideration of action already
completed on the report's recommrendations.

POLICE - COUNTRY OFFICERS
Overtime - Payment Period

661. Hion GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Racing and Gamning representing the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services:
(1) In the case of country police officers who are required to work overtime, is the

payment for such overtime included in their wages immediately proceeding
such overtime?
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(2) If not, how long does it cake for the payment of such overtime to be included
in an officer's wages?

(3) What is the reason for the delay?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
The Minister for Police and Emergency Services has provided the following
reply -

(1) No.
(2) It varies, but is normally four weeks.
(3) There are two factors that contribute to this delay, namely -

(a) The time it takes the overtime summary and claim forms to
reach the salaries office; and

(b) the salaries section is required to close off eight working days
prior to pay date, to enable processing of the payroll.

POLICE - JUVENILE ARRESTS
Detention Centres, Overcrowding - Arrest Reduction Request

666. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Local Government representing the
Minister for Community Services:
(1) Has a request been made to the police to reduce the number of juvenile arrests

because of overcrowding at Perth detention centres?
(2) If so, will the Minister provide a copy of the request?
(3) If not, why not?

Hon KAY 1-ALLAJ-AN replied:
The Minister for Community Services has provided the following reply -

(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) These include encouraging police to use summonses rather than arrest

in appropriate cases and generally reviewing whether a formal request
and consequent procedures are required in all cases for juveniles.

TELEPHONE TAPPING - POLICE POWERS
Drug Trade - New Legislation

668. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Racing and Gaming representing the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services:
(1) Is it correct that in May 1989 the Government intended to introduce legislation

in August 1989 to give police powers to tap telephones in their fight against
profiteers of the drug trade?

(2) Why has the Government not introduced the legislation?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Police and Emergency Services has provided the following
reply -

(1) Yes.
(2) The provisions of the Commonwealth Act require among other things

that dhe Commonwealth Attorney General satisfies himself as to the
adequacy of State legislation. Consequently, the State legislation has
only recently been completed and is awaiting Cabinet approval to print
and introduce into the current parliamentary session.
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ABORIGINAL CQMMUNITY - METROPOLITAN AREA
Cultural Gatherings and Meetings - Facilities

672. Hon P.G. PENDAL to the Minister for Local Government representing the Minister
for Aboriginal Affairs:
(1) What facilities are available to the Aboriginal comnmunity in the metropolitan

area, for holding cultural gatherings arid other meetings?

(2) Are there any plans to either upgrade the Aboriginal Advancement Council
premises in East Penth, apparently in a dilapidated condition currently, or
provide other facilities of a better standard where Aboriginal people can meet
as a comnmunity?

Hon KAY HALLAI-AN replied:

The Minister for Aboriginal Affairs has provided the following reply -

(1) There are a variety of facilities in the metropolitan area for Aboriginal
people to hold cultural gatherings or any other meetings.

(2) I have recently approved a grant of $tO0 000 to refurbish the Aboriginal
Advancement Council premises. The amount will be used to secure
the building and for repairs and general cleaning.

SWAN BREWERY SITE - REDEVELOPMENT
Stanton, Dr John - Univers ityv of Western Australia Anthropology

Department, Transfer Request

673. Hon ROG. PENDAL to the Leader of the House representing the Premier:
(1) Is it correct that the Premier asked Dr John Stanton to shift the Department of

Anfthopology from the University of Western Australia's present campus to
the proposed development on the Old Brewery site?

(2) If so, why did he make this request?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

(I) No.

(2) Not applicable.

POLICE - MOUNTED POLICE
Towns - Establishment Consideration

674. Hon P.1-. LOCKYER to the Minister for Racing and Gaining representing the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services:

Are any other towns in Western Australia being considered by the Police
Department for the possible stationing of mounted police, sirnilar to
Kalgoorl ie?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Police and Emergency Services has provided the following
reply -

Not at this time. Three mounted police are currently working out of
Kalgoorlie for a period of one week to assist in the reinforcement of the
Neighbourhood Watch scheme. Should this trial prove to be successful as
evidenced by public reaction and crime statistics, limited use of the mounted
section will be considered for other major country towns. Permanent mounted
police in some country locations is a possible long termi objective as an
operational and comnmunity policing initiative.

WATER RESOURCES - CARNARVON GROWERS
Charges Increase

676. Hon P.11. LOCKYER to the Minister for Racing and Gaming representing the
Minister for Water Resources:

(1) What was the reason for the increase in charges to Carnarvon growers for the
cost, per kilolitre, of water by approximately 20 per cent?
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(2) Has the Government abandoned its commitment made to Western Australians
by the Premier chat charges would not increase by more than the inflation rate?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Water Resources has provided the following reply -

(1) The previous water charges for Carnarvon irrigation recovered only
63 per cent of 1988-89 operating costs and resulted in an operating loss
in the order of $322 500.

With the approved tariff increase of round 20 per cent, combined with
a real reduction in operating costs, we anticipate this loss being
reduced to $250 000 in 1989-90, increasing recovery of operating costs
to 72 per cent.

(2) No.

EDUCATION - LEINSTER PRIMARY SCHOOL
Student Statistics - Teacher Statistics

678. Hon P.11. LOCKYER to the Minister for Local Government representing the
Minister for Education:

How many -

(a) students; and

(b) teachers

are at the Leinsrer Primary School?
Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:

The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -

Leinster Primary School

(a) 38 preprimiary (four and five year olds)

104 primary

_1.3 secondary

155

(b) I Principal

6 full time teachers

.j part time teachers

7FlE

KOlT CUNNING - SOUTH WEST DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
South Western Times - Defamation Action, Legal Advice

681. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Minister for Racing and Gamning representing the
Minister for South-West;

(1) Is the legal firm Kort Cunning acting for the South West Development
Authority in a defamation action against the South Western Times?

(2) If so, is the funding for such legal advice being provided by the South West
Development Authority or any ocher arm of the Government of WA?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for South-West has provided the following reply -

(1) Yes.
(2) Funding for this legal advice is being provided by the South West

Development Authority.-
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GERALDTON MID-WEST DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY - CONSULTANTS
Hiring - No Tenders

682. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Minister for Racing and Gaining representing the
Minister for Mid-West:
(1) Does the Geraidron Mid-West Development Authority hire consultants

without any tender or quote being taken?
(2) lf so -

(a) which consultants have been hired in the last two years and for what
purpose; and

(b) what has been the cost of hiring these consultants?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
(1) No. It is the practice of the Geraldion Mid-West Development Authority to

obtain a tender or quote prior to the engagement of consultants.
(2) Not applicable.
GREAT SOUTHERN DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY - CONSULTANTS

Hiring - No Tenders
683. Hon BARRY HOUSE to (he Minister for Racing and Gaming representing the

Minister foir Regional Development:
(t) Does the Great Southern Development Authority hire consultants without any

tender or quote being taken?
(2) If so -

(a) which consultants have been hired in the last two years and for what
purpose; and

(b) what has been the cost of hiring these consultants?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Regional Development has provided the following reply -

(1) No. It is the practice of the Great Southern Development Authority to
obtain tenders or quotes prior to engaging consultants.

(2) Not applicable.
SOUTH WEST DEVELOPMENT AUTIHORITlY - CONSULTANTS

Hiring - No Tenders
684. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Minister for Racing and Gaming representing the

Minister for South-West:
(1) Does the South West Development Authority hire consultants without any

tender or quote being taken?
(2) Ifsoe-

(a) which consultants have been hired in the last two years and for what
purpose; and

(b) what has been the cost of hiring these consultants?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for South-West has provided the following reply -

(1) As is the practice with other Government agencies, the South West
Development Authority employs a range of experts based on a variety
of commissioning practices. These include selecting a number of
consultants to provide a fee proposal, calling expressions of interest, or
engaging professionals in their field on rates as recommended by the
relevant professional institutes.

(2) (a)-(b)
Not applicable.
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BUNBURY TOWER - RENTAL SPACE
Rental Review

685. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Leader of the House representing the Treasurer:

(1) Has there been a recent rental review for space occupied by the Government in
the Bunbury Tower at 61 Victoria Street, Bunbury?

(2) If so, what are the current rates being paid for rental space in this building?

(3) What is the term of the contract?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

(1) Yes.
(2) It is not the practice of the Government to release details about leases which

could be conmnercially sensitive.

(3) The lease expires in 201!.

STATE PLANNING COMISSION - LOTS 2221,2222 BROOMS
Free/raiding and Expansion - Opposition

686. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Planning:

(1) Is the Minister aware of the State Planning Comnmiss ion's. opposition to the
freeholding and/or expansion of Lots 2221 and 2222 in B roomne?

(2) What axe the reasons for opposing the freeholding of these properties?

Hon I.M. BERINSON replied:

The Minister for Planning has provided the following reply -

(I) Yes.
(2) Lots 2221 and 2222 are leasehold properties granted as "garden areas'

for the purpose of horticulture under the Mining Act. The lots are
within a coastal area in which groundwater could become saline
through excessive drawing of fresh water and therefore unsuitable for
irrigation. Groundwater use in the Cable Beach area must be
controlled in the long term to protect and conserve the limited resource
which is available and therefore expansion of these properties cannot
be supported.

Freeholding of the above leases would set an undesirable precedent for
similar proposals in and around Broome. In addition, portions of the
land concerned form part of the fragile dune system where
development has been opposed because of possible detrimental effects
to the groundwater supplies and the general amenity of the locality.

GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS - PUBLIC SERVICE LIST
Continuation

687. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Leader of the House representing the Premier:

(1) Does the Government still publish a Public Service List?

(2) If not -
(a) when did it cease publication; and

(b) why was publication ceased?

(3) If yes to (1), is Mr Zelko Lendich still on the Public Service List?
Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

The Premier has provided the following repiy -

(1) No.

(2) Publication of the Public Service List ceased in 1987 as the
information became available through the PIMS-GPS system. Normal
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employee mobility often meant that the information printed in the
Public Service List was inaccurate soon after it was printed. The
information in the on-line PIMS-GPS system is regularly updated and
therefore, far more reliable.
A PIIMS-OPS prim-out containing the information previously held in
the Public Service List is available to the public at the Public Service
Commission. Copies of this print-out are available, at cost, from the
Public Service Commission. The Public Service Commission advises
that since publication of the Public Sex-vice List ceased in 1987, there
have been only two purchase requests made.

(3) Not applicable.

EDUCATION - COUNTRY HIGH SCHOOL HOSTELS AUTHORITY
Ministerial Working Party - Members

688. Hlon BARRY HOUSE to the Minisrer for Local Government representing the
Minister for Education:
(1) Who was on the ministerial working parry on Country High School Hostels

Authority and what was their expertise and experience in the matter of isolated
students and hostels?

(2) As the advice given by the ministerial working party seems to have assumed
more importance than the findings of the Parliamentary Standing Committee,
why was there no opportunity for public comment or input to this working
party?

(3) Are parents going to be given an opportunity to express their opinions on the
changes or will they simply be presented with a fait accompli?

(4) If the best interests of isolated students are going to be served by these
charges, why is "opposition from the people in the country" - as expressed in
recommendation 3 from the ministerial working party's list of
recommendations - expected, and why is there a need for a strategy to
overcome this opposition?

(5) If the parents of the hostel students wre opposed to these changes, would the
Government see "implementation of Government policy" to be more
important than the wishes of the parents who have to date provided the
income - at the rate of approximately $85 a week - for the running of the
hostels?

Hon KAY HAL-LAHAN replied:
The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -

(1) The ministerial working parry on the Country High School Hostels
Authority consisted of senor officers from the Office of Public Sector
Management and the Ministry of Education. Their expertise and
experience were relevant to the task set for them.

(2) Consultation with concerned parties is taking place at present.
(3) It is anticipated that the concerns of parents will be aired during

consultation with the hostel boards of management and the authority
itself. Some parents have communicated directly with me and I have
responded.

(4) Opposition was anticipated from some groups and individuals as pan
of any process of change. The reference to a strategy was simply a
reference to the need to identify the concerns underlying any
opposition and addressing these.

(5) No-
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EDUCATION - COUNTRY HIGH SCHOOL HOSTELS AUTHORITY
Local Boards - Policy Making Powers, Retention

689. Hon BARRY HOUSE -to the Minister for Local Government representing the
Minister for Education:

With reference to the letter It115/89 from the Minister for Education to the
Chairman of the Country High School Hostels Authority -

(1) Does the Government anticipate that local boards will retain their
present policy making powers?

(2) If so, why abolish the authority?

(3) If local boards are not going to retain their policy making powers and
the authority is to be abolished to allow ministerial direction and
Government policy to be implemented without delays, does the
Government expect boards of management to remain in existence for
this sole purpose; that is, does the Government expect boards to exist
to merely implement Government policy?

(4) Who will decide in the final analysis what is in the "best interests of
isolated students" - their parents or the Government?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:

The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -

(1) The authority is the policy making body for country high school
hostels at present. It is envisaged that in the event of the repeal of the
authority's Act, policy advice would become the responsibility of a
peak advisory group.

(2) See above.

(3) Ideally, the hostel boards would take an active role in the management
of hostels through the budget planning and residential care
management processes.

(4) Both - the Goverment through the allocation to. its priorities in
education and the parents through the exercise of choice.

GERALDTON MID-WEST DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY - STAFF
Ministerial Inquiries - Handling

691. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Minister for Racing and Gaming representing the
Minister for Mid-West:

(1) Do the staff of the Geraldton Mid-West Development Authority handle
ministerial inquiries?

(2) If so, how many ministerial inquiries have the staff handled in the 1989
calendar year?

(3) Are these ministerial inquiries directed via the board and/or advisory
committee?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Mfinister for Mid-West has provided the following reply -

(1) Yes. Routine ministerial correspondence directly related to the day to
day operations of the Geraldton Mid-West Development Authority.

(2) Since the creation of the Ministry of the Mid-West, 63.

(3) No- They are day to day matters.
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GREAT SOUTHERN DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY - STAFF
Ministerial Inquiries - Handling

692. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Minister for Racing and Gaming representing the
Minister for Regional Development:
(1) Do the staff of the Great Southern Development Authority handle ministerial

inquiries?
(2) If so, how many ministerial inquiries have the staff handled in the 1989

calendar yeas?-
(3) Are these ministerial inquiries directed via the board and/or advisory

committee?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Regional Development has provided the following reply -
(1) Yes. The staff of the Great Southern Development Authority handle

routine ministerial correspondence related to the day-to-day operations
of the authority.

(2) Thirty since March 1989, including parliamentary questions.
(3) It is normal procedure that the director of the authority consult board

members if he believes that these inquiries touch on policy matters.
SOUTH WEST DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY - STAFF

Ministerial Inquiries - Handling
693. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Minister for Racing and Gaming representing the

Minister for South-West:
(1) Do the staff of the South West Development Authority handle ministerial

inquiries?
(2) if so, how many ministerial inquiries have the staff handled in the 1989

calendar year?
(3) Are these ministerial inquiries directed via the board and/or advisory

committee?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for South-West has provided the following reply -

(I) The Minister for South-West has an office in the Bunbury Tower.
Ministerial inquiries are handled directly by ministerial staff with the
assistance of SWDA.
The relationship between the South West Development Authority and
the Minister's office is the same as that applying between other
Government agencies and ministerial offices. Technical information
required by the public is sought via the authority or other Government
departments.

(2)-(3)
Not applicable.

HOUSING - HOMESWEST
Family Homes - South West Towns, Building Statistics

695. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Housing:

Further to question 51.6 of 1989, how many houses will. Homeswest be
building for families (not aged accomrmodation) in 1989-90 in the following
towns -

(a) Bunbury;
(b) Busselton;
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(c) Mandurab;

(d) Collie;
(e) Albany;

(f) Manjimup; and
(g) Margaret River?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

The Minister for Housing has provided the followig reply -

(a) 24;

(b) nil;

(c) 57;
(d) 1
(e) 16;

(f) nil;

(g) nil.

Please note: Since answering question 516, the following changes to the
overall program in the above towns have been made as a consequence of land
issues and demand.

(a) Bunbury reduced from 70 to 62 units;

(b) Busselton increased from 41 to 51 units;

(c) Collie increased from 11I to 13 units.

ROADS - MANDURAH
Murdoch Drive, Wanjeep Road. Coodanup Drive - No Signs Concern

696. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Minister for Racing and Gaining representing the
Minister for Transport:

(1) Is the Minister aware that, in relation to the following roads in Mandurah -

(a) Murdoch Drive, there are no speed signs and no hospital sign;

(b) Wanjeep Road, there are no speed signs and the limnit is still 110
kilometres per hour and there are no school signs, only childrens' walk
signs; and

(c) Coodanup Drive, there are no speed signs?

(2) Are there concerns about any safety aspects on these roads which are near a
hospital and a school?

(3) Are there any plans to instal appropriate signs?

(4) If so, when?

(5) If not, why not?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Transport has provided the following reply -

(1) No.
(2) The Minister is not aware of any concerns.

(3)-(5)
Main Roads Department officers will examine these roads in
conjunction with the Town of Mandurab to establish adequacy of
signing. if speed linift signs are required the Main Roads Department
will arrange for their installation. Warning signs ame the responsibility
of the Town of Mandurah.
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MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT - ELECTORATE OFFICES
Laser Printers - fnkjet Printers

700. Hon N.F. MOORE to the Leader of the House representing the Premier:

Which members of Parliament have been provided with -

(a) laser printers;

(b) irnkjet printers

for their electorate office?
Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

The Premier has provided the following reply -

Members with computing equipment installed in their electorate offices have a
variety of different types of printers as a result of members initially being
provided with the opportunity to select equipment of their preference. These
include laser printers and inkjet printers as well as other types.

A commuittee comprising seven members under the chairmanship of the
Speaker is currently reviewing a wide range of matters pertaining to
parliamentary electorate offices and it is envisaged that the committee will
examine and make recommendations on the standard of equipment to be
provided in the future.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

NATIONAL COMPANIES AND SECURITIES COMMISSION - ATT'ORNEY
GENERAL

Direction Powers - Companies Code Information
339. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Attorney General:

On Thursday last I asked the Attorney General whether he had the capacity to
direct the National Companies and Securities Commission and he answered in
unequivocal terms, no. I ask the Attorney General whether he is aware that
section 291 of the Companies Code indeed provides him with the authority to
direct the NCSC, and why, on Thursday, did he answer no to that question?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

That is really a terribly difficult question to answer. In other circumstances I
would ask that it be placed on notice so chat nobody could say that I gave less
than a comprehensive reply. By a happy coincidence, however, I happen to
have with me not only last Thursday's Mansard but also the annotated
publication dealing with the NCSC legislation.

Hon George Cash: I thought you would be keen to explain.

Hon P.G. Pendal: Someone else has found you out.

Hon J.M. BERINSON: I am happy to say that I can accommodate Mr Cash in spite
of the enormous difficulty which he thought the question would raise. In the
first place, Mr Cash has only partly quoted the question and answer session
from last Thursday's sitting. Had he referred not only to his first question on
that matter but also to his supplementary question he would have found the
answer for himself.

I add to those prelimninary comments the fact that there was obviously some
confusion, or something incorrect about what passed between.Mr Cash and
myself. Either I answered a question he had not asked -

Hon George Cash: That is possible.

Hon P.O. Pendal: That is a novelty!

Hon J.M. BERINSON: It is possible that I misunderstood the question, in which case
my answer was wrong. On the other hand, perhaps the real intention of the
question was as I understood it, in which case that would not apply.
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Several members interjected.

The PRLESIDENT: Order! Let us listen to the Attorney General.

Hon J.M. BERINSON: May I go through the two questions? I know it is generally
undesirable to do this, but I am anxious to ensure chat the record is accurate on
the question and answer. Question 322 by Mr Cash to the Attorney General
was -

(1) Could he, in his capacity as Attorney General, direct the
National Companies and Securities Comnmission to carry out an
investigation into a corporate entity?

(2) If so, has he directed the NCSC on any matter?

(3) If so, will he advise the general terms of such direction and
when such direction was given?

I replied -

(l)-(3)
The only direction with which I have been concerned is the
special investigation into Rothwdlls. As I have previously
indicated, the decision to institute that special investigation was
actually made by the Ministerial Council, but to meet the
requirements of the Act and because the actual burden of the
work would be conducted in this State it was decided by the
Ministerial Council that the ten-ns of reference should go out
over my signature.

Hansard then indicates this. I believe this happened while I was in the course
of resuming my seat -

Hon George Cash: Do you have the capacity to direct the NCSC?

IHon J.M. BERINSON: No.

When I saw the greens of the M-ansard on this question I added a note that I
believed that I would have said, "No, not in respect of the detail of its work."
The Chief Hansard Reporter was good enough to check the cape, and also with
Mr Cash, and he told me that was not the case, and so far as he could tell,
Mansard recorded what I had actually said correctly. The reason I said that, is
that I could not believe that having just said that I directed the NCSC in
respect of the Rothweils inquiry, [ would then have said no, I do not have any
power to issue directions. I can only say, having considered the matter, that
what I was thinking of at the time was detailed directions to the NCSC, not
something in the nature of special investigations to which we have referred.

Lest there be any room to doubt that, I must thank Hon George Cash for not
leaving things well enough alone with question 322; he actually asked me a
supplementary question which put the position beyond doubt. In question
329, a couple of minutes later, he asked me -

I refer to an earlier question which I posed to the Attorney General in
which I inquired as to his capacity to direct the National Companies
and Securities Commission. I did not fully hear the Attorney
General's answer owing to an interjection.

Perhaps I could use that excuse and say that perhaps I did not hear his question
correctly. H-e went an -

Could the Attorney confirm whether in his capacity as Attorney
General he has the authority to direct the NCSC to carry out
investigations into corporate entities?

I replied -
I am always sad about confessing to an absence of knowledge of my
powers. I can only say that I do not believe that I have the power to
direct the National Companies and Securities Commnission in that way.
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I give that answer subject to correction. I have never given such a
direction other than in relation to the McCusker inquiry. I would
prefer to go back to the Act to check on any powers which I might
have in that respect.

In other words I was admnitting my ignorance of investigations generally. That
is the distinction I have to draw between the provisions of the Act, and the
nature of the two questions arnd my replies.

Hon George Cash: If I had asked you a third question you would have given another
answer.

Hon J.M. BERINSON: Under section 291 of this legislation that Mr Cash quoted,
Attorneys General in each of the States of dhe Commonwealth have the
capacity to give a direction to the NCSC in relation to special investigations.
The second question related to investigations which are quite different.

Hon George Cash: Read section 291 of the Act. Be very clear of what you are
saying. Read it word for word.

Hon J.M. BERJINSON: I know it says that investigations -

Hon George Cash: Now you are going to change again.

Hon J.M. BERIINSON: No, I am not; I am referring the House to the fact that section
291 comes under part 7 of the Act which deals with special investigations.

Several members interjected.

The PRESIDENT: Order!

Hon J.M. BERINSON: If in the chapter dealing with special investigations the
terminology is not used on every occasion, and I suspect that could well be
because of some -

Hon George Cash: Just think of something.

Hon J.M. BERINSON: - definition clause. The fact is that part 7 of the Act deals
with special investigations. Having checked the position, it does emerge that
special investigations can be directed by the Attorney General, as was obvious
from my commnent about having directed the NCSC on the McCusker inquiry.
What I intended to convey with the single word "no" is also correct; namely
that in terms of its day to day work and other investigations the NCSC is not
subject to that direction.

I am sorry to go on at this length, but I take the opportunity to make one
further correction. I said in the course of one or other of the answers I have
quoted that the McCusker inquiry is the only occasion on which I have given a
direction of this kind. On further checking the position I find there has been
one other instance; it was three or four years ago when I gave a direction for a
special investigation. On that occasion it was into WA Pine.

NOLLE PROSEQUIS - ATITORNEY GENERAL
Statistics - Crown Law Department, Information Provision

340. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Attorney General:

It is my earnest hope that it will not take the Attorney General 12 minutes
tomorrow to correct the answers he may give today. In respect of questions
on notice 611L and 619 for today in which I asked, in question 611 -

(1) How many nolle prosequis have been entered by himself,
officers of the Crown Law Department or the Solicitor General
since the Government was elected to office in February 1983?

I asked other questions as part of question 611 and received an answer which
corresponds to the answer to question 619, in which!I asked in part -

(1) How many criminal charges have been either dropped,
abandoned, or not proceeded with in each year since the
Government was elected in 1983?
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[ asked other related questions in question 619. The answers I received from
the Attorney General to those questions were as follows -

The information is not readily available. Statistics of this type
are not maintained. It would require commitment of
considerable resources to extract and collate the data. I view
of the present commitments of the Crown Prosecutor's Office, I
am not prepared to direct that scarce resources be expended on
the research involved.

In respect of the questions and answers I have just quoted, if statistics of this
type are not readily maintained, why is it that the Crown Law Department is
able to furnish the Australian Bureau of Statistics with the information I
sought from him?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

I would be amazed if the statistics provided to the bureau were the same as
those requested by Hon George Cash, Obviously I have had an indication of
the difficulties involved in collating the material he asked for -

Hon George Cash: How many nolle prosequis have you or officers of your
department entered?

Hon J.M. BERINSON: I do not know.

Hon George Cash: Could it be in the hundreds?

Hon J.M. BERINSON: Over what period?

Hon George Cash: Since 1983.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: I would not think so, but as I am telling Hon George Cash we

do not have the statistics. I have seen some partial statistics; they were
certainly not in a form that one could provide on the basis that they were
answering this question. I have not seen the bureau's figures; I do not know
what they purport to answer. However, I am happy to take them up and to the
extent they provide a basis for some elaboration on these replies, I am happy
to do so.
Let me say, Mr President, in case Hon George Cash is letting his suspicious
mind wander again, that I have no problem with nolles. It is now a
considerable period since I have, for all effective purposes, delegated the
authority to enter nolles to senior professional officers, particularly the
Solicitor General. I have no embarrassment about that. I do not have the
faintest doubt that the nolles entered by the professional officers under that
delegated authority were on a sound basis, nor have I any doubt that in the
relatively few cases - and I would say of the order perhaps, although I amn
clutching at straws, of 10 or 12 a year - that I personally entered in earlier
years would there be any question of the need for the action at that time nor
any question about my having acted in every such case on proper professional
advice.

RAFFLE - "MELBOURNE CUP - JUDE A WINNER'
Office of Racing and Gaming - Australian Labor Parry, Permit Request

341. Hon N.F. MOORE to the Minister for Racing and Gaming:

Did the Australian Labor Party obtain a permnit from the Office of Racing and
Gaining to conduct a raffle in Western Australia entitled "Melbourne Cup
Ride a Winner"?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

f am not directly await of the raffle to which the member refers. However I
have sought some information to assist with the reply. That information is not
yet available. [ will pursue the matter in the morning and have an answer for
himn tomorrow afternoon.
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SPORT AND RECREATION - ABSEILING
Rock Climbing - Public Informati.on

342. Hon DOUG WENT' to the Minister for Sport and Recreation:

As there is growing interest in abseiling and rock climbing in this State, could
the Minister advise what advice is available to the public?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

I thank the member for prior notice of this question. I am pleased to advise
members that the Ministry of Sport and Recreation has produced the first free,
pocket-sized guide to abseiling and rock climbing in Australia. The ministry
has already received calls for copies of the handbook from the Queensland
Government's Recreation Council and Tasmania's Department of Sport and
Recreation. I am happy to provide our book as a model for other guides to
make climbing safer nationally. The handbook was compiled with the
assistance of experienced climbers as a way of increasing the level of
competence of the entire fraternity of climbers from novices to instructors.

Climbing is booming all over the country as people realise - and as people
may have seen on television lately - the enjoyment to be gained from, and the
challenge of, outdoor recreation. The Ministry of Sport and Recreation has
played a significant role in populauising climbing in this State. Copies of the
handbook have already been forwarded to schools, clubs, climbing
associations and specialist outdoor equipment stores, but are available to the
public free from any Ministry of Sport and Recreation office throughout the
State.

CASES.- DELAYS
Sunday Times Report - Attorney General's Awareness

343. Hon PETER FOSS to the Attorney General:

(1) Did the Attorney General note the report in the Sunday Times regarding the
problems with cases due to-delays I previously mentioned in the State
Laboratories?

(2) Did the Attomney General note the police complaints reported there?

(3) Is the Attorney General now prepared to investigate this matter?

Hon J.M. BERWNSON replied:

(1)-(3)
As it happens, I did not see the Sunday Times this week, so Ilam unaware of
the detail of the matters which were published. I will certainly look them up
and see whether they provide a basis for the action the honourable member
suggests.

ROAD TRAFFIC ACr - NULLARBOR PLAIN
Cyclists and Support Vehicles - Danger Warnings, Government Action

344. Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH to the Minister for Sport and Recreation:

In view of the deaths of two cyclists on the Nullarbor Plain last week and a
report from the Road Transport Association warning the Government of the
dangers to cyclists and others engaging in novelty crossings of the Nullarbor,
what action has the Government taken in respect of that warning to warn
cyclists and their support vehicles of the dangers involved and the need to
follow the provisions of the Road Traffic Act?

I ask this question because I was myself forced off the road last Sunday week
on the way back from Merredin by a support group vehicle for a group of
cyclists, which was travelling straight down the middle of the road, quite
oblivious of the Road Traffic Act.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
Was that a support vehicle?
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Hon DJ. Wordsworth: Yes.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I do not know whether the question should have been
directed to me as the Minister for Spant and Recreation. However, I chink it is
a reasonable question in view of the tragedy -

Hon DiJ. Wordsworth: You have just given a booklet to rock climbers.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: If the honourable member lets me finish my answer, I
will deal with the matter as best I can. In view of the tragic circumstances of
the accident last week one should not quibble about whether a particular
Minister should answer the question. It was a great tragedy that was terribly
unfortunate. I anm not sure of the details, but I am of the understanding that the
truck driver in' this matter has been charged with some offences, so I must be
very cautious about what I say. I am not aware of a warning having been
issued to my ministry, or, indeed, to the Government generally. If it had been,
I would have remember it. It may well be that a warning was issued in the
Eastern States, but it is a reasonable question and I am more than happy to
pursue it and to rake whatever steps are necessary to ensure that cyclists are
generally aware of their responsibilities. I am happy to do so, and will advise
the House of any developments.

SPORT AND RECREATION - SURFING
Margaret River Masters Event - Financial Shortfall

345. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Minister for Sport and Recreation:

(1) Is the Minister aware that the promoters of next weekend's Margaret River
Masters Surfing event currently face a shortfall of $40 000 on the event?

(2) Is the Minister concerned about the lack of financial support from the Drink
Safe and Quit campaigns for this world rating event?

(3) Has the Minister been approached by the promoter for fin~ancial assistance?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

(04)-3)
I understand that it is a commercial venture.

Hon Barry House: Yes.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: It is difficult for the Department for Sport and
Recreation to underwrite commercial sporting ventures.

Hon P.G. Pendal: The Government does it with everyone else.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I do not that that is the case, but the member could add
more to the question if he knows anything about it.

I am not responsible for the Drink Safe or Quit funds - although I would like
to be - to which the member referred, and I am not aware whether approaches
have been made directly to the ministry. I recall that last year when this event
was withdrawn because of some problems with obtaining a permnit for access
from the local authority it was withdrawn and an approach was made by the
Surf Life Saving Association to run the event as a non-commercial type
venture. In that circumstance we would have been delighted to assist. We
give a lot of assistance to surfing in this State as we see it as a healthy
alternative to the more organised structured sports.

Hon Barry House: It depends upon who is organising it.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: The member would understand that the Government is
cautious about underwriting an event that a private enterprise group is
operating to make a profit.

Hon Barry House: Has your lack of support anything to do with the fact that Mr Timn
Duff is not involved this year?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I am happy for the member to ask a supplementary
question, but I do not now what the interjection means.
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RAFFLE - 'MELBOURNE CUP - RIDE A WINNER'
Australian Labor Party - No Permit Number

346. Hon N.F. MOORE to the Minister for Racing and Gaming:

I have drawn the Minister's attention to the fact that the ALP has conducted a
raffle in WA entitled 'Melbourne Cup - Ride a Winner"

(I) Is it a fact that the tickets do not contain a permit number or name the
permit holder?

(2) Will the Minister table tomorrow the application for the permit if such
an application was made?

(3) Will the Minister also table a copy of the permit?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

(1)-(3)
I have already indicated to the member that I am not directly aware of the
raffle to which he refers. I have also indicated that I have sought information
and that information is not available to me. I will have it for him tomorrow,
but whether I am able to obtain a copy of the permit, I am not sure.

Hon N.E. Moore: I hope you can, because if you cannot you will be in trouble.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I invite the member to put the question on notice and I
will pursue it.

NEWSPAPER REPORTS - ATTORNEY GENERAL
Departmental Notification System

347. Hon PETER FOSS to the Attorney General:

My supplementary question is whether there is a system within the Minister's
department whereby matters such as I raised previously are reported to him by
his officers? Does the Attorney General have a system to note newspaper
reports?

Hon J.M. Berinson: Do you mean Press reports?

Hon PETER FOSS: I ask the Minister whether he has a system within his department
by which matters to which I previously referred could be referred to him by
his officers, and does he have a system to pick up newspaper reports, and
would he implement such a system if he does not have one?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

My department would deal with many matters without referring them to me.
Conversely, a majority of Press reports would not be referred by me to the
department, but a number would be referred depending upon their importance
and seriousness.

Hon Peter Foss: Does the Minister regard the matters I have raised as being serious
enough to deserve to be reported to him if they have occurred?

Hon J.M. BERINSON: I have indicated that I will look up the detail of the matter to
which the honourable member referred, and I will then be in a position to
make a judgment on that score.
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